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. + been ruined by a sight with fogged lens 
. . - . : surfaces-but never with a Bausch & 

Lomb hunting sight. Bausch & Lomb 
ruining it should it prove not to be corn- ' Another good test is the "icebox" sights are guaranteed fogproof, dust- 
pletely fogproof. Immerse the sight in a test. Take a sight from a warm room proof, and weatherproof! Make your 
pan of water that is SO0 to 60' warmer and place it in the freezing compart- own test and be sure. 
than room temperature. Use a pan or ment of a refrigerator. Moisture from 
basin large enough to allow the sight to the warm air will condense on the glass 
lie flat, with two or three inches of wa- surfaces indicating internal fogging FREE MANUAL 
ter over it. Within a couple of minutes caused only by leaky construction. Before you buy any rifle sight, send for 
the warm water will expand the air in Again, don't perform this test on any "Facts About Hunting Sights," a 72- 
the sight and create an outward pres- sight that is not supposed to be fog- page manual of technical and practical 
sure. If there is any leak, a string of tiny proof or that has optical elements ce- information. From it you'll gain an ex- 
bubbles will rise from the point of leak- merited with Canada balsam. Quick pert's knowledge of sight performance 
age, and you can be sure the sight is changes of temperature may cause fail- and dependability-you'll learn the im- 
not fogproof. Don't perform this test on ure resulting in separation of lens ele- portant facts on good sight construc- 
any sight that is not supposed to be fog- ments. tion and how you can get the most for 
proof, and any sight given this test You can realize how important it is your money in a rifle sight. A free copy 
should be removed within a few min- to have your sight completely fogproof will be sent to you by return mail. 
utes so that the sight will not have a when you think of what happens under Write to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 
chance to cool and draw water into varying conditions of temperature and 20602 Lomb Park, Rochester 2, N. Y., 
the tube. weather. Many a "perfect shot" has asking for manual G-165. 

BALFOR, 4X, $65 
ŝ  BALVAR, 2% -4X Variable Power, $80 ' '-q 

?L MOUNTS, $25 . 



GERMAN ARMY KNIFE 

r LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

SPORTSMAN'S 
COMBINATION 

KNIFE 

and bottle opener, saw 
and fish scaler, awl 
screw driver file cork- 
screw, sailmaken needle, 
and sctosora. High oar- 
bon steel blades. 4-6/7" 
long-bone handle - corn- 
plete in leather holster. 
F-148 .................. 3-23 . .a . . - a . .  .a 

In Defense of Single Action 
In the October issue of GUNS, a W. T. 

iurnette of Chicago, Illinois, wrote a letter 
;onceming the Single Action Army .45 cali- 
)er revolver. 

In this letter, Burnette said, and I quote: 
'A good man, with a modern double-action, 
would have you shot three times by the time 
fou got that huge hammer eared back." 

With due respect to Burnette, who states 
hat he is a former peace officer, I still must 
iisagree with Burnette's thoughts and opin- 

That is the only one I recall offhand, but 
there have been others. 

Perhaps your editor is a former newspa- 
perman. They work at fever heat to get out 
the daily sheet, and if half they say is wrong 
it is understandable, but when you have a 
month in which to print your publication, 
such errors should be ironed out. 

W. T. Moyers 
Denver, Colorado 

Ã‡J ru..Â¥Â¥ W" ...... 
SPOTTING SCOPE Best Magwine on Guns 

I just received my December issue of GUNS 
and could hardly wait to get to read it. I 
think you people put out the best magazine 
there is on guns and ammo. I have gotten 
every issue you have published except the 
first one. 

Howard Kine 

ions. 
I unfortunately do not own a pair of these 

pus. But a friend of mine does. I practice 
hawing with them occasionally. 

For Burnette's information as well as any- 
one else who might be interested, I have been 
timed in my drawing both guns at once and 
Bring. The fastest I've ever been clocked at 
is one second. That's from start of draw 
to fire. Do you know of anyone who can fire 
three rounds from a single gun (double 
action or single action) in one second? 

From a distance of 15 to 20 feet for best 
accuracy, there's only one man in the world 
I wouldn't attempt to draw against-either 
for play or for real. That man is Mr. D. A. 
"Jelly" Bryce of the FBI. He can pull a gun 
and fire in 3/5 of 1 second. And he goes 
under his coat to do it. Him I wouldn't 
want to tangle with. 

Laredo, l ex as 
Congratulations on a really fine gun maga- 

zine. I have just finished my second issue 
since subscribing and I am only sorry I 
waited so long. 

I especially enjoyed the article on the 30-30 
by ~ a c k  Connor, but sincerely hope you do 
not discontinue articles on my favorite gun, 
the Frontier Colt. I can say from experience 
that my 38-40 Frontier will hit a rock at a 
good 300 yards. I can even supply witnesses 
to that fact. 

Keep up the good work on a darn good 

. -.- - 

Add 10% Fed. Tax to Above Prices 

So, Mr. Bumette, I suggest that you amend 
your statement. Because it depends on the 
man who is using the .45 single action. The 
man with the double action might not even 
clear leather, let alone get off three rounds. 

I'll stick with the .45 caliber Single Action 
Army Revolver and as soon as I can save the 
money, I intend to have a pair. 

Don E. Hines 
Lawton, Oklahoma 

magazine: , 
James W. Regas 

7 '  Golden, Colo. 

T E L E S C O P E S  jugular Express Bullets 
In my article "The Two-Gun Man Comes 

Back" (January), I mentioned the new 
Harvey Jugular Express bullets under de- 
velopment by Lakeville Arms Co. Swaging 
dies and jackets are now available to make ' 
these half-jacket, pure lead core bullets, or , 
factory bullets can be obtained in .38 and .- 
.357 caliber, either 114 grain hollow points 
or 127 grain solid points. We have been 
testing the 114 grain that we made in their 
bolt-action dies. It can be driven 1,800 feet 
per second in the Magnum revolver with 
a charge of 18.2 grains 2400 powder, to , 

deliver 819 foot pounds of energy with mild 
pressure. 

This is the most destructive varmint killer 
we have ever fired in a handgun, combined 
with exceptional accuracy and moderate 
recoil. Accuracy of the deadly little slug 
seems to increase with velocity, and we are 
now working up slightly heavier charges for 
revolver and rifle. GUNS was the first mag- 
azine to report these Jugular Express bullets, 
that we believe will make the heavier, low 
velocity slugs obsolete. 

Kent Bellah 

s<ttlni and Teleicom obJutive lenses. Termtrlal mi 
C r i ~ t i a l  eyepieem FREE LITERATURE. 

REVERE INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
5830 Hollywood Blvd.; Lot A n w l u  28. California 

3n Target or In The Holster 
Fhey're A Natural 

Inaccuracies in Language 
I buy GUNS on the stands, and find it 

very interesting. There was a time when 
Outdoor Life, then published in Denver, 
Forest & Stream and Hunter-Trader-Trapper 
all had individuality, but now all the bunch. 
of outdoor magazines are simply stereotyped 
forms with the exception of yours and the 
one in Austin, Texas. 

A 
Made from 
Imported, . 

COMBAT 
GRIP g i v u  you 

efficient handling 

$12.61 
for both combat 

a n d  slow fire shoot- 
ing. Proper dosign 

IIP swdl,mid- 
. d L f  K g *  support, 

and  back strap opening 
makes pointing y w r  gun 
as natural as  pointing your 

Available for S & W K. Combat, Sq. 
Butt M&P Magnum Colt O.M., O.P,, NewServiae 

Y O U R  S A T I S F A C T I O N  G U A R A N T E E D  

I 

I T O  C GO. pASfCIHA,CALtr. 
. - 
GUNS Is pnbllshed monthly by Publisher's Dmeloprnei 

But let me give you what is intended as 
friendly and constructive advice. I note a 
tendency toward inaccuracy in your language 
and statements, and accuracy is the main 
thing a rifleman desires. For instance, I 
remember your referring to cartridges as 
shells, which is almost the same thing aa 
saying that you don't know a rifle from a 
shotgun. Of course the shell is a component 
part, but the whole is a cartridge. A com- 
nlete shell refers to shoteun ammunition. 

Send for Free Literature Dealera Invited 

- Saint Jo, Texas 
orm., Inc. at 8150 North Central Park Avenue, Stokle, Iillnols. Second clans mall p r i v i l ~ e i  authorized at Skokie, 

lllinols. Subscription $5 yearly in the USA. 



Latest model Swiss Vetterlis in verv eood to "mint" condition. 

Swiss ~ e t t e r l i  Rifle. $13.95 
Bayonet with leather scabbard, metal tips 

(sold only with rifle). $3.95 . 

REMINGTON and MARTINI ACTIONS '-<:- ' 
Remington Rolling Block 7mm'ictiins 
A favorite of gunsmiths for rebarreling to 
modern calibers. (See Guns Magazine 
November and December 1955 issues.) 
Bench rest and varminter enthusiasts will 
find it a terrific bargain at only. .. $9.25 

Small Martini Actions 
Made by B.S.A., Birmingham, England. 
Single shot. Snap ejection by lever. Ideal 
for rebarreling to .218 Bee, .22 Hornet 
and other calibers. Outside?Â¥finis good. 
All in good operating condition. 

A steal at lowest price . we've ever offered. .en. $1 2.95 

BRITISH COMBAT 
WEBLEY REVOLVER \- 

The orice under-rates this .455 caliber fz 
ite of the British Tommies. Hard-hitting, 
straight shooting. it embodies the finest too 

. - .  
Turnbolt action. Twelve shot ( 1 0  in tubular magazine, 1 in 
chamber) Caliber-41, Swiss, r.f.; Length-52"; Barrel-33.2"; 
Wt.-about 10 16s.; Rifling-4-groove, 1:26" twist. Bayonets 
approx. 2 ft. long made in Solingen of fine Swedish Steel-with 
18'/i" sabre blade and saw tooth back. Very rare. 

breaking designever devised-can* be opened 
with a flick of the thumb. Closes and locks 
solidly. Cylinder aligns correctly, holds tight 
in firing position. A standout gun for low-cost, heavy caliber 
plinking or home defense. Good Cond.-$12.95; Very Good- 
$14.95; Converted t o  45 ACP Cal., 2 half-moon Clips inc1.- 
$16.95. Ammo : Caliber .455, 265 gr., 100 rds.-$6.50: Caliber 
45 ACP, 230 gr., 100 rds.-$6. 

NOTE: Enclose signed stotement, "I om not an alien, hove never been 
convicted of a crime of violence, om not under indictment or o fugitive. 
I am 21 or over." 

WINFIELD ALSO BRINGS YOU THE FOLLOWING 
, 

HARD TO GET AMMUNITION.. . Per 100 
Rounds 

JOHNSON AUTO-LOADING SPORTERS. Greatest fire power big 
game rifles. Lightest recoil. Built-in 1 0  shot rotary magazine. 
( 5  shot optional) Sporterized from famed Johnson combat 
rifle. Barrel 22"; O.A.L. 4 W :  W t .  about 9.4 16s.; Grad. Rear 

- Peep Sight; "Swivel type" safety. 

CUSTOM SPORTER 
Available in Calibers .30-06, .270 and 7mm.. New 6-groo 
1:12" twist sponer barrel. Highly blued finish. Gold beaded 
ramp front sight with removable, protective hood. Walnut stock, 
Monte Carlo Cheek Piece (R  or L hand), full pistol grip and 
recoil pad. $159.50 

STANDARD SPORTER. .30-06 only. Same as custom snorter but 
with no glare blued finish, stock as above but no Monte Carlo 
Cheek Piece. $129.50 

Either o f  above with Weaver K-4 Scope installed-$69.45 Add'!. 

Ammo: .30-06 military 100 rds.-$7.50; sporting 20 rds., $3.90 

Free Brochure on Reauest. 

GENUINE REMINGTON ROLLING BLOCK RIFLE 
A famous and much sought after weapon-once the official arm 
of many governments. Still a capable accurate rifle for big game 
or target, its smooth, dependable action is used in many fine 
hand-smithed specials. This is the last supply we know o f  these 
great rifles. Condition good. Order now. Remington Rolling 
Block Rifle.. .$16.95. (Collectors! A f ew  in  "mint" condition 
at $5 additional). Genuine Remington Bayonet with metal scab- 
bard. $2.50. 

Ammo-German Military 7 m m  rimless, 60 rds. i n  clips. . .  $5.50 
U.S. made 7 m m  sporting ( 1  75 gr.) 20 rds.. . .  $3.90 

free history o f  the Remington Rolling Block sent with rifle. 

of choice walnut with pistol erio and Monte Carlo Cheek 
- 

Piece for use with scope or European style (low cheek piece, 
no pistol grip) for iron sights. 

,357 Magnum (also shoots .38 special) Caliber. . .$66.50 
3 2  Winchester Special Caliber. . .  $57.50 

MARTINI MARKSMAN 
A light weight, low cost. accurate rifle with 

fine balance and handling qualities. Original issue 
stock. In .32 Special Winchester Caliber it makes a won- 

derful beginner's big game rifle. .357 Magnum (and .38 special) 
. .  . .  Caliber. $37.50. .32 Winchester Special Caliber. $28.50 

Specifications (general) Barrel-25"; Wt.-5% Ibs. (Approx.); 
0.A.L.-40%"; Single Shot; Grad. Rear Sight: Rifling-5 
grooves, 1:2OV (357 Magnum, 6 grooves, 1:14".) - .  

Ammo: .32 W i n  Special, 20 rds.-$3.20; 
- 

3 5 7 ,  50 rds.-$4.40; 38 Spec. 50 rds.-$3.70. 

6.5mm x 53R for Dutch ~ a n n l i c h e r  Sporting, Mili- 
tary Case, American Primer, 156 gr. Norma Bullet. . .  
6.5mm x 53R Military, 160 gr., Brass Case, 
Berdan Primer ................................ 
8mm (7.92). Mauser, Military, Brass Case, 
154 gr., Berdan Primer ......................... 
.303 British, Military, 174 gr., Large Berdan Primer. . .  
.310 Martini, British Factory Fresh, 120 gr. 
Lead Bullet, Berdan Primer.. . ($7.35 for 50 Rds.) ... 
7mm (7  x 57) Mauser. Military. German made, .. ............. Berdan Primer. ($5.50 for 60 Rds.) 
.45 Colt (Long) 250 gr. Bullet (Copper), 
American Primer .............................. 
9mm Luge:, World's Finest, Swedish, 116 gr., .......... Berdan Primer ...................... 

Order any gun - any item-from Wuifiefd- on a 
money-back guarantee. If for any reason you are not ent 
satisfied simply return your purchase for prompt refund in 

tate Sales Tax to your remittanc 

Dept. 2-G 
1006 S. Olive St., 10s Angeles 15, Calif. 



The new 6mm 75 gr. HOLLOW- 
# POINT and the new 6mm 100 

gr. SPITZER complete the 
SIERRA 6mm family. Preci- 
s ion-made,  f i e l d - tes ted ,  
SIERRA bullets meet every 
6mm shooting requirement. 

100 gr. 100 gr. 85 gr. 75 gr. 
Spitzer Semi-point Spitzer Hollow-Point 

. b 

FREE and post paid, an exciting, new, illustrated .:,+ 

brochure about Handloading. I t  te l ls how a 
you can get into this fascinating 

yet inexpensive hobby and discover 

the pleasure and satisfaction 

of handloading and shooting your own 
v 

ammunition. Write today. Dept. RA501. 

IEKRA BULLETS 
600 Weit Whittier Blvd. Whittier, California 

FOR TARGET OR GAME...TRUE TO THEIR AIM 

World's Larges Distribut 

SIGHTS 
WHOLESALE . 

RETAIL 

IN STOCK 

ORlIGBNAlL. S H ( 5 W r = E X < K : B H A l ^ < K E  COO, 
"Gun Sight  Specialists" 

P. 0. Box J-4 Paoli, Pennsylvania I 

1 In C h i c a g o police were puzzled 
vhen they found a green Dodge con- 
ertible riddled by 300 bullets. They 
hought the car might be a clue to a 
gangland slaying. Upon tracing its 
icense plate, they found it belonged 
o Herbert Schmidt. Asking him how 
:ome his car was bullet riddled, he ex- 
plained that he shot up the car in anger 
vhen he returned home empty-handed 
rom a hunting trip. 

3 Elsa Lind. 16-year-old University of 
VIaryland student, getting ready for a 
rek along the Amazon, wanted some 
(ind of weapon as a protection against 
,vild animals but was reluctant to kill. 
50 she has a pistol that stuns but 
arings about no fatal consequences. 

3 At the Jefferson Proving Grounds in 
Indiana, used to test weapons from 
hand grenades to 155-milimeter guns. 
soldiers were surprised to pick up 
David Gilkey of Cincinnati in the mid- 
dle of the artillery range. Gilkey told 
them that he had lived three weeks in 
the middle of the range, eating pears 
and apples on the reservation. None of 
the fired shells fell near him. In court 
he said he was making the grounds a 
'religious retreat," was fined $25. 

E- The first casualty of the hunting 
season in the Pigeon, Mich., area was 
the telephone service. A hunter shot a 
cable in half. 

E- Owner of the biggest, most impres- 
sive buck deer rack in the world is 
Henderson Coquat of San Antonio. 
The deer, which weighed 200 pounds, 
had a ten-point rack, believed to be a 
new world record for white-tailed deer. 
Coquat, nervous at the sight of the 
imposingly handsome animal, missed 
the first two times he shot at it. but 
brought it down the third time. After 
that, says the hunter. everything was 
quiet "but the pounding of my heart." 



THINK OF IT ! a11 the <  ̂
in one 

Over 1300 
Pictures - -. - 

768 Giant Pages $1 O.O0 

ALL GUN LOVERS 
SPORTSMEN 

AND TRADERS 
NEED THESE BOOKS! 

THEY ARE IN A 
CLASS BY 

THEMSELVES! 

Clip 
convenient 

coupon below 1 

BIG BOOK.!@ 
SMALL ARMS 
OF THE WORLD by W. H. B. Smith 

The only book that shows you in detail, in over 1300 pictures 
and detailed drawings, how to load, strip, and operate ALL small 
arms of ALL nations of the world. Only such a world-famous 
arms expert as W. H. B. Smith could possibly have access to 
the many sources needed to compile such a comprehensive 
volume. This new, revised and enlarged edition stands preemi- 
nent in the arms field, with more than 250 pages of new material 
added. 

Partial List of Contents 
Part I (Historical) -Gunpowder 
Origins of Firearms Evolution of 
Firearms The Cannon Lock The 
Matchlock The Wheel-Lock The 
Snaphance The Flintlock The 
Percussion Lock The Period of 
Transition Metallic Cartridges 
Single Shot Metallic Oartridge Arms 
and Lock Svsterns PSarlv Metallic 

Europe Military pistols Development 
of Automatic Principles In Firearms 

The Evolution of the Machine Gun 

Principles Semi-Automatic Rifle 
Development Submachine Guns 
The Revolver The Military Automatic 
Pistol Shotguns In Military Use . 
Rockets Smokeless Ball Powder. 
Part I1 (Current Weapons)-Argentina 

Austria Belgium Great Britain 
China Czechoslovakia Denmark 
Dominican Republic Dominion of 
Canada Finland France Germany 

Greece Hungary Italy Japan 
Mexico Netherlands Norway 
Poland Portugal (Rumania Russia 

Spain Sweden Switzerland 
Turkey United States Yugoslavia. 

NRA SMALL ARMS 
VOLUME /-Pistols and Revolvers 
Describes in detail, complete with photographs and draw- 
ings, hundreds of domestic and foreign small arms; t 
to identify them and how to operate them, an 
complete cartridge and ballistic data. 

VOLUME If-Rifles 
Describes all types of U. S. and foreign 
military and sporting rifles, with complete 
specifications of the arm and cartridge, and 
includes many drawings and photos. Both 
volumes compiled by W. H. B. Smith, one 
of the world's best known arms authorities. 

mmmmmmm=mmm=mq 
1 THE MILITARY SERVICE PUBLISHING CO. 

20 Telegraph Press Bldg., Harrisburg, Pa. I 
1 Send me the books checked below: 

SMALL ARMS OF THE WORLD 
I 

I 
I NRA SMALL ARMSÃ‘Volum I 

I 
NRA SMALL ARMSÃ‘Volum II Â 
SPECIAL BOXED SET NRA SMALL ARMS I 

I 
Check or money order enclosed ...... Send C.O.0 ........ a 

Â I Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
I Address 

I 
................................................. 

c ~ y  ................................ state .............. 
I 

EACH 
VOLUME 

$1 0.00 

SPECIAL ! boxed set $17.50 
Guaranteed to please 
- o r  your money back 

7 

THE M I L I T A R Y  SERVICE P U B L I S H I N G  CO. 



IN THE TRADITION OF THE & 

By ALLAN SHIVERS, Governor of Texas 

My favorite gun is a 28 automatic 
shotgun. I use it, naturally, for quail 
and dove hunting. On the occasion of 
my attendance at the governors' confer- 
ence in Chicago last August, through 
the courtesy of Governor Herter of 
Massachusetts, we were all presented 
with silver-plated .22 target revolvers 
made by Harrington & Richardson. Mine 
had my name-signature engraved on 
the barrel. 

A My favorite hunting story has to 
do with my daughter, Marialice Sue 

(Cissy). My two oldest boys 
both killed their first deer when 
they were 7 years old, and there 
was always a lot of talk about 

, this in the family. Cissy was 

Preferred by Four Generations 
o'f Handgun Owners Since 1857 

0 AVAILABLE BY MAIL 
Here arc the perfect accessories for 
g u r  handgun.. . the Lawrence Holster 

Belt custom-made from prime qual- 
ity oak-tanned saddle leather. Each 
Lawrence holster is  handmolded over 
the exact form of the gun it is designed - 
to carry and protect. - 

Elmer Keith designed 
revolver holster with basket 
weave stamnina. Give make & , 

7 r 

S H O O T I N G  ACCESSORIES 
Over 100 different holsters styled by 
ex erienced leather craftsmen Also 
rifle scabbards, cartridge belts, slides, 
rifle slings, Western belts. 

basket weave design, 2 
wide. 12 cartridge loops. 
Give waist measurement A 
and calibre of cartridge. 

$9.00 Postpaid A 

[fi 
PORTLAND 4, OREGON 

anxious, therefore, to keep 
up the tradition and to kill 
a deer before she was eight. 

So, last year, we took her with us, though she obviously didn't have her 
heart in hunting. She stayed in the camp the first day, but went out 
with us the second. The first deer she saw, she shot at and missed. The 
noise scared her though, and she didn't want to shoot the gun again. 

Pretty soon, we caught sight of an old buck and started to trail him. 
One of the old hunting hands in the party got several shots at him, missing 
every time. When we finally got close again, everyone kept urging Cissy 
to shoot so she wouldn't let the boys get the best of her. Well, she said 
she would shoot if I would aim and if her mother would stand behind 
and hold her hands over Cissy's ears. So there we were, me kneeling 
down trying to aim the gun, Cissy with her hand on the trigger and her 
mother holding her hands over Cissy's ears. When the old buck stuck 
his head out of the brush, Cissy shot and got him right through the neck. 

She didn't seem too happy when she saw the dead deer and went back 
to the car right away. Still, if you come to our house now, you will find 
the buck's head on the wall, and Cissy will be the first to tell you that 
she shot him when she was seven years old! 

AMAZING NEW fl 

MAKES YOUR GUN 
A SHOWPIECE 

BEAUTIFIES 

'-4 J.:z WATERPROOFS 
- YOUR GUN STOCK-INSTANTLY! 

Proud owner8 of flue guns everywhere who've u u d  
STOCK-GLAZE say they've never before seen such an 
amazingly quick-acting Gun Stock Care product. For 
STOCK-GLAZE truly cleans as It oils, as i t  proteots 

AT YOUR DEALERS 

I f  you're not now selling 

fa.& when you display I t  
I n  the attractive mcr- 
chandldng package shown 

By JEFF CHANDLER, Hollywood Movie Star 

A youth spent in New York City, where even admiration for a gun 
struck terror in the hearts of one's elders, kept me from gun appreciation 
for some time. In fact, it wasn't until I was in the service that I made 
close contact with firearms. And out of the welter of guns they threw at 
us, my fondest association was with the Colt .45 Automatic Pistol. It's a 
tricky little devil, but has always paralleled, for me, the kind of punch I 
admire in the ring-short, well-aimed, and devastating. 



TIT MAUSER '98. 

Order an ASSORTMENT of these fast-selling 
NUMRICH KITS. Offer them "as isp@ or installed. 

I d  NEW SPORTERS on YOUR ACTIONS. Discounts 
ITS. 

* M A R L I N  BARRELS * 1 
Super RareÃ‘Jus Discovered after many, many 1 
years of Storage-All Absolutely NEW, only 
occasional slight outside blemish from Years 
of shifting and storage. Can be  converted for 
use on many other makes. 

FOR MODEL 1893-36 
.38-SS Caliber. 

FOR MODEL 1895: 
3 3  Caliber: 

24" round Takedown ---------- 15.50 
Â¥45-7 Caliber: 

2 6  i octagonal ----------- 24.50 

FOR MODEL '92: 
3 2  Cal. Rim or C.F.: 

26" full octagonal -_--_-__.___ 9.95 
2 round - - - - - - .________-____ 7.00 
26" round _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  --____ _ _ _ _ _  7.50 

U. S. CARBINE HEAVY DUTY CANVAS CARRYING 
CASE, water repellent, strone rust resistant zipper 
leather re-enforced - double stitched adjustable 
carrying sling, 351/2" long. ....---- _'__..._ $2.95 

SHOT BBLS. 
m i  finished 6 7 3 8  cal. 
smooth bore pistol bar. 
rels. Note wide forged 

:::I "taag;; rkiwTh;dtt7s,at 
bottom makes it  ideal 

nore full land dia. s p e c i a Y , n t ~ f l $ E ~  tT::k~027% 
g i n q  alone --.-.- _ -..._----..._ __.$2.6s ppd. 

mn*.3" ""- -;-*?.. -,-,.* - -  . . . . .% ,,. 7.. .. .-.-... . 
Each 95C-Extra Special $9.00 per doz. $65.00 per 100. 

A CARBINE REAR SIGHTS 
adjustable for windage & 
elevation. fits all  U. S. Car- 
bines, slides into receiver 
dovetail-2 minutes t o  in- 
stall, as issued, $1.85 ppd. 

I WINCHESTER '94 PARTS SPECIAL-ALL NEW I 
MOST CRITICAI. PARTS K I T  - t a k i  
w i t h  you when h u n t i n g ,  c o n s i s t s  o f  ex- 
tractor, e j e c t o r  c o n i p l e t e ,  f i r i n g  p i n ,  & 
m a i n s p r i n g - S p e c i a l  p r i c e  ( s a v e  over 50% 
or $ 2 . 0 0 )  O n l v  Sl.95 mid. . . 
M A J O R  O V E R H A U L  KIT- u r o b a b l i  . - ~ --~-." 
n e v e r  a g a i n  at t h e s e  p r i c e s !  N e w  b r e e c h  
b o l t ,  c a r r i e r ,  l i n k  a n d  c o m p l e t e  l o c k i n g  
bol t -your  d i s c o u n t  over d o u b l e  t h a t  nl 
even b i g g e s t  d e a l e r s .  A l l  f o r  $7.95 ppd 

MODEL 94 set o f  new h a m m e r  c o m D l e t e  
m a i n  s p r i n g  & m a i n  s p r i n g  s c r e w -  
onlv S1.75 nnrl 

FLUID STEEL BARREL BLANKS FOR 
DAMASCUS & TWIST SHOTGUNS! ! 

NEW! .22 CALIBER RIFLE BARREL 

(23". ,808 on threads, 1" a t  shoulder, tapering to 
,562 a t  muzzle). In white, fine 1137 steel, suitable 
for i or center fir- good heavy barrel with 
guaranteed accuracy----93.95 plus 400 postage. 

:;F-?E1:-:.:::t!:?:-P;.95 DIUS 400 ~osta,,e. 

New in white. ,630 on shank. ,750 a t  shoulder 
tapering to ,560 a t  muzzle, unthreaded, wlfront 
sight dovetail cut. 24" Bbl. $3.50 plus 4Oe 
age. SAME, smooth bore for shot CaitriJizi: 
$1.95 plus 400 postage. - 

THOMPSON .45 CAL. SUBMACHINE GUN BARRELS 
New, 101/4", taper turned, (not finned-better for 
conversion), beautiful barrel._._._.-S7.95. (Order 
barrel threaded for Cutts Compensator, as shown 
elsewhere in ad-total, both items -,.-..--- $10.95' 

.30 CAL. BARREL-24" BRAND NEW! 
CHAMBERED FOR .30-06 

- 
ENFIELD '17or 

> 
SPRINGFIELD '03 

$ 1 . ~  ~ 0 " ' ~ ~  

. . .s14'9s 

sanded but not stained dark. same prices. (state if 
s u e  stained finish or l ight unstained finish 
is desired). Carbine Handguards. new. $2.50 p H .  
w i t  wants for other carbine parts. 

SIGHT RAMPS 
Machined to fit most rifle barrels. 
(.550 to ,6801 in white, no  glare 
ramp surface. Stand. Dovetail, can 
be mounted with screw or soldered. - 
~ l s o  flat base for ocfr. barrels, 
slate type wanted. SPECIAL: 69@ 
a $5.40 dm.. $38.50 per 100. 

HOODED FRONT SIGHTS 
Fi ts  all  rifles, standard dovetail base. 
internal red post. Front sights are 
always handy to have. Special: 4 for 
.$l.OO (Dealers: 1 0 0  sights for $16.00 
-regular retail $1.00). 

LYMAN RAMP SIGHT HOLDERS - ::;;: :;2 ::E;eFE;h?cr.6?:; 

If i.d. and can therefore he reamed 
t o  any size over desired. Less 
than 1/2 price a t  $2.95 ea. (If 

. .  sight i s  desired, add $1.25 and specify gold 
or ivory and model of gun). 

HANDGUNS MANUAL - Complete. - Parts details, ballistics, 
sembly marksmanship etC.ca% 

PIS~,,U ' s%$l, c;:m:9 $o$;t!;p;;te& 

RWO'~'&,,~ gly s;zg$ gEgysp$;:2 pt;: I 
tive. .38 Super. A F.M. full of im- - - portant information, 2 7 5  p. $1.00 0 ... 

NEW, 1 5  shot, NOT rejects, 
guaranteed to feed-in orig- 
i n  wrappings. $1.00 ea., 
2-S1.75, issue web carrying 
pouch new, $1.25, SPECIAL, 

S and two clips, S2.75! 
SHOT Carbine Magazines, for 

in moat states, new 
ngs mag. bottom flush 

giving neat appearance . . . 
ea. 30-SHOT Carbine Maga 
new, as issued, $4.95 ppd. 

GARAND RIFLE 
CONVERSION KIT 

folldwer & 2 five shot clips, $3.95. Extra 5 shot 
clips, 9 5 4  ea. Standard 8 shot clips, $2.00 per 
dozen. 

a k e s  th is  low pr ice  poss ib le . .  . 

WANTS ITEMS SEND * Satisfaction Always Guaranteed-No COD'S * 
SKETCH OR BROKEN PART IF AVAILABLE. 

o. ,  
WEST HURLEY 2, N. Y. 

Finest 4130 hteet, 4-groove. 1 1 /16"  a t  shoulder. 
7/s" on threads, 1-turn in 1 0  standard rifling. A 
good heavy-tapered, turned barrel a t  less than 
119 nroduction costs! Onlv 84.95 olus 5 5 6  oostaae 

14", from U. S. Air Force survival guns. Chambered, 
in white, newÃ‘dand for pistol conversions. Also 
threaded for H&R .22 1.r. actions $250, 265. 365. 
465. 1 5 0  etc. ___--- - - -  _$2.6s plus 259 postage- 

- 
GARAND BARRELS-Brand new, $14.95 ppd. 
Used, v.  g. t h r o u g h o u t  . . . . . . . . . . . .$9.95 e a c h  

2 2  CAL. ( a d .  ,415) 

T . .  INNER 6 OUTER MAGAZINE TUBES 
1934". easy conversion to most any tubular .22 
by nnron simply e,=tQ sawing ST 0 %  to length. New, set - $1.00 ppd. 

- 
.45 CALIBER 

PISTOL BARRELS 
Brand new straight lengths 3/4" x S", for extra 
I and/or fancy barrels. supplied chambered for 
4 5  auto or unchambered, state which . . . $3.95 
a .  - or 2 for $6.50. 
(same barrel. smooth bom for shot ctgs., $1.75 ea.' 

SHOTGUN BARREL BLANKS 
For n v e i t i n g  t o  auto loading, single barrel 
doubles, pumps, etc. New, in white, 12 and 16-ga.: 
30" or 28". 20  and 410.ga.. 28" or 26". All ll/s" 
a t  breech, full-choke. Price, unchambered,$2.95: 
a d d  $3.00 for chambering & heading), plus i>aC pp. 



: 29 pc. Chrome Vanadium 
Drill set 

Â 
Â 
Â : Sizes 1/16 t o  %" by 64th~ Â 

in plastic index. Specially Â 

made of- speed drilling. 
Â 
Â 

Â H a r d e n e d  and precision Â 
ground to the sharpest, 
longest lasting cutting edge 
obtainable. Will easily cut through wood, : plastic, aluminum, metal, iron and the tough- 
est steels. Unconditionally guar- 
anteed for thousands of drillings. $7.95 : : Full jobbers lengths. Reg. price 35e : 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $19.95, our Price Portage - 
s o  m a i l a b l e  wi th  h a n k  t u r d  $9.95 2 d o w n  to fit a l l  W electric drills. ? 

CAMELS HAIR BRUSHES! 

Â Â : 100 Government Surplus : 
: 5" Sanding Discs. Â 

Â - 

An assortment of Silicon Carbide, 
Â 

Garnet and Aluminum Oxide. 5" sand- Â 
Â ing discs from very fine to v e n  
1 coarse. Mostly cloth backed for sand. 

i n  0 ,  o n  t e e  1 a ,  m a " "  $3.49 i 
plastics, aluminum, brass, copper, 

. e m  than 31he each. 
Â 

a xis.oo value. Â 
Â Â 
Â 

TWELVE PIECE M U L T I  
Â 

PURPOSE SOCKET SET 
Â 

Â Â 
Â Especially made to 

withsLand heavy loads. 
Beautifully m a t c h e d  Â 
chrome t h i n  w a l l  

purpose s o c k e t  set ;;mpy %;A;;;; tz 

sockets; 3 /16,  1/32, 

POWER AUGER BITS : 
&&':::: Fs:n%'ltosF:; 9 
efficient quick clean easy drill- 
ing. will  fit all electric drills. Â 
Sizes %", Va", s/s". xs W&, $1 -90: 

Â our price ---------- Â 
Â ---Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘Ã : GOVERNMENT SURPLUS : 
Â 

60 PC. DRILL SET 

Matthew Day Co., Inc. Dept. G-2 
12 East Madison St. 

I Dumont, New Jersey 
1 Please send me the items checked. I enclose 

cash ( ) check ( ) Money order ( ) 

29 PC. Drill Set $7.95 plus 356 ($8.30) 
D 29 pc. Turned down shanks ($9.95) 
n Drill Reamer $2.45 or 3 for $7.00 ( 1 
D 100 Sanding Discs $3.49 plus SO* ($3.991 
0 36" Flexible Shaft $3.95 plus 35Ã ($4.30) 
Q POWER AUGER BITS $2.19 plus 106 ($2.29) 

60 pc. Drill Set 56.95 plus 40e ($7.35) I Name __-Ã‘Ã‘----Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘--Ã‘--Ã‘Ã‘ 

I city- --_------------ Zone ----- state -------- 
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The Sharps sporting rifle which boomed its message of death to ten million buffalo 
is used by Stewart Granger in the MGM film, "The Last Hunt." Granger portrays a hide 
hunter of 1883 in the movie about buffalos and buffalo rifles. He uses an aparture tang 
rear sight for hunting. 
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Prevents Guns 
from Rusting 

Something New, 
Novel and Very 
Practical, too 

No Technical 
Difficulties to 
Trouble You! 

Electric 
Von Lengerke & Antoine Gun Display Case 

9 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago 

Eliminates Dampness Permanently a 
. . . COLLECTORS.. DEALERS.. SHOOTERS.. NOW 

Can take care of Guns the Modern Way -with Electricity! 
W h a t  DAMPP-CHASER is: 
l Slim metal tube enclosing sealed 

electric element. 
Complete with cord set, easy instruc- 
tions; no extras to buy. 
Permanent. Never needs attention, 
refills or baking out. 
l Easy to install-place on floor of cab- 

inet or closet or fasten to gun rack. 
Â Inexpensive to use, only a penny a 

day to operate. 
Guaranteed by factory for 5 years. 

GUN COLLECTORS 

What DAMPP-CHASER Does: 
Eliminates costly dampness. Proven 
success-over 200,000 now in use 
i n  cabinets, closets, pianos and 
organs everywhere. 
Radiates continuous gentle heat 
safely and automatically circulates 
warm, dry air thru entire contents 
every few minutes. 

OTHER IMPORTANT USES 
DAMPP-CHASER also protects holsters, 
leather cases,wood gun stocks, fishing 
tackle, golf clubs, stamp collections, 

Choice of 3 Sizes 

Model Tube For Cabinet Retail 
No. Length Shelf or Rack watts Price 

1G I ft. 14" to 25" wide 8 $5.95 

5RG 2 ft. 26" to 47" wide 15 $6.95 
-- 

7G 3 ft. 48" to 72" wide 25 $7.95 

ALL MODELS 11 7V AC/DC 
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR OTHER VOLTAGES 

If space for gun storage is larger than 3'x 6' 
use more than one DAMPP-CHASER 

Now you can put those glass doors on books, tools, clothes, shoes, belts, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED 
your cabinet with no fear of dampness jewelry, silverware, pianos, organs, your will be refunded if not 
troubles-and you  won't need to Radio and TV sets, musical instru- satisfied after a 30 day trial. 
spend hours wiping your guns every ments and merchandise in  dealers' 
time they're handled. showcases. * ORDER TODAY! rÃ£_-__Ã‘Ã‘.Ã‘--- 

DAMPP-CHASER, INC., 1452 Ridgewood Blvd., Dept. 558 
Every Shooter and Collector needs I HendersonviilÃ§ North  Carolina 

a DAMPP-CHASER' to 1 Please ship DAMPP-CHASERS at once in s i rs  indicated: 
. . . .  ..... ..... ..... 1 State Ouan.. Model. length. Price $. .each 
..... ..... ..... ..... @ protect his guns State Quan.. Model. length. Price $ .each 

Postpaid anywhere in the world 

SAFE 1 Ship to 
I 

Hendersonville, North Carolina 1 MÃ (amu* o~ owiw 

I s 



I N THIS months GUNS the over/under 
shotgun, slighted by American man- 

ufacturers, comes in for a share of high 
praise. Colonel Charles Askins' story 
"Glamour Girl of the Shotgun World," 
is based on some special experience 
which he has had. As U. S. military 
attache in Spain a few years back, 
Colonel Askins was often called upon 
to be a member of a shooting party. 
His shooting associates were the nobil- 
ity and top manufacturers of Spain. 
There the over/under double is a high- 
ly-favored form of shotgun, and his 
"work" (some might call it "play") 
only reenforced Askins' enthusiasm for 
this type of gun. Although Marlin is 
the only American maker currently of- 
fering 0/U. guns, the currently im- 
ported selection of Valmet, Browning, 
Aguirre y Aranzabel (AYA) , Merkel, 
and Ferlach stacked doubles was con- 
sidered carefully by Askins in writing 
his article. 

The colonel was recently on duty at 
the biggest Army maneuvers since 
World War 11. Involving tactical em- 
ployment of atomic weapons, the out- 
ing at Camp Polk, La., called "Opera- 
tion Sagebrush" will probably not fur- 
nish Askins with material to write 
about for some time to come, due to 
security restrictions. However, he has 
been working on one story with his 
usually penetrating style, "What's 
Wrong With Target Rifle Shooting?" 
which will appear in GUNS next month. 

Milton F. Perry has tipped the lid to 
a hush-hush question in "Why Not 
Shotguns For Army?" Perry is cura- 
tor of the West Point Museum and an 
able arms historian. He first wanted 
to write a story about the old time for- 
ager's shotguns used for game in fron- 
tier days. As he began to delve into 
the matter of military shotguns, he 
found that far from being obsolete, they 
had been used with success as recently 
as World War I1 and the Korean war. 

The delicate art of cookery invades 
GUNS pages this month through Harry 
Botsford's article on ducks-and what 
to do with them after they are shot! 
Former food editor of Esquire, author 
of several cooking and eating books 
including "New York's 100 Best Res- 
taurants," and frequent TV commen- 
tator, Botsford writes with imagination 
and, more to the point, "good taste." 

1 SPORTER 
L - 

ACE CUSTOM1 

meryhinx you want In a fine hunting rifle. F. N. Action, 
Boehler proof steel 24" octagon barrel. d - r i b b e d  and 
matted Sheard bead In ramp and 48 Lyman rear eight. Choice of figured 
~ r e n c h  walnut or burl-grade American walnut stock, finely check0IWd 
forearm and P. G. style and length of forearm u wanted Oemilne horn 
P. 0. em, pach&yr recoil Dad or Neidner butt plate, QQ awlvela and 
Boyt sling. Wt. 8 Iba. Target with each rifle. Caliber 270 7mm. 30-06 
or .in* win A i m  .%On T T & H  112.60 extra. With Ajack '4x scope and 

v 
Mount) 

$220.00 
(Without Scope & 

(Without for VARMINTS Â¥"'Ã‘Ã $1 96.00 scorn . Mount) 

ACE VARMINT RIFLE 
"Perfect Pair for Varmints". Tktt'a what nortanen from Alaska to 
Texas LUY about P l u i t ' U  Ace Varmint Rifle fittod with the big MACK 
7% X SCOPE. Count these features: F. N. late style action. Aekley or 

Douglas medium weight 26" barrel, choice of Jaeger or Mashburn adjustable trig- 
ger, selected Penna. or French walnut stock, (finely checkered, hand-rubbed oil 
t o l a ) .  Flared genuine horn P. G. cap, W awive1s and sling. Weight without 
scow or mount 10% lbs. Price, (without scope or mount), $196.00. With the big 
AJACK 7% X 50 mope and Leuwld or Jaeger aide mount, fitted-Sl26.00 extra. 

CALIBERS: 
.22-250, .220 

Swift .250-Sav., 
.27b or .257- 

Roberts 

f! m J  FRANZ-SODIA BARRELED ACTION - 
Because they are no reliably accurate, Bkooters "In the know' demand Boehler proof-steel 
barrela made by Franz-Sodla of Farlaoh Austria. 24- =adW tarn, weight ahout Â¶ lb& 
1-10 t k -none  6neri Choice of calibers .25- 270- 7mm- .SO. Price $30.00. (OB fitted to 

TOUT barrel action, headspaced and test flredÃ‘tiO.0 more). 
Note: Flaig's can furnish actions. barrels or b a r r e l e d - d m  to meet ANT reanlremeot*. 
Including ACKLEY or DOUGLAS chrome-moley bumla. In ua weixht or twist. Ask for 
auotations on vour needs. 

FERLACH "OVER-UNDER" TURKEY GUN. . . . . . . . . . . .$330.00 

Here's th Ideal over-under for the ~portsmm who needs 
a combination shotgun and rifle. Imported from Auftria. 
the "Turkey-Gun" shown above is Immediately available In 16-gaw 
and 22 Hornet or 16-gauge and 222. Other comblnatiow (and Ferluk 
~ r e r ^ ~ u d e r  Shotgum) also available goon. Send 250 for'lllustrated F E B ~ c H  CAT- 
ALOQ, printed In Vienna. 1, 
I We handle Just about everything in the shooting line with speclallf on hand in each particular 

phase of gunsmithing. We also restrict ourselves to the gun business and devote all our attention to 
proper service in this line. All orders and inquiries are givon an immediate and courteous response 
and we are oleased to auote special ~rices on reauest. Write for Free Cataloo No. 25. 1 ^ P 

SERVING S P O R T S L n  me, f i  
SINCE 1934 

FOR THE BEST IN RIFLE STOCKS 
Ultra Precision Inletted -:a 

I lovi(tea DMien Inqmlf; Writ* for new 'CatdÃ‘' 

ANTHONY flUYMON, INC. 2034 Shore Drive Bremerton, Washington 



event for us because we  have 
been able to stream- 
line our complete ap-  
eration to cut d o w n  
costs, and  pass these 
savings on to you. 

Send TODAY for our huge, beautifully i l lustrated photo 
l'iumbo" catalog, featuring over 20,000 used, modern 
and antique guns, now being sold a t  LOW prices that 
you can offord. Toke advantage o f  these senationol gun  
offerings, and remember, that 011 merchandise carries 
my personal Brass-Bound, Iron-Clod GUARANTEE o f  sat- 
isfaction or your money refunded pronto.''lfU fItdrlter 

of photographs individual 

In 2 2  Caliber, 
51h" barrel only. 
Fires short, long, 

MIGHTY 
B ;  MIDGET 
9 REVOLVER 

Brand new. Beautifully made. Fine 
precision Revolver. Cylinder holds 6 

cartridges. Fires new .22 Remington 
Rocket or any ,22 short or long ammo. 
Both single & double action. Perfect for 
home, campeng, target practice, etc. $1 995 

lne highest quality aircraft type steel. a aid, bolt, 
trigger are made of fine Beryllium copper. Uncondi 
tionally guaranteed for one full year against b r e d  
age, in normal usage. The safety and performance of 
this remarkable six.gun are the equal or superior of 
any hand gun produced in the world today. 

.45 Long Colt .......... ~ ................ $ 77.50 .3B Smith & Wesson Special .~... 77.50 
.44 Smith & Wesson Special ... . 84.00 .357 Atomic (also fires .357 S&W 
ALSO AVAILABLE 1 T W , ~ ,  1 Magnum & 3 8  S&W Special).. 84.00 

1 in 43h" and 71/2'' 1 ~ s ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~  BIG FRONTIER SIXSHOOTER Photo Cataloq 
$1 bbl. 0 @+- +* All new popular Frontiers from .22 to .4? 

?slight 'e:gl::tio~; 1 
cyst. Please specify 

L,+oL~' cal. Gold and Silver presentation models, 

&slze. 
flattop target models, special grips, 

/holsters, ammo. Only 50c. Ppd. 

...................................................... 

A M E R I C A N  
co2 LUGER 
SEMI- AUTOMATIC PISTOL 2 2  CAL. 

New Repeater - High Velocity COI2-powerful 
repeater. Perfect balance and 
uses al l  standard C0/2 cartridges, .22 caliber, wtt 
revolutionary new firing principle. 
Torget adiustable sights. Automatic re- 
sidue drain. FREE! *Extra high power 
cylinder. *ZOO rounds of ommunition. 



Foraging for food, mule deer ranges through 15 states and has multiplied so rapidly in recent years that in 
some states there are three deer to every hunter. Resdt has been special season to allow shooting of either sex. 

BIOLOGISTS NOW AGREE THAT MORE SHOOTING WILL THIN HERDS, 

SAVE EXCESS FROM STARVATION AND RESULT IN HEALTHIER ANIMALS 

By H. JAY ERFURTH 

More eflicient kills with such deer rifles 
as newest fast-acting Model 88 Win- 
chester will guarantee better and faster 
breeding of deer. Modern rifles deliver 
one-shot kills and cut over-population. 



Of 5 million hunters during last season? only one out of three actually bagged a deer. Biologists insist that killing of 
million deer is not enough, that more hunting and'longer season a1lotv:ng killing of does would produce healthier animals. 

s HOOT MORE DEER and the more deer there are to shoot! 
The more deer hunted the more deer there are to hunt! 

Maybe it sounds a little like cartoonist A1 Capp's comic 
strip "shmoos~" which multiplied endlessly. But this is no 
comic strip fantasy, no pipe dream? no hunter's vision of 
paradise. This concept that more hunting means more 
game concerns the ordinary whitetail and mule deer which 
range American forests from coast to coast. And the men 
who now are promulgating this notion are not trigger- 
happy hunters but rather respected biologists and con- 
servationists. 

Consider the words, for instance, of Professor A. Starker 
Leopold of the University of California zoology depart- 
ment: "It would be best for all concerned, including the 
deer population itself, if many more deer were shot.'? 

Another proponent of the same theory is J. Burton 
Lauckhart, chief of the Washington state department of 

game, who bluntly states: "The only way to ~roduce  and 
have more game is to kill more game.'? 

Both of these men are staunch conservation champions, 
men who want to protect and preserve wild game. What is 
behind their seemingly contradictory statements? How can 
they reconcile the killing of more deer with their avowed 
purpose of preserving the deer population? 

Basically the answer is in the laws of nature. There was 
a time when America's deer population faced extinction 

- 
just as the American buffalo was wiped out. That hap- 
pened about 50 years ago when venison was slaughtered 
indiscriminately year around. Laws were enacted to protect 
deer. Nature lovers had their way in many states so that 
killing of does were entirely forbidden. And in places 
where such laws were not passed, many hunters had a guilt 
feeling'about shooting a female deer. 

All of this was done in the name of conservation. But 
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Predator cougars and coyotes once kept number of deer in 
check but man's all-out hunting of these varmints has given 
deer chance to multiply much more rapidly until herds 
outgrow available food supply and then starve to death. 

what has happened in recent years is that increasing deer 
herds have outgrown their available food supply. The 
~esult has beem a decline in reproduction as well as death 
from starvation for many thousands of head of whitetail 
and mule. In a hard winter more than 100,000 will perish. 

What will more hunting do to alleviate this situation? 
According to Profes6or hopold, the answer is logical: "The 
amount of good forage any range can produce is limited 
and therefore the number of deer it will support cannot 
be increased beyond a certain maximum, no matter how 
solicitously they are protected. Indeed, too much protec- 
tion may allow them to overrun their food supply and thus 
actually reduce their numbers in the end. 

"The best thing we can do for the deer is to permit a 
great deal of hunting. It would eliminate the excess of 
population each year and leave the remaining deer in a 
healthier and more h i v i n g  condition." 

Leopold is especially critical of the so-called "buck 
law," which prohibits hooting of any but full-grown 
animals. Actually the law limits the number of deer that 



Fast-firing Remington automatic .30-06 is one of newest 
deer rifles designed to appeal to Garand-trained ex-GI's. 

Model 94 is favorite deer-pest rifle of farmers who are 
shooting deer in season or out when caught in crops. 

younger deer through their opposition to more unrestricted 
hunting. If they could see hungry deer   row ling through 
deep snow drifts in winter months, if they could see thou- 
sands of scrawny deer lying dead of malnutrition on icy 
open fields, they might realize the shortsightedness of their 
hysteria. 

Actually man is kinder to deer than Mother Nature, 
which with her immutable laws of the survival of the fittest 
has decreed that the deer species can grow so much and no 
further. In poor feeding ranges, most deer do not breed 
until three years old although capable of reproducing in 
their first mating season. Availability of food is all-impor- 
tant in breeding, zoologists have found. The more deer 
hunted and killed, the more food left for the surviving deer 
and the more they reproduce. 

Farming and civilization, too, have done more to protect 
the deer than all the protective seasons. Unlike his ruminant 
cousins, the elk and the buffalo, the deer lives well in close 
association with man. They thrive on new and secondary 
vegetation and an astonishing number are supported on 
cutover or burned-out land which has grown up in scrub 
oak or tasty willow and aspen trees. In the east young 
forests of second-growth trees serve as food for more deer 
than ever lived in the same places before Columbus came 
to America. 

Most people associate deer with notions of the "forest 
primeval," but the deer do not seem to understand this. 
Bounties on bobcats, puma, coyotes, which destroy live- 
stock as well as deer on western ranges, have upset the 
laws of nature which limited the deer population. Para- 
doxically, killing the cats which preyed on deer is respon- 
sible in part for starving, diseased and dead deer because 
of increasing growth of the herd. 

And yet the average hunter, who has pushed miles into 
the heavy brush of Michigan's Upper Peninsula deer 
country, and spent a couple of hundred dollars on his 
unsuccessful trip, may wonder where the dickens are all 
these deer that are supposed to be so abundant. Mr. Un- 
lucky Hunter may not realize that he has already become 
a victim to deer overpopulation and that the reason he 
returned empty-handed was that the deer he might have 
bagged had starved to death. 

Oddly, the finest deer country in the U.S. is also one 
section of land over which is fired more ammunition than 
in any other place. This game park is the Aberdeen 
Proving Groun'ds, where an almost mythical "white stag" 
lords it over his harem of does. 

I was working on the small arms proving range in 1945, 
and saw, some thousand yards down through h e  green 
alley cut into the woods, a white (Continued on page 4.5) 

w 
Pack-carry is used in California which has summer hunt- 
ing season, but buck law keeps deer herd growing too fast. 



Over-unders differ in locking details. Browning 12 and unique Simmons-Browning 16 have one lug (1st and 4th). - 
Westley Richards (2nd) has two top lugs, is very ttong. AYA (3rd and 5th) has Merkel action with Kersten bolts. 

OVER/UNDER POINTS MORE NATURALLY, SWINGS OUT MORE SURELY AND 
CAN PRODUCE MORE GAME THAN ANY SCATTERGUN ON MARKET CURRENTLY 

By COLONEL CHARLES ASKINS 

HE MOST exciting shotgun today is the over/under. 
^-Virtually unknown to the average wingshot, a beautiful 
over/under is truly a glamor piece. Not only does it ac- 
count for more game killed but it is a joy to handle. There 
is concrete evidence to indicate that better shooting can be 
done with this stacked-barrel model. 

The over/under points more naturally, handles more 
surely and possesses a liveliness that is missing in all the 
others. I have been shooting the scattergun very intensively 
for the past 35 years; I've tried 'em all-the conventional 
doubles, the autoloaders, the pump repeaters and the 
over/under. For me the over/under is the only gun. I 

have eight of them and I'll probably possess another eight 
before I am through. I have methodically kept close ac- 
count of my killing as against my cartridges expended this 
past decade and shell for bird the superposed shotgun 
produces more game in the bag than any scattergun on the 
market today. 

A shotgun is an extremely short range proposition. It 
has got to be pointed in the hundredth part of a second 
and unless it falls dead on the game during that first 
mounting, it is dangerously apt to miss. It is completely 
unlike the rifle which can be thrown to shoulder rather 
leisurely and the aim corrected after the stock cradles 



if- 

Merkel type actions used by Ferlach 
makers have Kersten top lock bolts. 

D.eep receivers of 0/U guns may be 
handsomely engraved to good effect. 
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Continental 12 with Simmons-made barrels in 20, 28 and ,410 for skeet gunners lists at about $2,500 total cost. 

shoulder. Not so the smoothbore. I 
sometimes think I have the trigger half 
gone before the stock strikes my shoul- 
der. And at any rate the lead is being 
taken as the gun comes up, and if that 
gun does not fit I miss. 

The over/under performs as though 
it were a part of the gunner. It will 
fall dead on the mark and do it faster 
than any gun. It possesses this elusive 
yet highly essential quality because of 
its design. 

A shotgun is pointed with the hands. 
If the hands are not in horizontal 
alignment-that is both in the same 
planeÃ‘th gun cannot be properly 
pointed and a miss will occur. The 
left or forward hand is the guide ele- 
ment; the right or rear is the anchor. 
If the hands do not function in the 

most exacting unison, with a coordina- 
tion that is perfection itself, sloppy 
shooting results. 

With many of our magazine squaw 
guns, both the automatics and the 
pump repeaters, the hands are not in 
line at all. The left hand is compelled 
to grasp a forestock only slightly 
smaller than Kate Smith's thigh and 
this drops it below the trigger hand. 
When this occurs the gun is constantly 
pushed upward and the "pointing out" 
ability of the weapon is alarmingly 
affected. 

Fine double shotguns possess the 
"hands-in-line" factor and for that 
reason are excellent game killers. But 
I am not especially wedded to the 
side-by-side double for it has a number 
of fundamental faults despite its good 

points. For one thing the fast wing- 
shot does not see the front sight; he is 
only aware of a blur at the muzzle. In 
effect what he is doing is using the 
last three or four inches of the business 
end for a front sight. When that front 
end is as broad as the two muzzles of 
the conventional shotgun, it is far too 
broad for me. I simply cannot be 
precise with such a gun. 

Again we habitually fire the right 
barrel first. This causes the gun to 
recoil in that direction, due to the 
arrangement of the tubes and the sup- 
port afforded by the gunner's shoulder. 
To recover from this first shot means 
the marksman must not only fight the 
weapon back down but whip it to the 
left to compensate for the direction 
taken during recoil. 

Anti-doubling inertia weight of Marlin Model 90 ST prevents involuntary firing of second barrel in recoil. 



Ã very elementary shortcom- 
1 d the double barrel shotgun that 
b with the weapon as long as it 

b d  
k w once that all doubles had 
1 ud graceful forends. These were 

m than splinters of wood and 
Jkooting his way out of a hot 
1 the hunter would complain that 

h d d  was burning. As a cure we 
! overboard for beavertail forends. 

great globs of wood hung be- 
d the tubes protect the shooter's 
1 no matter how fast he may fire 
h they also very markedly do harm 
b &e good balance and handling qual- 
m of the weapon. Just as occurs 
Â¥fe the magazine repeaters, the big 
kmrtail throws the hands out of their 
Ã§k alignment and once this occurs 
&a gun-and-gunner team perform in 
mething less than top form. 

The over/under has its tubes ar- 
Â¥rage in vertical bank. The under 
barrel is invariably the more open 
bred and it is fired first. Because of 
the remarkably low position of this 
nnder tube it develops less apparent 
recoil than any gun of like gauge. 
This is due to the absence of upward 
turning motion on the part of the gun. 
So neatly does the shoulder absorb this 
kick, due as I have said to the axis of 
the bore being in line with the support, 
the recoil is remarkably light. This 
being the case the gunner does not 
have to fight his weapon back into 
alignment and can get the second shot 
off much more quickly and more effec- 
tively. 

Virtue this may be but it by no 
Westley Richards action holds barrels with lever-moved locking blocks in frame. 

Both Author Asians (right) and his father, distinguished Captain Charles 
Asians whose writings are familiar to older shooters, prove merits of the Om. 

means ends the case for the over/under. 
Due to the arrangement of the tubes, 
the forward hand wraps itself about 
the lower one. This is a most ideal 
arrangement. The higher the forward 
hand can carrv about the barrel the 
more accurately the gun can be 
pointed. This, undeniably, accounts 
for the precision of the top-and-bottom 
model. 

Not only do we see the hands retain 
their "in line" relationship but they 
both are carried just as high as it is 
possible due to weapon design. Therein 
lies the secret of the good shooting 
qualities of the glamour gun of the 
shotgun family. 

I conducted a long series of exhaus- 
tive experiments t o  determine which 
type of gun would deliver the shot- 
charge to the center of the target in 
the shortest time interval. I fired 25 
shots with each of three repeaters, two 
pump guns (Continued on page 43) 



TV STAR ROY ROGERS IS 

ONE VIDEO COWPOKE WHO 
NOT ONLY COLLECTS GUNS 
BUT ALSO KNOWS HOW TO 
HANDLE BLAZING SIXES 



KING of the television 
ys, and the kids watch him 
every Sunday afternoon. 
, eyes gleaming in deter- 

bags badmen with his 
ootm' irons with the same 

displays leading a cock pheas- 
his equally trusty Model 12 
He's Roy Rogers, but he's no 
gunman. Roy Rogers owns 

undred guns of every descrip 
e is an excellent shot with 

, weighing a fit 165, Roy has 
ince he was a boy. Adept with 

of weapons, he takes great 
his collection of firearms, 

nd ancient. Stepping into the 
ant home in Mar~sville 

e verdant San Fernando Valley of 
fornia is a visit to the home of a 

leal gun enthusiast. In nearly every 
room are guns and more guns, many 
of them resting on decorative racks 
made from deer hooves brought back 
from many hunting trips. 

For deer, Roy prefers a Model 70 in 
257 Roberts caliber. He knows and 
loves guns, and accurate shooting off- 
stage as on is almost second nature 
to him. That .257 has accounted for 
many a deer. For varmint and small 
game, there's a .22 Hornet. Every 
gauge of shotgun is displayed. Roy 
and Dale hunt with a matched "hus- 
band and wife" pair of Winchesters, 
Model 12 in 12 gauge. For ducks he 
has a Remington 11-'48 Sportsman 
automatic, a good serviceable grade of 
gun. 

Which is Roy's favorite? 
"I'm quite partial to my .270 sport- 

erized Enfield," he smiles, looking at 
least 10 years younger than his age. 

. "A friend, an expert gunsmith, rigged 
Cowgirl Dale Evans and cowboy Roy Rogers often park their horses at the 
studio and take out across country with their Model 12s for a day's hunt. 

For movie shooting Roy uses a brace of Frontiers which Pride of Roy's pistol collection is the pair of pearl-handled 
have been chamber-sleeved to  fire .22 rimfire blanks. Colts from the "101 Ranch" show, once Buffalo Bill's. 
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TV fans accustomed to seeing guitar-twanging cow- Honored member of Roy's household is his favorite dog, 
bays would hardly recognize Roy as he sets out decoys. Trig, a Weimaraner retriever named after his horse. 

pattern's too small, but it's large enough for my purposes." 
About five years ago, Roy discovered his top hunting 

aids: Weimaraners. This breed of gunning dog originated 
in Germany some 125 years back. Roy borrowed a pair 
from a pal, shaking hands with success when afield or in 
the woods. So he decided to raise his own canines. 

"In my opinion, Weimaraners are the best for all-around 
hunting dogs," enthuses the gun collector. "They can do 
anything: point, retrieve, trail, work under all kinds of 
conditions and cover. They're never vicious, making fine 

and loyal pets. The average Weimaraner is fairly large, 
males going from 65 to 85 pounds, with the females rang- 
ing from 55 to 75. Smooth in gait, the dogs are great 
stalkers. 

"Never have had trouble training my Weimaraners," 
adds Roy. "They've been very cooperative, learning quick- 
ly. And they seem to love guns from the start of their 
schooling. This breed is growing more popular in this 
country, although the Weimaraner Club of America has 
established a high standard, (Continued on page 51) 

Work with young people's group teaching safe rifle 
shooting is activity of which Roy Rogers is proud. 



Dramatic moment in "The Last Hunt" is vividly portrayed by Robert 
Taylor as he tries desperately to turn the leaders of buffalo stampede 
by rapidly firing his .45-75 Winchester Model '76 repeater rifle. 

UNUSUAL REALISM I S  BROUGHT TO 

SCREEN IN FILM WHICH DEPICTS LAST 

BUFFALO HUNT IN 1883 USING SHARPS 

BREECHLOADERS AND WINCHESTER '76 

By WILLIAM B. EDWARDS 
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0" A MIGHTY EMPIRE stretched from sea to sea, a 
land vast and broad with flat prairies reaching to 

HA crags whose granite fingers were tipped with snow. 
i 800,000 red men lived in this land, lived with their 
(Â¥others the buffalo. Today they are gone, the buffalo 
d nigh exterminated and the remnants of once-proud 
Ubn tribes living on reservations as tourist sideshows. 

annihilation of the Indian and the buffalo was not 
~ m p l i s h e d  by white men's superior strategy or fire- 
p r e r .  They were destroyed by the slow, methodical 
adence of booming Sharps rifles in the hands of 10,000 
buffalo hunters from the Rio Bravo to the icy headwaters 
Â¥ the Missouri. The Indian was doomed with the killing 
el the buffalo, for the American bison was his commissary. 

The last days of the buffalo hunting are gone. Hide 
hunters of the 1870s and 1880s swept the Great Plains 
dear of the ponderous, shaggy-humped animals, and left 
heaps of bones for fertilizer makers to salvage. Now in 
the never-never land of Hollywood, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer 
has produced a realistic film in which modern hunters 
can see the incidents and action of a buffalo hunt. Titled 
"The Last Hunt" and based on the prizewinning novel by 
Milton Lott (which in its turn was based on the excellent 
book "The Buffalo Hunters" by Marie Sandoz), MGM's 
picture has swung the Hollywood balance toward truth 

Holding Ideal tong tool with which he has just made a 
.45-90 load for the Sharps, Robert Taylor's scene showing 
reloading is unique in Hollywood films. Sharps .44-77 
(above) from Freund of Cheyenne also used handloads. 
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Mrs. Bill Tilghrnan, wife of the late 
famous fro& marshal, buffalo h t -  
er and plainsman, holds Tilghman's 
Sharps "octagon sporting rifle" with 

' doriMesettriggerswindahunterused 
in setting record kill of 11,000 buffalo. 
Tilghman stock has rawhide repair. 

Tvoical Shares rebuilt bv famous funsmith F. W. Freund 
of CheyenneShas new custom stockand slenderized action. 

Light caliber .44 Henry 1860 rifle was often used by 
buffalo runners who shot at animals from horseback. 

Winchester "gun that won the west"-1873 carbine-was 
among hundreds of rifle types used by hunters till 1880s. 

Middle joint of Winchester 76's toggle lock is 
by moving finger lever forward, draws bolt 

Repeating '73 and '76 model Winchesters were loaded 
by gate on side, could be easily handled by horseman. 



Taking careful aim with his big Sharps rifle from a fork rest, Stewart Granger has established a -tand" in cover 
near a waterhole where buffalo drink, from which he will shoot carefully until small herd is all killed. 

and authenticity. Filmed in the rolling hills of the Custer 
State Park near Cody, Wyoming, "The Last Hunt" shows 
western fans sights of buffalo hunting long since disap- 
peared with the frontier. 

The Custer Park protected herd of 1500 buffalo which 
roams wild was recruited as "extras" for the film and as 
"stars" for some of the action. Shooting buffalo from a 
"stand" figures in the picture, as well as a buffalo stampede 
which makes all previous Hollywood attempts at this line 
with Herefords and whitefaced steers seem tame as a bag 
race. Stewart Granger and Robert Taylor play the leads 
n professional buffalo hunters in 1883, killing the last 
b a n t s  of the northern herd. Both Taylor and Granger 

y big game hunters, the former in America, and 
in Asia and Africa. Last year Robert Taylor 
the Winchester "Sportsman of the Year" award. 
no strangers to guns, the stars found the ones 
n the movie somewhat different from their usual 
of pump shotguns or English double rifles. 

are the Sharps heavy single shot rifle and/ 
cheater Model 1876, weapons once widespread 

of the hide hunters. 
to MGM, guns of the period are used so 

can be no complaints from gun experts among 
when they see the rifles employed in this 

ducer Dore Schary and writer-direc- 
spent much time in research to be 

of the Lott book was true to the 
gs seema a little inconsistent. Two 

of the 1876 model were bought from an 

antique dealer and renovated by the Winchester factory. 
They were thoroughly cleaned and dismantled with new 
wood supplied where necessary. The receiver, trigger, 
lever, hammer, firing pin and butt plate of each rifle were 
nickel plated. MGM studio technicians altered the feed 
mechanism so they would fire with blank cartridges. Two 
rifles were obtained so that in the event of damage to one, 
filming could continue uninterrupted. Oddly, one of the 
studio publicity photos shows Bob Taylor in a blizzard 
with a Winchester carbine, an 1873 model, not usually 
considered as a buffalo rifle. MGM also went out on a limb 
with some of the handguns. Viewers will be surprised to 
see Taylor carrying in one 1883 scene a Colt New Service 
revolver of 1898 with false round pieces added to the 
frame and a phony ejector rod added to simulate a Single 
Action. 

On the Sharps rifles, MGM stuck close to the pattern 
needed. Two Sharps octagon barreled sporting rifles 
were obtained on loan from a southern California arms 
dealer, and their arms collection was complete. An un- 
usual touch with both Winchester and Sharps is that the 
long-range tang rear sights were fitted, and are used . 
by Taylor and Granger during actual shooting in the 
movie. 

The long-range Sharps rifle held virtually undisputed 
title to being the buffalo rifles of the plains. Civil War 
veterans remembered accounts of Colonel Hiram Berdan's 
expert 1st Regiment sharpshooters armed with Sharps 
rifles and among the first guns used for buffalo hunting 
were 'the Civil War Sharps guns. The linen cartridge 



breech loaders were converted to take 
the then-new 1866-7 .50 caliber metal 
centerfire Government shell, and many 
of these guns so chambered came to 
be called the "Big Fifty."s was 
apparently a popular designation and 
not to be confused with the later 
.50-3%" case centerfire express loads 
put out by Winchester. 

The Sharps had behind it a Ion; 
record of use at extreme ranges. The 
buffalo hunters found it an excellent 
gun, because the heavy octagon bar- 
rels absorbed the tremendous heat of 
firing black powder loads and allowed 
fairly rapid shooting. It was only a 
single shot breech loader, but with 4 

strong mechanism, which permittee 
heavy bullets and powder charges. On< 
old hunter who worked out of Miles 
City, Montana, recalled: "The rifles Through the rail centers went tons of hides, shown here being weighed for 
were nearly all Sharps, -45-70, -45-90, shipment. Eastern factories used leather for machine belting and upholstery. 
and .45-120. Dan Levalley had a .44-77 
Sharps and there were a few Winches- 
ter~. My best luck was with a .&-90. Dan said his best along a whole reloading laboratory. With all the millions 
gun was the 44-77 which there weren't very many of of shots fired in movies since "The Great Train Rob- 
this caliber." bery" in 1903, "The Last Hunt" is probably the first 

There was one basic Sharps rifle used. The many cal- time reloading is shown on the screen. 
ibers make a headache for any arms student and must The buffalo hunter's evenings were spent around the 
have created problems right there on the spot. All rifle- campfire running lead and loading fodder for the next 
men used reloading outfits which consisted of a mould, day's shooting. Two or three hundred cartridges might 
de- and re-capper, case sizer, and bullet seater. Some- be prepared by each hunter, and yet early afternoon of a 
times patch cutters, lubricators, powder scales or meas- successful next day "stand" would catch him with but 
ures, and falze muzzles were used-the latter very rarely. one or two shots remaining. Tom Nixon gained a certain 
Buffalo hunting for meat had been common for many fame by killing 120 animals from one shooting position 
years using the heavy Hawken and other short-barreled, in a day, but ruining his Sharps rifle from over-heating 
plain finished muzzle-loading American rifles of the In- at the same time. 
dian trader and frontiersman, but the hide hunter carried Long range and high velocity demands of the hunters 

created a "wildcat" race among the 
ammo developers. One of the most 
popular cartridge designations~the 
b'.4&70," indicating a .40" bore firing 
70 grains of powder-appeared in six 
or seven popular makes and over a 
dozen different chamber dimensions. 
No two ".40-70s" would interchange 
unless you knew whether it was "May- 
nard," "straight," "bottleneck" or some 
other variation. To satisfy the demands 
for more bounce to the ounce, the .40- 
90 was designed, twenty grains more 
powder backing a 370 grain paper 
patch bullet. Both the Sharps Straight 
and the bottleneck case is to be found in 
this designation, non-interchangeable. 
Making allowances for the thousands 
of army .50 and .45 Springfields, the 
war surplus Starr, Sharps, Spencer, and 
other carbines and BaUard "Pacific" or 
rolling block Remington rifles in use 
among the hunters, probably the .40- 
90 was the most important single cali- 
ber. Regional preferences, like the .44- 
77 were noted. (Continued on page 54) 

- f A good horse and 
heavy caliber Model '76 
were essentials to hunt- 
ers running buffalo. 



WHY NOT SHOTGUNS 

OLD CORN SHELLER COULD BECOME MOST 

IMPORTANT INFANTRY WEAPON I N  

STOPPING OVERWHELMING CHARGES OF 

MASSED ENEMY 

Winchester trench gun in 12 gauge 
with 20 inch "riot" barrel length and 
bayonet is effective military 'weapon. 

A 
INE SHOTS with each pull of the 
trigger! Forty-five shots in three 

seconds! A cyclic rate of fire greater 

/ 
than a BAR, and accuracy enough to hit a 

man with at least one shot from a burst at 150 
yards . . . . quite a weapon? New? Not one bit 

. . . it's a gun the Army has used since the late 
18507s, and one which every crowded countryside 

deer hunter knows-that old favorite, a shotgun loaded 
with buck shot. 
In modern guise the old corn sheller may become our 

most important infantryman's weapon, converting the Ameri- 
cans from a "nation of riflemen" to what they really are: a nation 

of shotgunners. A 20" barreled trench gun, either with an ad- 
justable choke or cylinder bore, could be the weapon of the future. 

Against massed charges like the Chinese hordes which poured over our 

v 
Air Force gunnery training has included skeet shooting from moving truck. 



Earliest issue shotgun was this type 1860 muzzle loader built on a sporting 
shotgun stock but assembled at Springfield Armory for use by army foragers. 

Model 1881-82 Springfield Armory shotgun was made up on basic trap door 
rifle action and fitted with surplus Civil War musket barrel bored to 20 gauge. 

Recent purchases of Rernington automatic 12 gauge riot guns indicate official 
interest continues in the use of military shotguns but only for guard duty. 

1 

lines in the Korean war, the effective firepower of a buck- 
loaded shotgun would act as a man stopper beyond all 
belief. The soft-lead .30-caliber buckshot load with its 
yard-wide pattern of nine round balls would virtually cut 
a man in two at any range where it could be used. 

The Army is missing a bet now, but in other days we 
weren't so squeamish, and men are alive to tell tales of 
their trusty Model 97 trench guns, and the time 
they stopped the Hun offensive. 

In 1917 we were as unprepared as a nation 
could be. In the emergency, General John J. , 

Pershing studied the characteristics of trench 
warfare to determine how and what training . 
methods we needed. One thing stood out: massed 
attacks on small fronts. Heavy concentrations of 
fire in these areas were about the only thing that 
could effectively stop such assaults. Pershing 
foresaw the value of the shotgun in combat. The 

ideal light weapon to provide the needed cones of fire, it 
also was a weapon we could produce quickly and whose 
fundamentals are easy to learn. 

For a decade the army had been using a repeating shot- 
gun-the Model 1897-produced by Winchester. In ad- 
dition, the Remington firm was also equipped to handle 
large orders. Both quickly went into action. 

The Winchester "trench gun" was the most popular. It 
had a 20-inch barrel protected by a metal hand guard and 
took the regular M1917 bayonet. The tube magazine held 
five rounds, and a sixth could be placed in the breech. A 
total of 19,196 were produced by Winchester alone. 

The most effective trench gun ammunition against attack- 
ing infantry was found to be a hefty cartridge filled 

1 with BB or 00 buckshot. Over 24 million rounds of 
the stuff were made by us during our short belliger- 
ence. 

With the utmost secrecy, trap shooters were re- 

Shotgunning in dummy bomber tail 
assembly develops high skills of coor- 
dination needed by Air Force gunners. 



world-wide reverberations,though the did not know 
it until afterwards. A German attack was imminent; and 
it was the drive of 1918. Americans were rushed to bolster 

f the line: marines, infantry and shotgunners. 
In outposts ahead of the main line of resistance we 

1- placed some of our very best trapshooters~men who could 

) hit a flying bird upon instantaneous reflex action. In the 
trenches was a unit composed of those who had shot at 
sporting meets back home. Breathlessly they awaited the 
assault. 

Their first warnings were German "potato masher" hand 
grenades lobbing through the air. Few landed, as most of 
them were exploded in the air by the experts in the out- 
posts. Upon the failure of the grenade attack, the enemy 
launched a mortar attack. Again the trap shooters proved 

i their worth, deflecting the slowly arching bombs. Finally, 
I a vast gray wave of the Kaiser's best surged forward. 

As the enemy moved across No Man's Land. our out~osts  
retreated and joined their comrades in the trenches where 
they determinedly awaited the attackers. 

Withholding their fire until the enemv was within 50 " rf . 
yards, our shotgunners sent a withering hail of shot 
through their massed groups like a scythe cutting through 
a stand of wheat. The Germans were completely uprepared 
for such a punishing wall of fire. The searing blast, stopped 
the onrush completely. The well-drilled infantry wavered, 
retreated and finally broke before the storm. Never in all 
of the operations on the Western front had there been any- 
thine like it. Machine m s  fire onlv in short bursts and 
end up shooting high. Not the shotgunners. They sent an 
unbroken chain of shots across the churned earth of the 
battlefield without a pause. Not only did they break up 
the assault, but very probably saved the battle itself. 

National Guard of New York uses shotguns on maneuvers, 
planned complete rearming with shotguns before the war. 

Coordination for unners was learned by Air Corps cadets 
1 sheet shooting from multi-level tower, simulating combat. 

Back in the training camps we had discovered that every 
buckshot round spewed over an area some nine feet high 
and three feet wide, and perforated a two-inch board at 
100 yards. Even at 150 yards at least one slug usually hit 
a man-sized target. What was even more important was that 
a shotgunner, firing from the hip. with a loader beside 
him could get off as many as fifty shots a minute-by 
simply twitching the trigger and pumping. 

America's secret weapon found many other combat uses 
during the war. At this same battle one ground gunner 
knocked down a low-flying German observation plane. 
Others shot enemy messenger pigeons and German-trained 
pigeon hawks attacking Allied birds. Airmen took the 
scatterguns aloft to shoot at balloons and planes. 

The morale of the already-weary German army took a 
sharp n0sediv.e. It got so bad that on September 19, 1918, 
Secretary of State Lansing received from the German 
government a long cable protest- (Continued on page 58) 



COMPETING I N  DAYS WHEN MARKSMEN WERE WORSHIPPED 
LIKE TODAY'S BASEBALL STARS, HUNTER 'BLOODY NATI 
DEMONSTRATED AMAZING ABILITY WITH LONG FLINTLOCK 

By NORMAN B. WILTSEY 

G REAT MARKSMEN once were ad- 
mired in rural and frontier Amer- 

ica'as star baseball players are ad- 
mired in town and hamlet today. In 
the early 1800's, Daniel Boone still 
lived, and the glorious deeds of Mor- 
gan's riflemen a t  Saratoga and Cow- 
pens in the Revolution were not for- 
gotten. Each small, remote settlement 
boasted its local sharpshooter-and 
stood ready at all times to back its 

champion with fists or cash against 
the world. 

Throughout the scattered villages of 
upper New York State backwoods 
country, a sour-tempered professional 
hunter named Nat Foster was the idol 
of the populace. Nicknamed "Bloody 
Nat" because of the incredible number 
of deer he slaughtered yearly for the 
markets of Schenectady and Albany, 
Foster was anything but a proper 



As "Bloody Nat" leveled his Kentucky rifle (top left), Sergeant Robinson of the New York Volunteers stood easily by, 
holding his Harper's Ferry rifle (bottom left) which he shot in competition against noted New York backwoods hunter. 

model for the youth of America. Yet 
he could do one thing better than any- 
body else around: shoot his long flint- 
lock rifle with amazing artistry and 
precision. In 1814, Nat performed 
brilliantly in a rifle shooting contest 
that still is discussed with awe by the 
natives of Herkimer County of upstate 
New York where the famed match 
occurred. 

The United States was at war with 

England in that summer of 1814. 
Captain Henry Forsyth's "A" Com- 
pany, 13th New York Volunteers, en 
route from Albany to the Niagara 
fighting front, marched into the village 
of Manheim, Herkimer County, on the 
hot afternoon of July 15. The tired 
men dropped their packs at the cap- 
tain's barked "Disperse," stacked their 
weapons around the flagp~le on the 
village green, and made a bee-line for 

the taproom of the Pig 'n' Whistle. 
The spring-cooled hard cider proved 

potent as well as thirst-quenching, and 
the revived militiamen quickly got to 
boasting of their individual prowess 
with shooting-irons and of the re- 
markable exploits of their company 
champion, Sergeant John Robinson, in 
particular. Sergeant Robinson, accord- 
ing to his vociferous comrades, was 
merely the "best goddam marksman in 



Typical of frontiersmen's shooting accessories was the combination bullet and 
patch pouch used by "Bloody Nat" Foster in backwoods shooting match of 1814. 

the hull State o' York!" Robinson 
modestly accepted the accolade. 

At this point in the boisterous pro- 
ceedings, a tall, lean gent at the bar 
set down his half-emptied mug of 
applejack and turned to object. One 
thing led to another, and soon the 
militiamen were neatly suckered into 
challenging the lanky scoffer to meet 
Robinson in a shooting match. The 
challenge was accepted with suspicious 
alacrity. Only then did Bloody Nat 
Foster reveal his identity. 

The contest was held at noon of the 
following day in a clearing at the edge 
of the forest. Every male inhabitant 
of Manheim over the a m  of six. nlus 

as the challenged marksman, had first 
choice and picked a speed shoot of five 
rounds per man fired at a six-inch 
mark at 50 yards range. Sergeant 
Robinson chose a block shoot of five 
rounds per man at 100 yards. The 
third shoot, as decided by a coin 
flipped by Captain Forsyth, was to be 
a peg shoot of five rounds per man 
fired at a six-inch cross-mark at 75 
yards. Both men agreed to shoot off- 
hand on all tests. 

For the speed shoot and the peg 
shoot, two suitable trees were blazed 
with axes at a height of five feet above 
the ground, and each blaze carefully 

the entire militia outfitof a hundred r men, attended the "rifle shootin'." Gay 
holiday spirit exhilarated the audience. 
Doss barked, kids rasseled, cider and - I 
applejack flowed like water, and ev- 
erybody but the penniless small fry 
managed to scrape up a dollar or two 
to bet on the contestant of his choice. 
( 6  A 99 Company loyally emptied its col- 

lective pockets of silver to bet on Rob- 
inson and the townsfolk to a man 
backed Bloody Nat. Captain Forsyth 
and Lieutenant O'Neill dug up the side 
bet of $50 in hard money demanded by 
Foster; for Nat made it unpleasantly 
clear that he wouldn't pull trigger un- 
less the stake went up. 

The match was to consist of three 
separate shoots. Each man selected 
one type of shoot, the third to be de- Rustic rifle targets of paper an, 
terflBBied by the flip of a coin. Foster, charred wood were real tests of stall 
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smoothed off with a keen-edged hunt- 
ing knife. Centering one blaze, a cir- 
cular mark was smeared on with wet 
gunpowder measured to exactly six 
inches in diameter. Centering the 
other blaze, a six-inch cross-mark was 
applied-also in wet gunpowder. Then 
the marks for the block shoot were set 
out: pine blocks split to about six 
inches square with their surfaces 
blackened by charring. The various 
distances were meticulously paced off 
by Master Job Evans, jovial proprietor - 
of the Pig 'n' Whistle acting in his . 

usual capacity of village referee-and 
the rival marksmen were ready t6 start 
throwing lead. 

Sergeant Robinson used a rifle in- 
stead of the usual military smoothbore 
musket of die period. Robinson's 
weapon, a halfdocked .54 caliber Har- 
per's Ferry, was shorter and heavier 
than Foster's long-barrelled .38 caliber 
Kentucky rifle. 

Bloody Nat led off in the first test- 
the 100 yard block shoot. The tall 
hunter loaded his rifle with swift pre- 
cision, charging the piece with powder 
from his big horn, driving home the 
ball in its greased linen patch with one 
deft thrust of the hickory ramrod. A 
dash of priming powder in the pan 
from the smaller horn, and Nat was 
ready to fire. Ibs long rifle swept to 
position, froze at the level for a split- 
second before the marksman squeezed 
off the hair-trigger and sent the ball on 
its way. The first block spun back- 
ward from ita fence-rail perch, and the 
townsfolk whooped in triumph. 

Firing in rotation, Sergeant Robin- 
son knocked off his first block-and 
"A" Company raised a roar that threw 
the dogs into hysterics and set the 
crows to cawing and circling in the 
woods. 

Four times Foster hit his blocks- 
and four times Robinson matched him 
shot for shot. Nat missed his fifth 
shot. The crowd was silent as the sol- 
dier took aim. Robinson was over- 
deliberate; he too missed. 

Tensely the audience watched while 
the referee examined the marks. The 
shoot would go to the man whose ball 
struck nearest the exact middle of each 
of his four blocks. 

Intently, referee Job Evans studied 
Foster's blocks placed side by side 
with Robinson's. Finally he straight- 
ened up, waving his arms for silence. 
"The winner of the block shoot," he 
announced dramatically, "is-Robin- 
son!" 

The howl the soldiers sent up pre- 
vented any- (Continued on page 64) 



I Reape may read "brown well" but hunter 
knows it first should be "Browning 

} Twelve" when duck passes gun on way to 
become "Glazed Duckling Montemorency" 

! (right), as served in exclusive Hotel Am- 
bassador's Pump  Room in Chicago. I 
IF YOUR FREEZER I S  JAMMED FULL OF DUCK AND YOU'RE TIRED OF DIET OF 

ROAST FOWL, CHANGE-OF-PACE RECIPES ARE GOURMET DELIGHTS 

By HARRY BOTSFORD 

T HE SHOOTING'S all over for the year but the hunting 
season is well-remembered for fat dividends that now 

have the freezer bulging. Ducks, ducks and more ducks, 
the wife complains. After all, when you've had roast duck 
so many times, it's no longer a treat and that freezer's 
just bulging and so is your waistline. The wife acidly in- 
forms you that all that freezer space devoted to ducks could 
well be holding more important items like steak. 

There's a limit to how many times you can feed on roast 

duck, the wife beefs. "Before you know, we'll all be quack- . 
ing instead of burping at the table," she informsyou with 
a feeble attempt at humor. If you have come to that pass, 
lend an ear while I tell you of duck delights you never 
dreamed of. One of these I learned while out on one of 
innumerable duck safaris I've enjoyed. 

This particular day the camp cook's edict was implaca- 
ble butshe tempered it with a few crumbs of solace. "You 
all eat them sandwiches I fixed you for lunch. I'll fix up 



Feather plucking chore can be speeded Ducks prepared for roasting can oe given added zest by stuffing with cut, green 
by applying hot wax to remove down. vegetables and topping with bacon strips before putting pan in the oven. 

some hot coffee to go with 'em. They's good samwiches. 
Comes supper, I will pervide you with sumpthing extry." 

. You didn't argue with Parsons. His word was law around 
the duck lodge, and he was a superlative cook. The game 
warden came in, sort of oozed through a pea soup fog that 
had ruined our shooting for the morning. He had no solace 
to offer. "Latest weather report is that the fog won't clear 
until tomorrow morning," he said shucking his dripping 
raincoat. 

"Sit right down, Mr. Kennedy," Parsons invited. "Have 
a plate for you real quick, sir!" 

The warden ate broiled ham steak and fried eggs, plus 
hot biscuits. Parsons knew that it paid to be hospitable to 
the warden, even encouraged him to partake of some stimu- 
lant before he ate. 

We grumbled, got into lighter clothing, a poker game and 
a table of bridge started. Fragrance seeped in from the 
kitchen, undeniably duck, but with nuances of other odd- 
ments. Our hunger was whetted to razor edge when he 
called us. Thus, a foggy day helped to introduce us to 
Braised Mallards, a trick he said he had learned from Mme. 
Begue in New Orleans, a statement I doubt, but the end 

result was superlative. 

Wild mallards and orange slices is standard recipe which can be made into Mme* Braised 
happy surprise with gravy boat (left) full of "duckling chaud froid sauce." 3 fat mallards 1 cup chopped 

duck livers canned mush- 

1 cup chopped rooms 

onion y^ pound lean 
salt pork 

tablespOOns 1 large clove of 
parsley (dry) garlic, diced 
tables~OOns 3 tablespoons 
dried chives chopped 

3 egg yolks, 
beaten with 
1/3 cup 
brandy 

chicken broth 

A. 

celery leaves 
1 tableSpoon 

dried chervil 
dash of nutmeg 

and thyme 

The ducks were cleaned, the ingre- 
dients mixed into a stuffing, the birds 
were loosely stuffed, securely trussed. 
Next came the braising sauce. 

Heat 1/3 to cup butter and olive 
oil in equal parts in a large iron Dutch 
oven, add 1/̂  cup chopped carrots, the 
same amount of onions, celery, green 
pepper, Vy, cup raw veal that has been 
run through (Continued on page 61) 
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FITTING 4 
NEW RIFLE 

Finished barrels may require a whisker turned off breech to correct headspace before screwing into the action. 

FINISHED CHAMBERED BARRELS SOLD BY SPECIALTY MANUFACTURERS ALLOW 

AMATEUR GUNSMITH TO ASSEMBLE HIS "CUSTOM" SPORTER AT HOME 

By HAL HARTLEY 
Used inexpensive GI Mauser or commercial FN action 
(right) can be made into accurate rifle with new barrel. 

gunsmithing. Established gunsmiths are often way behind 
in their work, and prices on that mumbo-jumbo known as 
"headspacing" added to the cost of a good barrel blank 
often make price-conscious shooters shy away from a new 
barrel "until maybe next year." Actually there is nothing 
mysterious about barrel fitting, and with deer season past 
it might be a good time to check over that GI Mauser and 
determine if maybe it isn't worth putting on a new barrel. 

Barrel makers such as G. R. Douglas will supply barrels 
that are finish turned and threaded for the action, whether 
Mauser, Enfield, Springfield, or something else. I have 
owned and used a number of guns with Douglas barrels and 
have never known of a poor shooting one. If you want to 
build a gun, such finished barrels greatly simplify the job. 

Perhaps you don't own a GI Mauser? There are plenty 
of actions around for as little as 15 to 18 dollars. New 
commercial FN actions can be bought at retail for a little 
more, and are improvements over the old *98 Mauser in 1 



Simple construction of action wrench if welds are clean 
and strong will save many dollars in amateur rebarrelling. 

metals and design. Choose the action you like best. Select 
the cartridge and the type barrel you want. Douglas makes 
them just about any size, shape and weight, and in most 
popular calibers. He also supplies many of the "wildcat" 
sizes. 

You will need a vise to hold the barrel when you fit it to 
the action. From scrap steel and a few bolts you can easily 
make a simple and inexpensive one. The base plate is 
9"xS"x%". At each corner it has a hole so it can be 
bolted to a heavy timber. Two machine bolts, 6" long 
are in the center, 4" on center and the heads are electric 
welded on the back of the plate. When you fit this plate to 
the top of your workbench you will have to chisel out 

Barrel must be gripped solidly and without slipping in 
hardwood vise jaws which have been inletted to fit it. 

40 

Barrel and receiver threads must be clean. Toothbrush 
and "carbona" will dissolve grease and remove grit. 

enough wood to clear the bolt heads. The top plate is 
S ~ " x 4 " x ~ ' .  The holes in it are 15/16", which help to 
make it easy to slip over the bolts. 

You will need to build a wrench for twisting the action 
on and off the barrel. One can be made of a piece of pipe 
30" long and 2" in diameter. On the top and bottom sides 
are welded pieces of steel S"x2"x~". These give added 
strength, keeping the pipe from buckling and giving more 
bearing surface to the top of the action when it is fitted in 
the wrench. The two bolts are W and are 6" long and are 
welded, to keep them from turning. The clamp plate is 
5*'x2"x%". The bolt holes are 15/16" and are spaced 
2W on center. 

Measurement from bolt face with bolt in "locked" posi- 
tion is critical in adjusting shell headspace of barrel. 



Completed rifle has GI action ($IS), Douglas barrel ($30-SO), Bishop stock 
($9), and Weaver KV in Buehler mounts ($57.50 and $20) all fitted "at home." 

By using cartridge ana snun wnn careful measurements 
as headspace gauge, barrel can be assembled safely. 

The action must be thoroughly 
cleaned of all grease, grit and scale. Be 
especially careful to get the bolt lugs, 
bolt face and lug bearing surfaces in 
the action clean. u se  a tooth brush and 
alcohol to clean the action threads. 

You must have something to hold 
the barrel in the vise. Wood blocks will 
do the best job and will not scar the 
barrel. Get two 1" thick blocks at 
least 4" long and wide enough to fit 
snugly between the bolts. Carefully 
bed the barrel to almost half the depth 
in each block. If you will use hard 
wood, such as maple, and bed the bar- 
rel across the grain there will be very 
little chance of it splitting in the vise. 

The barrel should screw into the 
action with a smooth and snug fit. If 
you can turn it in with your hands to 
the last two or three threads it is just 
right. Occasionally you may find a bar- 
rel that won't quite start. Then you 
must chase the threads on the barrel 
with a fine, three-cornered file. Always 
take the metal off the barrel threads, 
never off the action. Go carefully on 
the threads and try the barrel in the 
action fre- (Continued on page 64) 

Wrench and vise 
built from scrap 

North Carolina stockmaker Hal 
Hartley used simple methods in \ 
building fine vanninter he shoots. 



The Hat You've Always Wanted 

I OF LASTING MERIT 1 

1 HUNTINGTON 1 

FOR YOUR HANDGUNS 
BETTER ACCURACY 
MORE KILLING POWER 
NO BARREL LEADING with 

HARVEY PROT-X-BORE B U ~  

PROT-X-BORE BULLETS combine a pme 
lead bullet with a zinc base. Lead provide8 
greater killing power. The zinc base keeps 
the barrel perfectly clean and prevents rust 
and corrosion. Heavier loads are possible and 
provide longer effective range than gas check 
bullets, with negligibk barrel wear. Both 
swaged bullets and bullet casting equipment 
are available. 
New accurate 106 Gr. 3 5 7  H.P. Varmhl 
bullet at unheard of ISOOfs., velocity energy 
760 lbs. Hand Gun Bullet Swaging dies 
for Pacific, Ideal Ezy-Loader, R.C.B.S and 
Hollywood tools. For PROT-X-BORE bullet8 
only. New Jugular Xpres jacketed 3 5 7  and 
.38 Special Bullet Jackets and had wire fur- 
nished for swaging. Slug moulds also avail- 
able for casting swaging cores. 
Wnte for FREE folder and price list NOW! 

CARTRIDGE 
QUIPS QUOTES & QUERIES I , '  - 

By STUART MILLER 

The Interchangeable 40-70's 
BOX of 40-70's, Please." A This request today would bring 

1 blank look and the assurance that if 
:hey ever were manufactured, they 
iren't any more, and why not buy a 
;ood gun, like a 30-30? This same re- 
pest  made, say 75 years ago, would 
have brought the prompt reply, "Sure 
thing, but what kind do you want, 
Sharps, Winchester, Ballard, or 
what?" 

There has never been a "caliber" 
with more non-interchangeable car- 
tridges to its credit, than the 40-70. 

With the exception of the Win- 

target rifle. These rifles were made by 
the Providence Tool Company of Pro- 
vidence, R. I., and was named after the 
famous "What Cheer" target range 
nearby. This is the smallest of the 
"What Cheer" series which also in- 
cluded the 40-90 and 44-95 "What 
Cheers." 

The 40-70 Percussion Maynard is 
another of the rare ones of this lot. 
It is believed that this caliber was first 
introduced in their Model 1873 series 
of center fire cartridges. However, 
when the load proved so popular, a few 
barrels and cartridges were made for 
use in the earlier "Model 1865" Per- 

chester'Model1886 (5th from left) and 
the Bullard Repeating Rifle (3rd from 
right), these cartridges were all in- 
tended for use in the then-popular 
single shot target and hunting rifles. 
The 40-70 Winchester was the last one 
to be brought out, and is the only one 
that was commercially loaded with 
smokeless powder and soft point or 
metal patched bullets. The rest were 
furnished in either paper patched or 
grooved lead bullets, and used black 
powder. These were expected to be re- 
loaded by the shooter, often many 
times. 

The entire line-up as shown is, from 
left to right: 40-70 Sharps Necked, 
Model 1882 Maynard, Ballard, Sharps 
Straight, Winchester Model 1886, Pea- 
body "What Cheer," Bullard, Model 
1873 Maynard, and percussion May- 
nard. 

The shortest cartridge is also one of 
the rarest of the set. This was for the 
"What Cheer" model Peabody-Martini 

cussion Maynards. These used a per- 
cussion cap on the nipple of the gun, 
and drive fire through a small flash 
hole in the center of the rim, igniting 
the powder charge. 

Despite the fact that a 40-70 was sup- 
posed to use 70 grains of black powder 
as propelling charge, this wasn't al- 
ways the case. The 40-70 Sharps 
Straight cartridge were usually com- 
mercially loaded with 65 grains of pow- 
der, while the 40-70 Bullard used 72 
grains of powder to do the job. This 
70 grain powder load seems to have 
been a popular one and was used in 
several calibers. The smallest was an 
experimental 32-70 U.S. Navy rifle that 
was made by Winchester, then came 
the 38-70 Winchester Model 1886 re- 
peating rifle, then the mess of 40-70s 
we have just gone over; next the long 
lived 45-70 and 50-70 Springfield army 
rifles and carbines, and finally the 
52-70 Sharps military rim fire rifle car- 
tridges. (Continued on page 46) 



GLAMOUR GIRL 
(Continued from page 21) 

and an auto. I then set off a full box of 
cartridges with each of three side-by-side 
doubles and finally wound up the shooting 
stint with an equal amount of firing from 
three over/unders. The time interval was an 
important factor and this I carefully meas- 
ured with the use of an electrical timer 
which was activated the instant the gun was 
moved from a low hunting carry. The shoot- 
ing distance was only 23 yards as I was 
simulating upland shooting. All the weapons 
were light, open-bored models. 

The over/under not only won the speed 
trial end of the tests but placed the center 
of its shot charge nearer the very center of 
the pattern sheet. 

Time for the over/under based on the 75 
shots and taken as an average was 24/lOOth 
second; for the conventional double 27/lOOth 
second; and for the 75 rounds with the three 
magazine shotguns was 32/lOOth second. 
This shooting required three intensive weeks 
and I fired only three-quarters of an hour 
each session sometimes commencing with one 
gun, sometimes with another. 

The ability of the over/under to get the 
shot off more quickly and accurately is an 
indication of its inherently perfect design. 

Some over/unders from the standpoint of 
perfect design are better than others. I do 
not mean from the consideration of durabil- 
ity or safety but from the matter of better 

RANGE . . . . 

.--,----------- 

Three All-American scopes give a choice of 
powers for every kind of hunting. Each 
low-priced . . . each tops in its field. 
American-made by Lyman to their exacting 
standards for light, field of view, 
ruggedness, accuracy, and definition, with 
full power guaranteed. The-All-American is 
your best scope buy anywhere at any price! 

Send for free full-color catalog, or send 104 
for informative "Telescopic Sight Manual" 

11 B H K  L T I W A N  UUN S I U ~ I  G W U P .  

M I D D L E F I E L D  C O N N E C T I C U T  pointability. This factor hinges on the de- 
sign of the receiver and more specifically 
from the location of the locks. These locks, 1 I 
essentially, spell the difference. 

The over/under, when it was first de- 
signed, was locked up like the run-of-mill 
shotgun, i.e. the locks were incorporated on 
the under barrel and took the form generally 
of two under lugs. This was fine and made 
for a very strongly latched up breech but 
the fly in the pie was that it made a very 
deep action. This is objectionable. The re- 
ceiver that has great depth simply will not 
shoot on a par with the shallow action. I t  is 
a matter again of positioning the hands too 
far below the axis of the bore. 

The over/under with the most shallow ac- 
tion ever seen in this country was the 
Remington Model 32 0/U. It was discon- 
tinued before World War 11. This gun had 
a sliding wedged cover that locked the barrel 
at the tap. There were no under bolts and 
for that reason the receiver was the most 
shallow it was possible to design. Remington 
ceased the manufacture of the Model 32 
because it was a costly proposition; shot- 
gunners have been crying ever since. It is 
still eagerly sought by wing gunners in the 
know and now fetches some astounding fig- 
ures. Alex Kerr, one of the truly greats of 
the skeet shooting world, has been a long 
time user of the Remington. 

The most sturdy of all 0 /U actions is the 
Merkel. I t  originated in Germany and has 
been copied by manufacturers all over 
Europe. Today it is the action that is in- 
corporated in the handsome AYA (Eihar, 
Spain) over/under shotguns; likewise it is 
copied at Ferlach, Austria, and is seen in 
this country in the shape of the Continental 
over/under. Certain Italian gunsmakers also 
follow the Merkel type in building their 
receivers. This action incorporates not one 

1 BE A GUNSMITH 1 1 7 .. . . . 
kmlte Gflp, - inn.t d-ie 
Ã£Ã£Ã menid (or colt smith 
n, wÃ§ui>n HI-atandud, ort- gFzd s. w,b 
of smart de~iffna In Ivory, pearl, walnut, 
onyx, agate, black and also taxft, Â¥tax 
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A N  UNLOCKE 

CIOENT THAT COULD HAVE 
BEEN AVOI0ED.KOLPIN ZIPPER 
TYPE GUN-TECTORS FEATURE A 

HT-A-WAY" .... $4.95 LOCKING RING AS SHOWN. 
Quilted gun cloth with 

th h d d g  and 16- Kolpin GUN-TECTORS combine 
bxutiful craftsmanship, fine ap- 
p r a n c e  and faithful service at a 
price that brings complete pro- - taction for f i n  arms, within the 
w c h  of every gun owner. 
All have famous VPI rust inhibitor. 
All have reinforced tips. with 

KOLPIN BROS. CO.  INC., DEPT. G, BERLIN, WISCONSIN  
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under bolt but two, arranged in line. The 
top barrel has extensions machined on it 
through which pass separate bolts. This is 
called the Kersten fastener. Either the under- 
bits or the Kersten fastener would be suffi- 
cient to lock up the weapon but you cannot 
convince a European gunmaker. 

"The customer will not accept your prod- 
uct," Agustin Aranzabal, president of the 
mighty Aguirre y Aranzabal Anns Works 
in Eibar, Spain, told me, "unless it has a 
mutiplicity of bolts on it." Unquestionably 
this has influenced the popularity of the 
Merkel action. 

The two under bolts are machined as an 
integral part of the lower barrel. These bolts 
accept tapered locking lugs which continue 
to bite deeper and deeper as the surfaces of 
the bolt recesses wear away. It is an action 
that will never shoot loose. The Kersten 
fastener is in a great many respects very 
similar to the Greener crossbolt except that 
instead of a single bolt passing through a 
single extension, there are two. 

I object to the Merkel action as being the 
poorest of the lot. I t  is too deep. The two 
great under bolts lengthen the action from 
top to bottom and this is undesirable from 
the standpoint of the perfect design. I t  tends 
to drop the bands too low. 

I much prefer another action. This is the 
over/under receiver as made by the English. 
Such firms as Purdey, (who now have in- 
corporated Woodward), Westley Richards, 
Holland and Holland and the small firm of 
Boss & Co., have designed and manufacture 
a superposed shotgun that has eliminated the 
under bolt. The gun locks up by the utiliza- 
tion of lugs that are machined into the rear 
face of the barrels. These lugs then enter 
the standing breech through openings cut 
there. Such a design makes for the most 
shallow action of all. 

This type of lock up has gained scant 
favor on the continent. It is accepted in 
England and the ovedunder enjoys popular- 
ity there. But your German, Spaniard, 
Frenchman or Italian has scant use for such 
a system. He believes the two tiny lugs that 
constitute the major portion of the lock will 
never keep the gun tight, and besides he 
believes it is dangerous. 

Actually it is not and the Woodward, H&H 
or Westley Richards will handle any pro- 
gressive burning load and continue to re- 
main tight and sound over the years. 

The graceful outline of these superb shot- 
guns is a joy to the shooting man's eye. 
The very ultimate has here been reached in 
providing a flat, shallow action that permits 
the highest possible position of the hands. I 
have a Westley Richards over/under that 
will account for more upland game than any 
shotgun I have ever used. I account for my 
good shooting with this gun simply because 
it is the nearest approach to the perfect 
shotgun yet found by me. 

Unfortunately an English 0/U from one 
of the best makers will cost upwards of 
$1200 bucks in Audley Square, London. 

I am having made the only 10 gauge 
over/under that I believe has been manufac- 
tured during recent times. I t  will weigh 13 
pounds and will chamber the 3% inch 10 
gauge cartridge. I intend to fire 2 full 
ounces of lead. This gun is being made for 
me by Aguirre y Aranzabal (AYA) in Eibar, 
Spain. The action will be the Merkel type 
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and the gun will sport two triggers. Barrels 
will run to a length of 30.5 inches and will 
be full choke. I intend to use this howitzer 
entirely on geese and believe it will regu- 
larly kill a goose when loaded with BBs at 
heights up to 70 yards. At any rate I pro- 
pose to see. 

In 1952 I was shooting live pigeon in 
Madrid with some Spanish amigos and 
chanced on a Browning 12 over/under in a 
Madrid "armeria." I examined the gun and 
quickly noted the barrels were pitted beyond 
hope of reclaiming them. I inquired the 
price and found I could possess the piece for 
the equivalent sum of $40. I bought it. 

I tossed the stock away. It was one of the 
narrow comb, sharp-featured European abor- 
tions, seen on many smoothbores before the 
war. I had a stock maker in Eibar fit a 
handsome piece of walnut, properly check- 
ered. As the gun had two triggers and as I 
am partial to a single, I sent the action to 
John Val Browning at the plant in Liege, 
Belgium, and John Val installed the single 
trigger. Then I carted the receiver up to 
Unceta, the pistol manufacturer in northern 
Spain and had it engraved. After this the 
pitted and worthless barrels, together with 
the action, made an ocean crossing. 

I shipped the gun to Ernie Simmons of 
Simmons Gun Specialties at  Kansas City 
and Ernie did a job! He cut the 12 gauge 
barrels off just at the forward end of the 
chamber, bored out and enlarged the stubs 
and into them he fitted two 16 gauge tubes. 
These barrels came from Winchester Model 

12 pump gun assemblies. Once the tubes 
were in place, he completed the jointing. To 
finally make the job complete, he added the 
Simmons raised ventilated rib. 

The completed over/under is the only 16 
gauge Browning extant. It weighs about 6% 
pounds and is a deadly executioner on bob 
white, doves, snipe, and other close rising 
uplands species. 

The over/under is tomorrow's shotgun. It 
is popular today; i t  will be increasingly so 
in the days ahead. The trend is to two-shot 
smoothbores, as evidenced by the Browning 
"Double" automatic which appeared last 
year. Curtailed bags, shortened seasons, re- 
stricted hunting sites impel a selection of a 
shotgun that provides more sport while 
surely accounting for the relatively few 
chances the sportsman gets. The over/under 
is the answer. Here is a gun that points 
more naturally, swings more surely, is lively 
and responsive in the hands of the discerning 
marksman. <s> 
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WHY MORE HUNTING MEANS MORE DEER 
(Continued from page 17) 

deer and several does. At that moment the 
gun was loaded, but a- "cease fire" call came. 
We waited till the stag and his friends had 
crossed the firing lane. Then, while the 
echoes of the .60 caliber test shot echoed 
from the trees, I watched as the stag uncon- 
cernedly stooped his head to grab a mouthful 
of tasty weeds, and majestically stalked off 
into the brush. 

Many of Aberdeen's thousands of acres 
are off limits to all personnel. Recently I 
drove past a good-sized woods marked 
"Danger - explosives" and protected from 
the road by a fence. Years ago World War I 
ammo dumped there had been condemned 
as too dangerous to move. The district had 
been roped off, but the deer loved to frolic 
in the woodland glades. 

Some of these Aberdeen deer must have 
moved on up into Pennsylvania. Last summer 
I saw a cruel example of too many deer. 
While bowling along the Pennsy Turnpike 
near the Bradford interchange, I passed 
between high rock cut walls. A stag with 
a broken right hind leg was struggling to 
climb the sheer stone. He didn't have sense 
enough to go to the end of the cut and 
cross the fence there, and fear and pain 
had made him frantic. 

Stopping, I considered shooting him right 
then, for I had an Ithaca 12, a .357 Ruger 
"Blackhawk," a Holland & Holland 450/400, 
a Remington .22, two Walther PPKs in .22 
and .32, and a Colt conversion unit on a .45, 

with ammo to match. But while I was trying 
to decide which one of these to use, my wife 
pointed out that a bullet might ricochet or 
scare the deer into the path of a passing 
car. Instead of getting out, I drove on a 
mile or two to the turnoff and phoned the 
state police. Then I went back to the 
spot where the deer had been. 

It seems somebody else got the same idea. 
A truck had stopped and the driver had 
crossed the road and tried to catch the 
deer and cut his throat. The deer in a 
dying lunge flung himself out into the path 
of a passing Plymouth and mashed in two 
hundred dollars worth of grille and fender. 
At that moment the police car arrived, and 
the deer was taken aboard for a trip to the 
food locker and then the orphanage. 

This incident depressed me. If I had 
acted instead of driving on, the Plymouth 
owner would have been saved the repair. 
But more to the point was the pressure 
which put this deer onto the highway, a 
terrible danger to motorists, and a living- 
and dying-example of deer overpopulation, 
caused by not enough deer being killed 
annually by hunters. 

The situation is bluntly stated by E. L. 
Cheaturn, chief of the New York bureau of 
game: "Nature harvests its game if man 
doesn't-and in a very wasteful and cruel 
way." 

Treating deer like any other crop, raised 
and controlled for the benefit of mankind, 

is the only logical solution. Where game 
census records and reports of competent 
field men indicate an oversupply of deer, 
immediate steps should be taken to au- 
thorize early hunting seasons, legalize does 
and take other measures along sensible 
lines. 

The deer parks of foreign nobility have 
professional game keepers in constant at- 
tendance. The numbers of the deer herds 
are always known, and the deer population 
is kept consistent with the available food. 

Deer need to be treated as ordinary 
livestock, the sick ones separated and the 
healthy ones allowed to thrive and repro- 
duce. With the destruction of natural 
predators and the creation of larger food 
supplies, deer are increasingly on the up- 
swing in numbers. Already the increase 
has become critical and involved the relo- 
cation of deer from one part of the country 
where they are pests to other parts where 
they can live in the wilds. 

We need more hunting to thin out the 
excess deer, so that whole herds won't be 
destroyed by starvation and disease. We 
need laws to serve as a framework for in- 
creased hunting privileges to millions of 
deer hunters. @ 
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CARTRIDGES 
(Continued from page 42) 

Per Original Box 

With the current interest in collecting 
sealed and labeled boxes of cartridges, you 
often encounter the phrase, "Per Original 
Box" in dealers' lists. Too often the seller 
fails to mention the number of cartridges per 
box. I t  is surprising the different numbers of 
cartridges that have been packed in Amer- 
ican-made cartridge boxes, in addition to the 
traditional boxes of 20 for rifle shells, 25 for 
shotgun shells and 50 for small cartridges. 

The smallest number that I have seen was 
in a labeled box of 4 of the .58 caliber Shaler 
Sectional Bullet Musket cartridges of the 
Civil War. Next came the boxes of 5, used 
for many of the larger buffalo rifle cartridges, 
and some pocket Colt revolver cap and ball 
packets. Most percussion revolver cartridges 
and lately .30 carbine blanks were put up in 
packs of 6. Magazine capacity of repeating 
military arms made it practical to pack the 
military Spencer rim fires in boxes of 7. Six 
of these boxes were packed to a carton and 
the 8mm French Lebel Rifle cartridges, made 
here in World War I, were put up in boxes 
of 8 rounds. Boxes of 10 were often used for 
old buffalo rifle cartridges. 

In order to get two cylinder loads, many of 
our army revolver cartridges of the 1870's and 
80's were packed 12 to a box. U.M.C. packed 
some of their 7.65mm Mauser rifle cartridges 
-five to a clip-in boxes of 15. During World 
War I, some of the 45 ACP's were packed in 
half moon clips of 3 for use in revolvers, 24 
to a box. Besides shotgun shells, many of the 
commercial Spencer rimfires were sold in the 
"square .packv boxes of 25. Boxes of 100 
were common in the early 22s, and are still 
found in the BB and CB Caps. 

The most that I have seen per box, were 
some boxes of 250 rounds of 22 gallery shorts. 
Now Remington has just come out with a 
"flat pack" of 28 cartridges, and so it goes! 
A collection of a box of each capacity is an 
interesting sideline, and one that is not too 
easy to assemble. 
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"He was drunk - he was drunk every day . .  ." Yet - 

"Buffalo Bill was a Man of 
DeadlvAim -with Any Weapor 

Emergency." and in Any 
A man once asked Colonel Cody how to become a 
great shot and Cody replied, "There is no rule that 
I know of. You see, the brain, the eye and the 
trigger finger must all work with the same impulse. 
When everything is just right and if it's within 
range, you kind of feel the object you shoot a t  
rather than aim a t  it. This is especially true of 
shooting from the back of a galloping horse a t  a 
moving object. All of a sudden you feel rather than 
see your gun is just right. Your finger seems to 
have touched the trigger of its own accord and you 
know that you have made a hit." 

How could Buffalo Bill Cody chalk up such incred- 
ible feats of marksmanship in his Wild West Show 
under the exhausting pace of his daily living? As 
Courtney Riley Cooper said, "It was an eternal 
gamble whether the show would exist simply through 
the absence of human endurance necessary to  stay 
awake twenty-four hours out of twenty-four." 

"The Legend of 
Buff a10 Bill" 

Read the truth about Buffalo Bill and his fabuloi 
life in William Edwards' article in the March issi 
of GUNS Magazine. 

Was Buffalo Bill really as good a marksman : 
you've always heard? What single event in his li 
started his famous reputation a t  the age of elever 
William Edwards tells you all about i t  in his fai 
cinating article, "The Legend of Buffalo Bill." AI 
this writer knows what he's t a l k i i  about. For he 
examined original documents that show the ft  
glaring truth about Buffalo Bill and all the 0th' 
fabulous, heroic and fascinating western character 
Don't miss his true-facts story in the March Issi 
of GUNS Magazine. 

Other Fascinating Stories About GUI 
"The Legend of Buffalo Bill" is only one < 
the many thrilling stories and articles you'll find 
GUNS Magazine. Others include "The Guns I 
Annie Oakley," "The Truth About Wyatt Earp 
and "Could Hickok Really Shoot." Mail coupc 
now for your free copy of the March issue 4 

GUNS Magazine. 

And Gordon Lillie, an old friend of the Colonel's 
said, "I never was so disappointed in my life. He 
had been sleeping on the floor of a tent in some 
hay, his hair all matted. And he was drunk. Colonel 
Cody was drunk every day for our first five weeks 
out." 
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to-earth information you can use on your hunting trips~techniques, 
tricks and secrets that will improve your target shooting~ideas 
on the care of guns-how-to-do-it methods of storing and dimlay- 
Ing all types of flreanna. In other words, GUNS is a magazine 
that has become a too favorite with hunters, collectors. eun- 
smiths, hobbyists, and gun fans from coast to coast. See 
coupon for Special "Get Acquainted Offer." This brings YOU 

the March issue of GUNS Magazine free Of charge. 
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"I recently heard of some '.303 Savage 
Miniature' cartridges. What are these, some 
kind of sub-caliber load, or what?" A. N., 
New York City. 

I am afraid that they are not as interesting 
as they sound. This was just a trade name 
for some short range loads that the Savage 
Arms Company put out years ago. I have 
a couple of boxes of these. One of these is 
marked on the end "Savage No. 6 Miniature 
metal covered." In the advertising on the 
label the company assures the shooter that 
their smokeless powder is free from nitro- 
glycerine, and cannot freeze! 

I also have the same type cartridge with 
the lead bullet and called "Savage No. 4 
Lead Miniature." Both are head-stamped 
'S. A. Co., 303 Savage." These cartridges 
were.at one time popular for target shooting, 
and for shooting small game with a deer rifle. 
4ll the major companies put out these re- 
duced charge cartridges, but Savage seems 
to have been the only one to use the term 
'Miniature." They generally were called 
'Short Range Loads." @ 
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TO FIRE On the surface, there seems no logical reason why the term 
to fire should be applied to activities so diverse as setting off a weapon and 
dismissing an employee. Two long and tangled streams of speech con- 
tributed to such' strange use of a single expression. 

Hand guns of the 14th century were equipped with touch-holes; in order 
to discharge such a weapon it was necessary to touch it with a torch of some 
type. Such a literal method of firing was slow and clumsy; improvements 
came rapidly. Pieces of slow-burning wick were substituted for flaming 
torches, and the touch-hole was moved from top to side of the weapon. 

ti' , 
Equipped with a pan to hold finely-ground powder, such a splendid new 
gun could be ignited with a spark. Though use of actual fire was slowly 
abandoned, the colorful term was retained to stand for setting off a weapon 
in any fashion. 

Meanwhile, gun talk was becoming entangled with the vocabulary of 
stevedores. For centuries, men had reserved "discharge" to stand for the 
job or unloading a ship-or relieving it of its burden. But since the act of 
firing sent the cargo of shot from a weapon, the sea term attached to gun- 
nery'. About the same era, it became customary to use "discharge" in con- 
nection with relieving an employee or officer of his position-or charge. 

0 0 0 
RIFLE Gun experts do not agree concerning the place or date at which 
the rifle was conceived. Firearms had been in use for several generations 
before anyone thought of devising a method to give a spinning motion to 
the ball. Gaspard Kollner of Vienna is sometimes credited with the inven- 
tion that revolutionized gunnery. Others say the idea originated with August 
Kotter of Nuremberg. Whoever was responsible, it took shape within the 
quarter-century that followed the discovery of America. 

French artisans had already used the term rifler to indicate scratching 
or scraping grooves in metal. So it was natural that this expression should 

attach to the cutting of grooves in the bore of a cannon. This proved so 
effective that the practice was soon extended to muskets. Marksmen differed 
widely in their views concerning the right amount of twist to be given the 
bullet. Hence early rifling varied from a half turn in three feet of barrel to 
a full turn in two feet. -WEBB GARRISON 
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By H. Jay Erfurth 

New Ruger Blackhawk 

A YELLOW and black package of dyna- 
mite was dropped on my desk a couple 
of months ago, and today I'm alive to 

tell you about it. I may not be alive by next 
month when Bill Ruger reads this, because 
the gun was a new Ruger Blackhawk and 
I rusted the hell out of it. 

Yes, the gun was a new Blackhawk .357 
revolver with 4" barrel and ramp front sight. 
The Micro adjustable rear sight put the 
g u n  into the class of target revolvers. The 
single action shape makes it  first and fore- 
most a cowboy gun, yet the whopping power 
of the .357 cartridge cries that it is a service 
gun. 

I looked it over. The rounded gate and 
larger frame size made it exactly like an 
old Colt flat top target Single Action. The 
aluminum handle frame wasn't quite as well 
polished and the color was black, not blue. 
This was caused by the need to anodize the 
aluminum a matching color to the black 
steel gun, and the general effect was good, 
fair enough at $87.50. But the thought re- 

curred to me: it's a cowboy gun, and a 
target gun, and a service caliber gun. Now 
just what is the Blackhawk really useful 
for? What is the place of a single action 
"cowboy gun" in our modern world of fast- 
firing, automatic and speedy pump guns of 
all kinds? Why offer a single action re- 
volver in a service caliber at all? The answer 
was right there, in the fact that the Black- 
hawk, for all its target sights, is also a 
service gun. Bill Ruger styles i t  "the ulti- 
mate development of the single action." This 
is a big phrase, and a big claim, but the 
Blackhawk is a pretty big-sized gun-would 
it uphold the claims? 

A service gun is, logically, built for service. 
Anybody can make a fragile, delicate, com- 
plicated firearm capable of driving tacks at 
a hundred yards, but not many gun de- 
signers have the plain ordinary brains to 
build a gun that will stand up under rough 
use and abuse. I knew by looking at the 
Blackhawk that it would have reasonable 
accuracy. Whether i t  would compete with 
a 300 H & H Magnum at 1,000 yards was 
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beside the point: as a service gun it should 
easily have better than service accuracy. 
Anyway, I wouldn't have a chance to get to 
the range for a couple of weeks. What, then, 
could I do in studying this "ultimate de- 
velopment of the single action" in the 
meantime? 

I could use it.' But that meant shooting. 
What else? Well, I could abuse it. Years 
ago the Army invented the "rust test" to 
check out single action guns. The old Colt, 
prototype of the improved Ruger, stood the 
test pretty well. But the Ruger . . .? 

With a twist of paper soaked in carbon 
tetrachloride, I wiped the exterior of the 
gun to remove the surface film of protective 
oil. Removing the cylinder I smeared vase- 
line inside the chambers, and also inside 
the dry, clean barrel. Next, with cylinder 
in place, I dropped the Blackhawk into a 
pan of warm water in which I had dis- 
solved about two tablespoons of common 
table salt. Wrapping the gun in wet news- 
paper, I set it on the window sill. I t  rained 
that night. 

Gradually a handsome mottling of rust 
formed. After about ten days, I took the 
revolver and operated the mechanism once. 
Not enough rust: the cylinder could still 
be coaxed around. With a few drops of cor- 
rosive nitrate bluing solution in the bar- 
rel-cylinder contact, cylinder pin and screws, 
I presumed it would freeze up correctly. One 
slight deficiency was noticed in design at 
that time, in the arrangement of the trigger 
spring plunger. 

This is a small nlue fitted into the root of * - 
the trigger guard, and is seen bearing against 
the trigger at its back. This actqates the 
trigger and sear like the old flat spring 
inside the, frame of the Colt guns. Pushed 
bv a coil spring, this type of plunger is 
easy to freeze up by rust and neglect. It 
pushed back into its housing easily when I 
first fooled with the cylinder, and then 
stayed there, stuck by corrosion. 

After three more days I felt the poor old 
Blackhawk had had enough rough treatment. 
I had with every success horribly duplicated 
the condition of a famous Colt of yesteryear 
which was widely blurbed once in adver- 
tising. This Colt revolver was lost in the 
autumn on the prairie, and found after the 
spring thaws many months later. When new 
caps were put on the nipples (it waa a per- 
cussion gun), all the charges went off. The 
inference is that the Colt was not damaged 
particularly by lying in the weather for a 
few months. The Blackhawk looked as mis- 
erable as that Colt must have been. Ruger's 
  ride was an almost solid mass of rust. The 
aluminum handle frame was good as new, 
except where it had contacted the steel and 
picked up some chemical reaction. Otherwise, 
it was pretty sad all over. 

With the monster I made a grand entrance 
to the range. One of the younger shooters 
looked at it and said, "Oh, an antique?" 
Several of the older shooters looked at me 
as if they wondered a trifle at my sanity- 
they were too late: I -had wondered about 
that myself long before!, 

A box of full-load Remington super-speed 
.357 Magnums was ready. I swung out the 
loading gate easily. But the cylinder would 
not move around even though I tried to shift 
it with both hands, not using the hammer 



and pawl to force it, but wrapping one hani 
about the flutes and trying to wiggle i 
loose. With the handle of a hammer 
rapped the outside of the cylinder som 
smart taps and then, checked it. The cylin 
der could be coaxed around and the time i 
took was less than the time writing about ii 

The gun rocked handsomely when the firs 
shot went off. I t  struck in the black at  21 
yards, about a "close" eight. The rest o 
the shots went off one by one. I had to eas 
the cylinder around each time, and wit1 
my thumb push the trigger forward so i 
would catch in the hammer notch. Wit1 
each shot, small puffs of rust flew up from 
the chamber walls. 

By the tenth shot, the cylinder was fre 
although with a dry, porch swing sort o 
squeak to it. Fifty shots went through with 
out any trouble, with the one exception noted 
that the trigger plunger was stuck back in 
side the handle housing and the trigger hat 
to be manually "sprung" for each shot. 

Ejecting was a bit stiff at  first. The ex 
posed slot of the ejector housing had bee] 
liberally sprinkled with salt on several occa 
sions, but the spring was not damaged. Afte 
hitting the rod head with the hammer hand1 
(any solid piece of wood would have workei 
as well) the rod worked freely. All case 
ejected easily except one chamber had som 
slight roughness in it. As a service gun unde 
the most adverse conditions, the Ruge 
Blackhawk stood the test better than it 
counterpart of three-quarters of a centur 
ago. (I t  seems to uphold the boast, "Th 
ultimate development of the single action. 

A part of the plunger still protruded iron 
the aluminum trigger guard roots. Disassem 
bly of the gun was not easy, but was accom 
plished with a little sweat. Close fitting screw 
drivers are an essential when stripping 8 

rusted gun! A little Coca Cola poured 01 

rust-frozen screw threads also seems to hell 
in loosening the corrosion. Liberal dosini 
with penetrating oil followed, and eventually 
with some grunts and effort all the guard am 
action screws were removed and the gun re 
duced to its parts. In taking out the cylinde 
pin, which was stuck in the cylinder hole 
a punch had to be used. The frame cros 
latch was unscrewed and then a drift puncl 
set against the rear of the center pin (ham 
mer removed) and with a mallet I whale1 
the bjeezus out of it. Grudgingly it slit 
forward and the cylinder came free. A libera 
going over with fine steel wool cut the rus 
and cleaned up the inner lock parts. Th, 
trigger spring plunger was pulled out of it 
hole and cleared so it worked freely. 

PECAR I BERLIN Vari-Powered Scopes 
Top: 3x to  7x 

Bottom: 4x to  lox 

Other Pecor Scopes 

2% x 64. ..... .52.00 
4 x 81. ..... .58.00 
6 x 59.. .... .60.00 
8 x 4 3  ....... 85.00 

Two new great  scopes t o  give the  Amer- 
ican shooters the  finest i n  German  optics a n d  

workmanship. 
T h e  only  vari-powered scopes i n  which i t  is pos- 
sible for  the  shooter t o  have t h e  correct size 
recticle for t he  power desired. 
Nils 0. Hultgren ,  Los Angeles, custom stock- 
maker: " T h e  Pecar is a fine scope, m y  customers 
a r e  real  g u n  nu t s  a n d  i n  m y  sample scopes I have 
a Pecar Scope. T h e i r  choice is usually the  Pecar." 

Pecar Vori-Powered 
Scopes 

3x to  7x.. ... 95.00 
4x to lox .... .100.00 

Krieghoff Drillings: In 18 
or 16 gauge wi th  any cah- 
bvr rifle, engravings and 
7nonourams. Send 15 rents Pecar/Berlin binoculars wi l l  soon be ready for delivery. 

Ask your dealer to  show you the Pecar Scope. Free Literature. 
for literature and prices 
Kriegltoff Agency's open. 

C h a r 1 e S W . L e a v e 1 1 Sumter, south Carolina 

e FOREIGN PARTS SPECIALIST 
Mausar (pistol & rifle) P3S Luoer G43. Japanese 
(pistol & rifle) Italian Browning 0rt6e-s. some Spring- 
Held. Enfield. ' 45 ~uto.. others.' Stamped, addressed 
envelope for lilt. Mauaer HSe Firing Pins Springs 
4 00 set. Ortolea Firing Pins 2 50 ea. ~apanese 7.7 
Guard Screws 25c each $2 50 ~ o i e n  Mauser Military 
Bolt (recoil) Sprinus G 4 3  Recoil springs Luger Coil 
Mainsprings, ~apane& Mainsprinos (rifle) 75c en., $5.03 
dozen, $5.50 dozen assorted. 

BOB LOVELLV BOX 401, ELMHURST. ILL. 

CARTRIDGE BOXES 

BIG CATALOG-UP-TO-DATE! 
Listings of '.old" bnks M wiMih. 

b LUtÃ‘ niÃ‘timm %ad m fir ICttl. 

[s Free books & prow~ukm~. 
Gwsten PhilxKlvhin 19. Pa. 

1 AMAZING AND VERY RARE 1 

SWISS CAVALRY CARBINES (.30 Cat.) 

"STORM QUEEN" 1 QUICK-DETACHABLE LENS COVERS 
Molded of Rugged, Long-Wearing Neoprene 

Keeps your scope clean and clear under a l l  conditions yet there is 
no optical distortion when you are read to shoot N/ loss of light, 
either. Won't wear off the blue. only $1.95 from your Dealer. 
A l l  popular sizes and combinations. 

ANDERSON GUN SHOP 
1203 BROADWAY YAKIMA, WASHINGTON 

YOU-MAKE- 'EM G U N  K I T S  
Full size finished product so authentic that it's 

difficult to tell it from the real thing! 

Â¥GENUIN US. SIGNAL CORPS TELEPHONES AND COMMUNICATION WIRE! 

EASY TO INSTALL TELEPHONE SYSTEMS. ALL WEATHER - ALL PURPOSE WIRE I 
TARGET RANGE 

TWO-WAY TELEPHONES! 

NEW SURPLUSÃ‘JUS RELEASED 
On original factory steel reels. For 
c o m u n i c a t i o ~ ,  blast in^, hter-corn. 
Hundreds of other uses, Home - ranch - industrial. String 

wire, connect to Phones ring and 
talk up to 20 miles. perfect per- 
fonnanceÃ‘battle5el proven. 
Kellogr Mag.-5 Bar Wall Phone 
with handset. 
Each . .$22.50 Per pair $42.50 

WI IOB 18 ga. 2-conductor insulated 
copper-steel conductors. Unused, like 
new, 1 mile reels (5,280 ft.) $17.50 

Colt .44 Frontier (slngh actlon) . .$2.95 Prepaid 
S&W 357 Magnum.. ............ 3.95 Prepaid 
Kentucky long rifle.. ........... .14.95 Prepaid 
Colt 45 Automatic ............. 3.50 Prepaid 
9 mm Lu er ..................... 2.95 Prepaid 
Philadel hia Derringer ........... 1.95 Prepaid 
Pepper l o x  (all plastic). ......... .98 Prepaid 
8m4 100 tu ( ~ > i > I Ã § t  MB Mtolw Â¥ wÃ§ $0 medmn 
anS annum vim Ml. Befun4 m Ã§Â¥ uilw. 

?4 mile reels (2,640 ft.) $10.00 
Other wire and phones not listed. 

WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER. 

EE8 Field PhonesÃ‘UsedÃ‘Complet 
l y  checked out. 
Each .......... .$15.00 ............. I per pair $29.50 

A N D  NEW y-1 BRAND NEW umt 81-1 COWS 

KELLoGc g,Z!lg. hF$,̂: conductor Insulated Field heavy Wire ulastio-Tirol WD12-2 . . . .  TELEPHONES boxes Of 75 
36 mile reels. *20B 

Send check or m.o.Ã‘n c.0.d.'~- 

LORIS SALES P.O. BOX 1896-el, Sacramento, California :aIIty&T g r .  * f g ~ * ~ :  



FAMOUS ENFIELD RIFLES 

Popular P-14 .303 British Caliber. 6-shot re- 
peater; bolt-action 26" barrel. Develo ed 
by the great ~rit ish Armory and manufa* 
tured by Winchester, Rernington and Eddy- 
stone. Very good to excellent. Supply 
United. . 

FAMOUS ENFIELD BARRELLEO-ACTION 
Chambered for 30-06 -Ready to Stock! 

'New Service 
M o d e l " ,  Re- 
vowera. Power- 

COMMANDO REVOLVERS 

Designed and ordered b the 
British Commando  Force. $19.50 
($75.00 value). 

EACH HANDGUN SUPPLIED WITH A FRO 
NEW HOLSTER-LIMITED TIME ONLY 

I 
I A M M U N I T I O N  I 

At Lowest Prices! 
30-06 Springfield factory loaded Ammo at 
lowest once ever offered-only $4.75 per 100 
rounds. $37.50 per thousand in metal-lined 
cases containing 1500 rounds. 5-caÃ§ lots 
$32 50 per 1000 
. 4 5 ~ ~ ~ - $ 4 . 2 5 '  or 100 rounds; en8 of 1000 
rounds $35.00. 2 6 0  or more $29.50 per 1000. 
while supply lasts 
30-30 Wineheitor ' factory-loaded top quality 
for a l l  30-30 caiibm rifles 165 00 pe-r ease 
1000. Packaged 20 rounds 'per carton. 

- SHIPPED DUTY FREE 

Leathercraft 6 Leatherwork Fundamentals.. . . .$1.75 
How To Make Your Own Gun Holsters & Belts.. .75 
How To Tan Animal Skins At Home.. . . . . . . . . .75 
~ent i lex & Animal Life.. ... .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . 1.00 

S4.25 
Send $3.00 for al l  4 books and EXTRA BONUS i 
A-Buscadero Belt & Holsters. Patterns Value 5 0  centa. 
Or, Sold Separately Aa Priced. 

P U B LI S H E R S  ~ o Z B 2 i  2 3 o X r n i a  

Expertly appraised 
W e  Buy - Sell - Trade 

Used G u n s  - Gun P 
BARLOW'S GUN SHOP 

Federal Licensed Dealer 
5565 S. Howell Ave. Milwaukee 7, W i  

CHURCHILL'S SHOTGUN BOOK by Rob- 
ert Churchill (Knopf $6.75) 
The name of Churchill is one which re- 

sounds with well-earned glory in the rolls of 
British gunmakers. Churchill's controversial 
introduction in the 1920's of the "XXV" 
gun, a light double fowling piece with 25" 
barrels, aroused considerable comment 
among gunners who had always advocated 
longer barrels for shotguns. From this early 
introduction to American shooters, Churchill 
lias now progressed to full-fledged authorship 
with this basic shooting reference, his "Shot- 
gun Book." There are many books on shot- 
gun shooting. Some cost less, others cost 
more. The merit of this one is that it is 
written in an easily-read style by a ~ractical  
gunmaker. Churchill combines in one per- 
son the knowledge of guns and their struc- 
ture, and a fundamental knowledge of 
shooting, seldom equalled by anyone in the 
field. His notes on "hands" and gun mount- 
ing are especially interesting as they relate 
to the side-by-side double shotgun. English 
preference is uniformly for the side-by-side 
double, while American preference swings 
pretty much to pumps and autos. Yet good 
doubles are made and sold in America, and 
a proper consideration of their merits and 
differences is brought out in this book. 

FIELD & STREAM TREASURY edited by 
Hugh Grey and Ross McCluskey (Holt $5) 
Stories by t h e  greats of American outdoor 

writing sparkle from the pages of this im- 
portant collection of short articles. There is 
much of humor, good sense and timeless 
yet timely gun information crammed into 
350 pages of materials which has once ap- 
peared in Field & Stream. Throughout the 
magazine's 60-year history, such writers as 
Zane Grey, James Oliver Curwood, Stewart 
Edward White and Irvin S. Cobb, shared 
honors with more.recent penmen like Corey 
Ford, Larry Koller, Robert Ruark and 
Harold McCracken. Articles on outdoor 
sports by these men and many others are 
sompiled into one book under the able edit- 
ing of Hugh Grey and Ross McCluskey. Of 
interest to GUNS readers will be articles such 
is "A Visit with Sergeant York," in which 
Alvin C. York, famed World War I rifleman, 
plays host to the author Elmer Ransome at 
a Tennessee mountain turkey shoot. The 
'Treasury" is varied fare, some fish, some 
fowl, some bigger game, but all interesting. 

HUNTER'S CHOICE by Alexander Lake 
(Doubleday $3.50) 
Alexander Lake combines the happy co- 

ncidence of African experience with a flair 
hr writing which is seldom found in the 
~unting and gun field. These tales of African 
adventures are derived from Lake's work as 
1 professional white hunter over the years 

before and after World War I. While African 
hunting has changed somewhat since the 
days Lake writes of, his notes on calibers 
and shooting conditions are exceedingly 
timely. Although not written to be a de- 
bunking book, some of the stories offer un- 
usual slants on commonly accepted ideas 
about African game. The noble lion, in 
Lake's experience, is a fast and deadly ani- 
mal when aroused. But most of the time, he 
is too sleepy to be aroused! Lake found it 
often necessary to throw stones at lions in 
order to make them lively enough for some 
of his camera hunting clients. On one occa- 
sion, the animals were so tame that Osa and 
Martin Johnson placed their picnic cloth 
nearby and had lunch while a family of lions 
looked on in mild curiosity. Not always are 
lions so passive: Lake has also had careless 
hunters clawed by them or saved in the nick 
of time. The many incidents in this wholly 
readable and interesting book will keep 
you absorbed in its pages from cover to 
cover. 

GUNS AND HUNTING by Pete Brown (A. 
S. Barnes $1) 
Pete B r ~ w n  is gun editor of Sports Afield 

and this little book combines in "pocket 
book" convenience many of his good recom- 
mendations in that field. Not planned to be 
either basic or comprehensive, this handy 
volume is a good introduction to the "sci- 
ence and art of shooting!' 

CALIFORNIA GRIZZLY by Tracy Storer 
and Lloyd Tevis (University of California 
Press $7.50) 
Unquestionably one of the most dryly di- 

verting books to be published is this al- 
legedly scholarly study of the California 
grizzly bear. I say "allegedly," for while a 
great deal of research has been done in the 
preparation of this natural history, there is 
very little which is dull or pedantic about 
it. The authors have scraped up some dillies 
of anecdotes from the forgotten but not lost 
lore and legend of the now-extinct beast. For 
example, the chapter on Indians and bears 
considers the counterpart of the European 
werewolf, the werebear. "According to the 
northwestern Maidu (Indians), the validity 
of the existence of such creatures could be 
ascertained by anyone willing to go up to 
a grizzly and pull the skin down over its 
head. Frequently a man would be found in- 
side. A Pomo who attempted thus to rob 
two presumed werebears of their power made 
the mistake of attacking real grizzlies. He 
was a great warrior, however, and managed 
to come out of the ensuing fight alive." To 
paraphrase the movie reviews, I would say 
this book is for adults, mature young people, . 
and just about anybody interested in bears. 
hunting, or California and the west generally. 



ROY ROGERS 

Target Stocks (Continued from page 25) 

striving for owners with special qualifica- 
tions." , 

For another hobby - and hunting aid - 
Roy raises coon hounds. He always hopes 
that his hounds will prove to be excellent 
trackers and trailers, endowed with much 
courage and honesty. 

"Coon hunting is good sport," says he. 
"I get a kick out of following my hounds, 
especially when hearing that distinct 'tree 
bark,' indicating that a critter has been 
treed. Coons are often fierce fighters. so I 
try to shoot them as soon as I reach the 
tree. They've been known to inflict serious 
wounds i n  both hounds and hunters." 

According to Roy, coon dogs must be 
made. In other words, he starts the train- 
ing at seven months, taking the pups afield 
then, with older and experienced dogs as 
the tutors. Some pups begin treeing at the 
end of the first chase, while others need 
several seasons of work. 

"I've learned that no hunting dog can ac- 
quire knowledge while tied up or in a 
pen," advises Roy. "They need as much 
actual work as ~ossible. In a way, this is 
good training for the hunter, too, who often 
profits by following his dogs. At the same 
time, he should be improving his own 
marksmanship." 

Among feathered targets, wild turkeys are 
Roy's favorites. He delights in seeking the 
wily birds on the vast King Ranch in Texas, 
where they're in abundance as a rule. He uses 
his .22 Hornet on them, with a telescopic 
sight. 

"In Texas, the law says you must hit the 
turkeys in either the head or neck," says 
this idol of American youngsters. "That's a 
sound law, making for better conservation 
and sportsmanship." 

Rogers feels that wild turkeys require 
specialized gunning methods, bolstered by 
years of experience. 

"They're among the most difficult of all 
game targets," opines Roy. "Naturally shy 
and alert, these birds generally share their 
forest habitat with deer, causing them to 
be very suspicious and sharp. The turkeys 
are strong and swift. Smart, too. They can 
run as fast as 30 miles per hour in short 
sprints! And they'll often run rather than 
fly. especially if there happens to be thick 
cover nearby. When going into the air, 
turkeys leave the ground like pheasants. 
usually heading for the nearest treetop. I 
think they're harder to hit on the ground, 
since they zig and zag in baffling manner, 
almost like a shifty halfback carrying a 
football downfield." 

The Californian emphasizes that hunters 
must know their game when seeking wild 
turkeys. And this means all habits and 
characteristics. Needless to say. sharpshoot- 

-PRECISION CARVED 
-PRECISION FIT 

Made for all popular American 
guns: Ruger, Colt's and S & W 
revolvers, Hi Standard, Colt's 
.22 and .45 Autos. 

LEFT OR RIGHT HANDED fi 
Deliveries in 10 to 15 days! 

Every pair of Herrett's stocks precision carved and 
custom fit exactly to each shooter's individual needs. 
All stocks of Herrett's own superior design, best 
woods, finest checkering and finish. Send for FREE 
complete color brochure. W e  make detective and 
trooper model stocks also. 

q*rri < .  

BOX 741 i t  T W I N  FALLS.  I D A H O  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

? WILSON TOOLS AND GAGES Z 
Cartridge Caw Trimmer. 

- 
Â 
Â 

Â Primw Pocket Reamer* Â 
Â Chamber Type Bullet Stater. 
Â I f  your dealer m't sunply you write us. Clroulan 
Â and priw (hot upon nquart. 

Perfect w o r m  ncak model* of Historic Firearms. 
Coh PterÃ§ons.WBlk & Dragoon*. Remingtont, 
Astons. Kentucky Rifles. Flasks, etc. Send for Photo- foldel.$l. 

PEED TBACXEB 444 cnta D~.ELW.THIS 

I "WORLD'S F I N E S T  CHECKERIHO TOOLS" 
Peep Sights for Redfield and Buehler Mounts. 
Nipples for Cap 6 Ball Revolvers.. . . . . . . . . . .25c 

At your Dealers or- 
3333 North Gove St. Tacoma 7.  Washinptni I 

1 POINTER STOCKS 1 HUNTERS,' i 
HAND- I 

LOADERS i 
I 

TOUGH, PLIABLE I 

The o r i g i n a l  
t h u m b  r e s t  
s t o c k s  $ 6 . 6 0  
and $7.00 pair. 
POINTER PUPS 
stag. no thumb 
Largest complete s 
Pearl. Ivory, Stag. 
ted, semi finished W 
or left  $9.00. 
CLEAR SIGHT LENS CAPS for  a l l  

. . 
ing skill is also a requisite. 

I PLASTIC i 
CARTRIDGE BOXES 1 

1 Will not war out STOP!! - rattling, dirty and 1 
damp cartridges. Caliber* 222  Remington thru 1 .390 Mamum. Holds 20 cartridges, only $1.50 1 1 each. Postpaid. ENCLOSE REMITTANCE. NO 1 
C.O.D.'S. 

1 Dealers' and Jobbers' inquiries invited. 1 
I BRAD'S GUN SHOP 

I 
204 CALADIUM ST., LAKE JACKSON, TEXAS I 

LÃ‘Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘Ã‘Ã 

"We rarely use dogs for turkeys," Roy 
says. "They won't lie to a bird dog, run- 
ning or flying away at once." 

Here are some more of Rogers' hints on 

When hunting them, be certain that the 
birds are in that particular area. Look for 
signs, which are made by scratching, throw- 
ing up the leaves and trash in whole wind- 

scopes. $2.96 pr. 

I GREAT WESTERN Single Action Guns-most 
cal. in stock. 
Send for  FREE CATALOG. Address Box 
afin-r;. 

I 
---  -. 
S O U T H W E S T  C U T L E R Y  & MFG. CO.  

Montebello, California 



E D I T I O N  O F  

F I RE/---:.: S 
Dl RECTORY 

by S H E L L E Y  B R A V E R M A N  

REVISION I FOR CURRENT 

YEAR 1 

lhk k e d y d - b k h d  Qun k @ o p d m  d@ 1951, boa bees &no h s e  uhon 
vocation or ovocoflott (Achfdu iwofÃ‘. . Colcciofy DO~US, wmiiih, UbronÃ‘ MottUrOdwfBt 
& , t h ~ u h d d , ~ h * h ~ ~ - a n d - e -  

Poke bborarorh from &ouad w sb#opws a n  ** ~ l r ~  mrwto#yl 
S m k s h c e ~ , b R - ~ W ~ d m b - d ~ d  
~ o n s ,  to the u t e n t h t b  n o w ~ m l & a d ~ t & p o u d ~ ~  

PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED - THOUSANDS OF ILLUSTRATIONS1 
ThÃ unique maintenance Ã‘tvlu consldlng of additional new moterial and revision<, (Olvu lie 
*obsolete book" problem-Tha FIREARMS DIRECTORY IS ALWAYS UP TO DATE, AND THE MA- 
NANCE SERVICE KEEPS IT THAT WAY: there is nothing Â¥h lke It in the Firwrms field. 

THE FIREARMS DIRECTORY IS DIVIDED INTO SIXTEEN SEPARATE SECTIONS) 

Appropdah ~~, contained In the dove IB ~~ added #a- 
for ex- lie "PISTOL ATLAS" (pp. 34-35, FIREARMS IDENTIFICATION, J. s. Holder) 
long unovaIlabI*, dl be crt YOUR hand <r a FIfom* Directory ownw . . . Ado, each 
potent in the Firearms field i s  extracted with muriranoM and and Included hi Id* annual 
supplÃ§m*nt. . And, of court*, our world fomou* boÃ‘Ã‘ Drow<na<Ã‘o which we now 
have dxly-seven-all to be included h lhe DlruWyl l h e  r e ~ e  from the 
Colliu Flintlock Revolver and Pott-n Cok through rtf Â¥odw awtoaotia-Truly a 
wealth of moterial nowhore else ovoNobI*. 

EACH F/D COMES TO YOU IN A SPECIALLY DESIGNED. CUSTOM BUILT. TENGWALL BINDER1 

PRICE-toduding RevMor SÃ§nle for C U ~ Ã  VOW- 
UWJQ STATES. $20.00 PORBGNi $22.00 

T H E  F IREARMS D I R E C T O R Y  1 2 0 7  EAST 31st STREET NEW Y O R K  16, N. Y. 

hH F O R  SALE 
NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOK Ã§lv up-to-date prites 
of over 2 000 American pistol8 revolvers Oeacribu 
Â¥ver make model from flintlock through automatic. 
plus information how to collect old gum, make 
money, eta. Valuable for Buying, Selling, Collecting. 
ONLY $l -POSTPAIO.  ORDER NOW. Dent. G. 

Free catalogue of gun books. Send for List - Wanted: Nazi Items 

- PIONEER PRESS; Horrimon, Tennessee 

BENCH-REST SHOOTERS . . . . r̂rr\ 
Tic tnnd is to doh! And PREMIER con supply dot* at small as </t minute for 

1 

Q 
4 

PREMIER RETICLES 
DePt. QM 

PREMIER DOT U02 FMItm s>rM>, S l w  ffif, Maryland 
3401 + E. Bll-oilt St-, Portland IS, Oregon 

rows. And the birds' washes can be detected 
in sunny, sandy and secluded spots. 

The gunner must be ready for the turkeys 
o change their range suddenly. The sight 
if a man can cause this, although gun shots 
ion't always frighten them, strangely enough. 
Calls can be employed effectively. And 
patience is needed more than anything else 
in this quest. 

"Yes, I like my .22 Hornet for wild 
turkeys," grins Roy. "However, in some 
states, you can use shotguns. There are 
hunters who choose a 16 gauge, others 
taking a 12. I have friends who have found 
that a 28-inch or a 30-inch barrel offers the 
most carrying power. For size of shot, No. 4 
is very good." 

The Western movie star hopes to try for 
wild turkeys this winter between the making 
of films. He enjoys eating them almost more 
than any other kind of birds or game. 

Next to wild turkeys, Roy goes for pheas- 
ants with dog and gun. That's where his 
finely-bred Weimaraners enter the sporting 
scene. And Roy is convinced that this breed 
is far ahead of setters or pointers in this 
pastime. 

"There's excellent pheasant hunting near 
my home in Marysville, California," says he. 
'As I've already said, I use a .410 Model 
12 Winchester for these birds. It's just the 
right weapon for me." 

What technique does this nimrod utilize? 
"I leave it up to Trig, my most experi- 

enced Weimaraner," he replies. "That dog, 
as you can guess, was named after my faith- 
ful horse. Well, he's very dependable and 
consistent, going about 30 to 50 feet ahead 
of me." 

Swinging an empty shotgun on an imag- 
inary pheasant, Roy adds: "When Trig hits 
a cock, h e  freezes like a sledgehammer, but 
when he points a hen, his tail jiggles a 
little. He will hold a point as long as you 
wish. Good retriever! And his mouth is as , 

soft as a baby's cheek." 
A crack wing shot, Roy took up skeet 

shooting seven years ago. 
"Really, I'm not boasting," he says, "but 

I shot a perfect round on my first attempt. 
All I did was to shoot in the same way that 
I always had for ducks and birds." 

This man of many guns advocates that all 
hunters gain invaluable practice on skeet or 
trap fields. 

"That's the best way to learn the proper 
leads," he declares. "I've noticed so many 
duck hunters missing shot after shot because 
they weren't leading in the right way. And 
that applies to shooting at  a running deer, 
as well. Yes, indeed, more skeet shooting 
means less ammunition wasted on hunting 
trips. My wife. Dale, has done some skeet 
shooting. I t  helped her to bag more game." 

A versatile athlete, this horseman, hunter 
and dog-breeder. Although it's not known 
generally, he's a regular Robin Hood with 
bow and arrow. 

"An old archer taught me the game in 
my younger days," he says. "Believe me, 
it takes more skill to hit the mark with an 
arrow than with a -bullet!" 

Seems that Roy .had tried his luck at 
hunting wild boars on the huge Ala Sal 
Ranch outside the Santa Barbara Mountains 
some time ago. He downed a couple of the 
ferocious animals with a high-powered rifle, 
then decided to so  after them with his bow! 



With hounds to hold the boars at  bay, Roy 
killed three big ones with well-aimed ar- 
rows. 

"It was very exciting," he recalls. "And 
very dangerous, too. Those boars will charge 
a man, so you can't afford to miss if you 
don't want to be gored by the tusks. One 
came at  me so fast that he didn't fall until 
he was only 25 feet from me!" 

The handsome cowboy has also slain 
bears with how and arrow, finding them to 
be fairly easy targets. 

As advice to today's hunters, Roy urges 
everyone to get away from the crowded 
places, since the gunning pressure bas mush- 
roomed in recent seasons. 

"Know your weapons thoroughly and how 
to handle them," he advises. "If everyone 
did, there would be fewer accidents. I even 
think that tests should have to be passed 
before licenses were issued." 

As a lad of nine, Roy started hunting on 
his family's farm at Duck Run, 12 miles out- 
side of Portsmouth, Ohio. 

"Dad gave me an old 12 gauge shotgun," 
he recollects. "On my first jaunt, I man- 
aged to knock off a big, old rabbit. But 
the kick from that gun knocked me right 
on my pratt! What a kick!" 

Roy Rogers has gone a long way since 
those boyhood days of one old shotgun. TO- 
day he owns almost every kind of weapon 
under the sun. Remember this when you 
watch him again on television or motion 
picture screens. Remember, too, that he may 
be shooting blanks in these plays, but he 
can use live ammo with the best of 'em. 
Unusual for a movie cowboy? Refreshing, 
we'd say. @ 
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HANDLOADERS! 

SAVES YOUR TIME AND TEMPER 
flips ALL PRIMERS base UP or DOWN 
as YOU choose . . . . INSTANTLY! 

BUFFALO HUNT 

YOU NEED the iA (Continued from page 30) 

new "AUTO-MATIC" 

FITZ 3- 
Shooting buffalo was a sport different from 

anything experienced by the eastern hunter. 
Two methods of taking them were used, 
shooting from a stand, or running them 
down on horseback. 

Stand shooting was the method used by 
professional hunters to get the greatest pos- 
sible number of hides with the least effort. 
The buffalo seemed to be naturally a stupid 
animal, and when shot with a clean kill 
would fall in his tracks. Other times he 
would walk a little distance until internal 
bleeding finished him. An experienced 
hunter would ride with his hide wagon and 
his four or five skinner and teamster partners 
until he spied a suitable small herd of ani- 
mals. Stalking on foot was fairly easy, al- 
though the buffalo would sometimes stam- 
pede if they suddenly winded a man. A 
slight hill or rise in an otherwise flat prairie 
was a choice spot to lie and shoot from. 

By carefully picking off only those ani- 
mals which were restive and tried to wander 
away from the herd, an entire group of 70 
r 80 animals or more might be shot and 
.illed within easy rifle distance of the 
stand." Ranges were from under 100 yards 
D perhaps as much as 500. There are ac- 
ounts of much longer shooting with Sharps 
nd other rifles. 
A satisfied Sharps customer was hunter 

t. W. Snyder of Buffalo, Kansas, who took 
 is share of over 3,000 of the southern herd 
letween November of '71 and the summer 
~f '72. He wrote of the Sharps: "The gun, 
must say, is a success-and the Pet of the 

'lains-in fact, has no equal, to my knowl- 
mdge. I killed twelve buffalo with it in thir- 
een shots, 'the third day after it arrived, 
vhich is much better than I have ever done 
vith any other gun." His next letter re- 
ated: "The man that I sold my old -44 
to, killed 119 buffalo in one day with it. 
That beats me with my big 50-as 93 i s  
the most that I have ever killed in one day." 
The "big 50" was probably the .SO-70 loaded 
with a three-groove lead bullet of 457 grains 
weight, specially put up in "re-loading 
shells." The patched bullet in the same 2lh" 
case weighed 500 grains. 

Snyder wrote a final letter of commenda- 
tion to the Sharps rifle makers, toward the 
close of the shooting in June of 1872: "My 
gun has given entire satisfaction, and the 
rifling in the barrel does not appear to be 
worn any, although she has been fired about 
five or six thousand times, and has killed 
about three thousand buffalo." 

An eastern rifleman, the noted long-range 
shooter John Bodine of Highlands, N. Y., 
found the Sharps just right for his needs, 
too. "It is the best long-range rifle which 
has yet come under my hands, and I think 
is capable of very superior work at  one thou- 
sand vards. I think I could batter down 
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"DOUBLE-ACTION" Nosier Partition Bullets. 

Nosler Partitition Bullet Co. 
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a brick house with your gun at  a thousand 
~a rds .  It breaks stones in the wall like a 
;ledge hammer." 

This shock ability of the long, heavy 
Sharps bullets at  upwards of half a mile 
gave rise to some interesting attempts to 
see "how far she'll throw a ball 'thout 
stretching the britch." Charles Youngblood, 
who is mentioned frequently in western writ- 
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F A : , X  WALTHER AUTOMATICS ings, and who published a narrative of his 
hunting experiences, tells of shooting a buf- 
falo at over two miles range with a Sharps. 
For the record, this is 3400 yards, verging 
on the extreme range of modern military 
rifle bullets and a lot farther than any ordi. 
nary shooting of the times. If such a shot 
ever did occur, i t  must have begun as a 
fluke, indiscriminately shooting at a distant 
herd of animals, and ended up by being 
the talk of the frontier for months after. A 
good part of the two miles was doubtless 
mistaken distance judgment compounded by 
riding horseback over broken terrain. 

Another more possible incident occurred 
at the famous battle of Adobe Walls in 
Texas. Here, in June of 1874, a band of 
28 hunters, including Bat Masterson, later 
famous as a sheriff, were besieged by In- 
dians. Billy Dixon, already known as a 
scout and frontiersman, gained lasting fame 
by firing hopefully at three Indians "fully 
a mile off" and hitting one. After a wait 
of a few seconds while the bullet passed 
the distance, he was pleased to note one In- 
dian fall from his horse and the other two 
in much alarm pick him up and ride away. 
While there was never any real proof that 
Dixon's heavy Sharps did the job, i t  was 
generally believed that his shot had reached 
the mark by gues  and by gosh. 

One man destined to make his mark in 
frontier history missed by a short while being 
among the group besieged at Adobe Walis. 
He was Sheriff Bill Tilghman, to whom goes 
the dubious credit of having shot the greatest 
number of authenticated hides in one season: 
3.300. His hunting total was 11,000, and 
7500 of these were shot with one Sharps 
octagon barreled sporting rifle which started 
out as a .4Q caliber gun. Sa intensively was 
it used that Bill returned it to the factory 
for reboring to  a larger caliber, for which 
he handloaded. The Sharps had a 24-inch 
barrel, neither.short nor long for the period. 
While same specially ordered buffalo rifles 
weighed as much as 18 to 20 pounds, and 
were fired from a Y fork shooting stick, 
Tilghman's was a common factory sporting 
rifle, No. 53858, weighing about 8% pounds. 

The grip was damaged in 1874 while Bill 
was hunting near Medicine Lodge, Kansas. 
His horse suddenly shied and Bill, caught 
off balance, slipped off. The gun caught his 
fall and the stock split. Calling his fron- 
tiersman's ingenuity into play, he cut a strip 
of green rawhide from a freshly killed buf- 
falo and completed a field repair which has 
held like iron for many years. The green 
hide, drying and shrinking, held the wood 
in a viselike embrace. The broken stock is 
today as sound and good as when it first left 
the factory. 

Tilghman used his Sharps for years, but 
by the late 70s retired from buffalo hunting 
for more lucrative fields. In 1878 Tilghman, 
Bat Masterson, and Wyatt Earp went buffalo 
hunting for sport. Wyatt liked to use a 
short barreled 12-gauge shotgun, loaded with 
a single 1% ounce slug to each shell. This 
sort of weapon was contrary to popular 
opinion which backed the Sharps, but at 
6fty yards, Wyatt never .had much of an 
argument from a buffalo and he did have 
two quick shots instead of just one. This 
trip the trio returned to Dodge City without 
having seen a single. buffalo. Their route 
over a few days of hard riding had covered 
the country a hundred miles west of Dodge 
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City, then south into Oklahoma to the Ci- 
marron. The scenes of the best buffalo 
hunting of a couple of years before were 
destitute of a single animal worth shooting! 
Only their whiting bones remained to s u e  
gest the multitudes which once roamed these 
plains. 

Shooting more bullets in a day than many 
a veteran had fired during his war service 
was a costly matter. Bullets were cast from 
raw lead bought at the forts and sutlers posts. 
The experimentation which arose from the 
need to handoad was an important phase 
in the development of the super-accurate 
match rifles which rose in popularity after 
the buffalo were all gone. The Ideal Mfg. 
Co., now operated by the Lyman Gun Sight 
Corp. of Middlefield, Conn., used to sell the 
Ideal "Everlasting" brass shell for reloading. 
Thicker and of slightly more sturdy con- 
struction than ordinary shells, the Ideals 
occasionally had rifles specially chambered 
for them. The Sharps cases were advertised 
as being "virtually indestructible'' and cited 
an experiment at their armory where a case 
had been reloaded over 500 times without 
damaging it. This was somewhat extreme: 
usually cases could be reloaded five or six 
to a dozen times without much happening, 
except a gradual stretching which made the 
loaded rounds seat hard in the chamber. 

To overcome this difficulty one of the 
buffalo era's greatest gunsmiths, "Freund & 
Bro.,"' designed modifications to the Sharps. 
Two extractors were fitted instead of one, 
and a rocking motion was imparted to the 
modified breech block so that the cases 
would be shoved forward by lever power as 
the gun closed. 

For some time before the joining of the 
railroads at Promontory Point, Utah, F. W. 
Freund advertised as "Gunmaker to the 
Union Pacific Railroad," and often set up 
shop in a tent at the current rail head. He 
supervised the freight car load of 1,000 -50- 
caliber Springfields which the U.P. kept for- 
ward with the section gangs to ward off 
Indians and kill the buffalo which at times 
thundered along the iron ribbons and threat- 
ened the safety of the Iron Horse itself. 

Making capital out of a capital nuisance, 
the railroads ran excursions. Eastern "sports- 
men" shot buffalo from train windows, and 
when they wearied of this relaxation, could 
always slake their thirsts in the diner. Pro- 
fessional hunters hit the big time in guiding 
parties of shooters. Visiting European roy- 
alty discovered in the pursuit of the Amer- 
ican bison a thrill of the chase long since 
disappeared from the park-like forests of 
Europe. BdTalo Bill Cody and Doc Carver 

were products i f  this fabulous era when' 
monarchs like Grand Duke Alexis of Russia 
and the Prince of Wales toured under honor 
escort of troops of cavalry and sportsmen- 
generals. Some of the visitors used American 
weapons. 

An Irish hunter, J. Mortimer Murphy, 
recorded a running bda lo  hunt from horse- 
back: "But before I fired the third shot the 
bullet got jammed in the Winchester rifle 
which I carried, and no amount of pushing 
and cussing could extricate it, .so I was com- 
pelled to halt to get it  out." Writing before 
1880, it is possible that Mr. Murphy used 
a large caliber Model 1876. The earliest of 
this model were issued without a dust cover 
slide, probably in a hurry to get a rifle into 
the market large enough to handle buffalo 
before they were all shot up by Sharps and 
other guns. The dust cover was a piece 
which protected the delicate sliding mechan- 
ism from dust contamination, and the rifle 
could be carried with a loaded chamber, 
hammer down, and slide closed, perfectly 
safe from dirt or damp. Without a dust 
cover, the cartridge carrier or elevator could 
easily get jammed by the slightest dirt. 
About 700 to 800 of this coverless pattern 
were made, and all but about 300 returned 
to the factory to have it added as it defi- 
nitely was a necessity under frontier con- 
ditions. 

Other hunters used revolvers at short 
range. George Catlin, the English artist 
who toured the Americas, used a Colt Pater- 
son revolver with which he ran buffalo. 

Running buffalo required good nerves, fair 
aim, and a horse of great skill and wit. The 
running buffalo was capable of tossing horse 
and rider over his back as with a side twist 
of his horns he would catch the horse in the 
chest and spill his guts. Running as opposed 
to stalking was strictly for the hunter un- 
equipped with a powerful rifle, or for the 
sportsman who liked to exercise with his 
shooting. Probably one buffalo was killed 
running as against a thousand by still 
hunting. 

"The west owes much to the hump-backed 
beef," wrote cowboy artist Charlie Russell 
who with a passionate tenderness captured 
the spirit of the west on canvas. "The Rocky 
Mountains would have been hard to reach 
without him. He fed the explorer. The 
great fur trade wagon trains felt safe when 
they reached his range. He fed,the men that 
laid the &st ties across this great west. 
There is no day set aside where he is an 
emblem. The nickel wears his picture- 
damn small money for so much meat. He was 
one of nature's biggest gifts and this coun- 

. .  try owes him thanks. .* @ 
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ing our use of the shotguns. In precise lan- 
guage, we were informed that the Germans 
regarded shotguns as contrary to Article 23 
of the Hague Convention, which deals with 
the laws and customs of warfare. Any Amer- 
ican so unfortunate as to be captured with 
one, the cable continued, would be immedi- 
ately put to death. 

The decree referred to the clause stating 
that all weapons causing "unnecessary suf- 
fering" are "specifically forbidden" in war- 
fare. Lansing replied promptly, and said 
that the United States did not interpret this 
ban as embracing shotguns. He warned 
the Germans we had no intentions of giving 
them up and stated that for any American 
they executed, we would make "instant re- 
prisals" upon prisoners in our custody. Lan- 
sing's stern language served its purpose, for 
not one doughboy was shot in such a manner. 
Nor did we stop using shotguns. In fact, 
during the last month of the war, Winchester 
put two new models in production. 

As something more than a mere emer- 
gency item, the shotgun in World War I was 
one of the most important single things con- 
nected with our winning the war. 

During the second World War scatterguns 
were widely used by our armed forces, but 
not in combat. The requirements of global 
war produced another special type. For air- 
men forced down in the Pacific, two special 
shot cartridges for the .45 caliber automatic 
pistol were developed. Known as the M12 
and M15, they were provided especially for 
shooting seagulls and small game. About an 
inch and a half long, they contained around 
125 tiny shot in a red paper jacket. Fired 
from a pistol with a new barrel, these minia- 
ture shotshells were much less accurate than 
if shot from a worn bore. With a worn bore 
87 percent of the shot would strike a 30-inch 
target a t  20 feet, but with a new barrel, 
about 80 percent reached the target. 

Recently the Air Force developed the "M6 
Survival Rifle," an overlunder with a 2 2  
rifle barrel and a -410 shotgun bore, both 
mounted on an aluminum frame. The stock 
folds and the gun fits into a kit 2" x 15" in 
size when taken down. 

During the Korean war as in the second 
World War, we again, officially, refrained 
from using shotguns in combat. But there 
are stories of their use by individuals lueky 
enough to have had a sawed-off shotgm 
handy when some gook hopped into his fox- 
hole. 

Just why we have not used them is a 
mystery, but i t  has been our pol iq  since 
1918. Inquiries result in replies consisting 
mostly of vague references to the Hague Con- 
vention, and others simply state that "the 
~onditions did not warrant their use." So 
rar as the Hague agreement goes, the only 
:lause that can conceivably be applied to 
3hotguns is the same Article 23 the Germans 
~nsuccessfully invoked in  1918. Nowhere 
s there any ban of shotguns as such. 

Does this mean that we belatedly ad- 
nitted that the Kaiser's government was 
5ght after all? And that shotguns are "in- 
iuman" weapons? Seems odd, in view of 
he fact that many military rifle bullets are 
Ieliberately designed to be unstable and tip 

on impact, creating wounds greater than 
might be expected from their small caliber. 
Surely a load of buckshot is no more "cruel" 
than a lacing of machine-gun bullets across 
the belly? 

If the "conditions" in Europe didn't re- 
quire the use of shotguns, they certainly 
would have been valuable in Korea, stopping 
those massed charges of close-packed Chi- 
nese infantry. A miss would have been im- 
possible against such a mob. The son of one 
very famous American general considers 
that the scattergun would have been very 
useful over there, and others share his 
views. But he must be nameless. So far 
the shotgun advocates seem to be junior 
officers only, and they want to rise a little 
higher in rank. 

Shotgunning techniques were very im- 
portant in 1941 when we started building a 
truly modern Air Force. We discovered then 
to our chagrin that we knew little more 
than a duck hunter about aerial gunnery. 
Basing our training methods on those used 
by the British, we inaugurated a new 
"Basic Gunnery Course." Skeet and trap 
experts were recruited and sent to isolated 
airfields where enormous ranges had been 
hastily built. Here poured civilians to be 
molded into gunners. 

Most of the youths had never even seen an 
aircraft machine gun, much less fired one. 
Still, in only a few weeks they emerged, 
familiar with the parts of the Browning 
aircraft machine-gun (they could even strip 
and assemble it blindfolded) and its sight- 
ing and tracking requirements. The shotgun 
was instrumental in their training. 
All hunters know instinctively that it is 

necessary to "lead" a bird in flight to hit 
him. The same is true-only a thousand 
times more complicated-to score a hit on 
an enemy airplane. There's a whale of a 
difference between a pigeon flying by at  25 
MPH and a plane doing 400 plus, yet it 
has been with a pigeon that we began train- 
ing our aerial gunners-a clay pigeon, that is. 
The fledgling airman is handed a shotgun 
and told to shoot skeet. 

Their first actual experience with a gun 
was a pleasant surprise to most. They were 
taken to the skeet range, told where to ex- 
pect the birds to fly and how to shoot them. 
With each succeeding phase of the training 
program, a new problem was placed before 
them. The "graduation exam" took place 
riding in a chair mounted on a truck bump- 
ing over a torturous road, the skeet birds 
whizzing in unexpectedly from different 
directions at  varying speeds. 

After the war, a battery of psychologists 
studied the skeet program. They learned, 
for instance, that on a simple course, (like 
the average peacetime range) each gunner 
quickly attained a peak of hits that could 
be improved only by regular and constant 
practice. Yet, when machine-gun-type ring 
sights were placed on the muzzles of the 
shotguns, an immediate upward trend was 
noted-the greatest gain b-ing on the 
"blind" courses where the shooter did not 
know when or where to expect the target. 
The tougher the course but better the sights, 
the most marked the improvement. 



Modern fighter aircraft fly pretty fast. 
Electronic equipment has taken over sight- 
ing, and officially the Air Force states: 
"Practice in manual leading is no longer 
necessary with the new automatic comput- 
ing sights. Therefore, formal training in 
skeet shooting is no longer given to Air 
Force gunners." But the latest of Air Force 
weapons, rapid, fire 20mm and 37mm cannon, 
are mechanical attempts to put into practice 
the shotgun principle: a pattern of many 
shots rapidly delivered to a small space and 
time. Volley firing is back in use. 

The shotgun as a weapon has been im- 
portant since the days of the Revolution. 
George Washington called them "swan 
drops," a musket load of one ball and three 
to six buckshot. During the Indian cam- 
paigns of the Florida wars, from 1815 to 
1845, "buck and ball" was regular issue for 
brush fighting. Shotgun-armed Confederates 
such as Bedford Forrest's cavalrymen loaded 
as much as 12 buckshot in a barrel. General 
Sherman was convinced that "war is hell" 
after he had a single buckshot pass through 
his left hand. 

Rifles became general issue during the 
1840's and almost entirely superseded 
smoothbores by 1855. To the Army's sur- 
prise, it was discovered that the smoothbore 
musket had been very important in frontier 
foraging for it served as a shotgun. As a 
result early in the 1860's Springfield Armory 
constructed our first official "shotgun." A 
regulation 1842-type musket lock and bar- 
rel was fitted to a handsome "custom" shot- 
gun stock with checkered grip and pewter 
tip. It was an official model, intended to 
be issued to company foragers. Only a few 
of these guns were made. 

The wars with the Plains Indians resulted 
in another model being designed. The 
heavy military rifles were pretty big for 
grouse or prairie chickens, and lighter shot 
shooting guns were needed. 

Col. J. C. Kenton in the late 1870's came 
up with the obvious answer: a 20-gauge 
smoothbore barrel fitted to the regulation 
"trap door" Springfield rifle action. Two 
pilot models made from reamed out .58 
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n d e t  barrels passed "government tests" 
n 1881 witli good records. The testa are not 
stated: probably the Arsenal commander at 
Springfield and his shooting buddy went 
iut on the Connecticut River and bagged a 
few ducks. Between 1882 and 1885 a total 
if 1,376 of this "Shotgun No. 20" or "Model 
1881" were made at a cost of $8 each. Two 
were issued to each company serving west 
if the, Mississippi, af~d while their users 
were not busy lifting Injun scalps, they 
served io take a toll of wildfowl along the 
same flyways -shot over each autumn by 
modern gunners today. Rugged and depend- 
able, as late as 1904 when it was "retired," 
it was the only shotgun for which the gov- 
crnrnent provided reloading components. 

At the present time 30 different types of 
shotguns are being used by the Army. Some 
ire cylinder bored, others choked, and all are 
either pump-"trombone actionm- or auto- 
loading models. None are full automatic. 

Three general types are in stock. The skeet 
gun has a 26" cylinder barrel, the riot gun 
has a 20" cylinder barrel, and the trap gun 
carries a 32" full choke barrel. Nine models 
are obtained from Stevens, six from Win- 
chester, three from Ithaca, three from Sav- 
age, and nine from Remington. Most are 
similar to regular commercial guns. 

"Full automatic" is the vogue in weapons 
design-now. This nation is engaged in more 
weapons research than ever before in his- 
tory. We are at a turning point like that 
moment just before some unsung caveman 
made the first bow and arrow. In this new 
pattern of arms and technology, what new 
role may be assigned to a fully automatic 
shotgun is anybody's guess. But remember 
the next time you take your trusty old corn 
sheller from the closet you are holding, not 
only a fine hunting gun, but a weapon you 
just might need to rely on if we ever have 
to fight another war. @ 

- - -  

SHOOTING CHAMP OF THE FRONTIER 
(Continued from page 36) 

body from hearing the score. Foster scowled 
darkly and stalked over to see for himself. 
Evans waved down the crowd and yelled: 
"Score: Foster: One near-center, two off- 
center, one quarter, one miss. Robinson: 
One near-center, three off-center, one miss." 

Bloody Nat made no protest, grimly taking 
his place beside the grinning Robinson in 
readiness for the peg shoot. 

The sergeant led off this time. A small 
white chip flew from the mark at the boom- 
ing roar of Robinson's heavy r i f l e~and  a 
grizzled corporal jumped in the air, cracked 
his heels together and crowed like a rooster 
in his delight. The spiteful crack of Foster's 
Kentucky answered immediately. The match 
continued until each man had fired his five 
rounds. Again the crowd buzzed with excite- 
ment as Job Evans marched importantly 
forth to make the tally. 

Inserting pegs in the bullet holes of each 
contestant's group, the referee stretched 
strings around the outside of the pegs. Rob- 
inson's string measured eight. and three- 
eighths inches-a fine score. Foster's string 
measured six and one-half inches-and. for 
the first time in the match, the surly hunter 
cracked a smile. 

The match was now even; the decision 
rested with the speed test. Contestants 
started off together in this spectacular shoot, 
each firing as rapidly as possible. Each 
marksman got set for the feat by placing six 
well-pared rifle balls in his mouth until 
needed. Long practice rendered virtually 
automatic the operation of pouring the ap- 
proximate powder charge into the rifle bar- 
rel without conscious measurement. Drop: 
ping a shaved ball on top of the powder 
(the shaving eliminated the necessity of 
ramming and the saliva held the ball in 
place when the piece was leveled), the 
shooter settled the charge and primed the 
weapon in one motion by smartly rapping 
the breech with die palm of the hand and 
f o e g  powder into the pan. 

Hunter Nat Foster outclassed the soldier 
Robinson at this kind of fast, short-range 
trick shooting. Loading and firing with 
amazing speed, Nat hit his mark for the 

sixth straight time while the cursing, fum- 
bling sergeant was dropping his third ball 
down the barrel of his piece. Reloading his 
rifle, Nat turned at once to stake-holder 
Captain Forsyth to collect his $100 without 
waiting for the referee's official verdict. 

Forsyth paid off upon receiving Job Evans' 
okay, and promptly offered Foster a salary 
of $30 a month "with meals at the captain's 
table," to serve under him as a civilian scout 
for the duration of the war with England. 
Rude Nat churlishly refused the captain's 
generous offer, growling that he did not ap- 
prove of "white men fightin' each other like 
a passel o' heathen redskins!" 

Seething with humiliation over his de- 
feat, Sergeant Robinson reacted violently to 
Foster's slighting remark. Grabbing Nat by 
the collar of his homespun shirt, the husky 
Scot shook him roughly, bellowing for a 
rope to "string the traitor up!" The hunter 
twisted away from Robinson's grasp, drew 
his knife and lunged viciously, slashing the 
sergeant's uniform sleeve and pinking his 
forearm. 

"Stop, you fool woods-runner!" barked 
Forsyth-and, surprisingly, Nat obeyed. The 
captain picked up Foster's fallen rifle and 
handed it to him. "Get out!" ordered the 
disgusted officer. "Fast!" 

Long rifle thrown threateningly forward, 
snarling defiance at a hundred men, Bloody 
Nat backed away into the woods. Within 
the shelter of the trees, he whirled and 
vanished like a shadow. @ 
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DUCK DINNERS 
(Continued from page 38) 

the meat grinder, 2 cloves, 10 bruised pepper- 
corns, 1 bay leaf, salt and pepper. Cook 
ingredients over high heat under stirring 
until the mixture is browned, then stir in % 
cup chicken stock or diluted consomme and 
% cup of white wine. Lower heat and sim- 
mer for 15 minutes. 

The ducks are browned in equal parts 
of butter and olive oil, placed in the 
braising kettle, the cover clamped on tightly. 
After simmering gently for 1 hour or until 
the ducks are tender, they are turned several 
times. With them, serve cranberry sauce, a 
mound of mashed potatoes with rivulets of 
golden butter coursing down the sides, a 
salad of sliced tomatoes, hot corn bread. 

Chinese Duck 
The experienced duck hunter richly earns 

all of the duck dividends that are possible. 
Knowing that a diet of roast wild duck palls 
after a few days, he yet realizes the basic 
meat is without peer, and a change-of-pace 
is indicated. Among other things, the duck- 
hungry citizen, male or female, can turn to 
an ancient Chinese recipe, one that stems 
from Old China, and it bas a mysterious 
goodness that is worth tasting. 

Rub 2 cleaned and whole ducks inside and 
out with a half lemon and plenty of salt. In- 
sert in each cavity 1 slice of fresh ginger, 1 
small green onion, 1 tablespoon dry sherry, 
3 aniseed. Steam the birds in a 'covered 
steamer for 1% to 2 hours, or until tender 
but firm when fork-tested. Remove ducks to 
a rack to drain for 3 0 4  minutes. Rub with 
a mixture of % cup soya sauce and 6 table- 
spoons dark brown sugar. Fry in 380 degree 
fat for 5 to 8 minutes, or until the skin is 
richly colored. Serve and savor! 

Cold Roast Duck 
This is for 6 people. Simple and very 

good. Rub the interior of 3 ducks with salt 
and lemon juice, season the exterior with 
salt and pepper, place the ducks in a shal- 
low roaster, pop into a 475 degree oven for 
15 minutes, reduce heat to 325-350 degrees, 
roast for 1% to 2 hours, or until tender, 
basting frequently with pan juices. Remove 
to a platter, let the ducks cool. They are 
best when served at  room temperature. Carve 
and serve with a sauce made of pan juices, 
a little Worcestershire sauce and a glass of 
tart jelly, served very hot. This one will 
make the purists happy. 

Duck Salad 
If there's leftover roast wild duck, put it 

to use. Cut into small cubes, mix with 
chopped celery hearts, about half the volume 
of the roast duck. Add chopped fresh tarra- 
gon to mayonnaise, not enough to disguise 
the flavor of the duck, a pinch of dry mus- 
tard, a couple of tablespoons of dry sherry, 
beat until mixed, correct the seasonings, toss 
the duck in this mixture. 

Roast Duck on Toast 
Roast the duck in a 450 degree oven for 

20 minutes, reduce the heat to 350 degrees 
for 45 minutes, baste with melted butter 
and lemon juice. Remove and let cool some- 
what. Cut lengthwise slices from an uncut 
loaf of bread, spoon over them the juices of 
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he pan, brown lightly in the oven. Cut 
breast slices of the duck, place on the bread, 
;ut each slice of toast in 4-inch lengths, 
serve as small sandwiches. With the duck 
sandwiches, a rasher of broiled Canadian 
bacon, boiled onions, and an endive salad. 

Sugar Lake Ducks 
2 ducks 1 bay leaf 
4 tablespoons ma- 6 sliced, medium 

deira wine mushroom caps 
2'h tablespoons to- 1 diced, canned pi- 

mato paste mento 
2 tablespoons pota- % diced, sweet red 

to flour pepper 
1% cups chicken 1 teaspoon grated 

broth orange rind 
salt and pepper 3 peeled mediun 
orange sections tomatoes 
Disjoint the ducks, rub with lemon juice 

ind salt, brown in vegetable fat. Add the 
wine, reduce the heat for a few minutes, re- 
move the duck pieces, add tomato paste, 
blend in the potato flour, add chicken broth 
and bring the mixture to a hoil, then return 
to the skillet, simmer until the meat is al- 
most tender, then add mushroom slices, pi- 
mento, green pepper, orange sections and 
grated orange peel, and peeled tomatoes, 
diced. Cook gently until the vegetables and 
Fruit are very tender, correct seasonings. 
Place duck on warm platter, cover with the 
rich and delightful gravy. 

Salmi of Duck 
2 tablespoons hut- '/t teaspoon thyme 

ter lh teaspoon Wor- 
1 small onion, cestershire sauce 

diced 2%-3% cups left- 
4 green onions, over roast duck 

sliced paper-thin 1 cup claret 
V'2 pound sliced 2 tablespoons fine- 

mushrooms ly chopped cel- 
2 tablespoons flour ery 
1 cup diluted con- 12 large pitted 

somme olives 
1 tablespoon salt and pepper 

minced parsley 
Saute onions (both types) and mushrooms 

in the butter, dust in the flour and stir until 
you have a smooth and brown mixture. 
Add claret, stock and seasonings, stir and 
simmer for 15 minutes. Add the duck (pre- 
viously cut from the bones, cut into %-inch 
dices) and olives, bring to a hoil, correct 
seasonings-turn into a hot   latter, garnish 
with squares of fried mush. 

Glazed Duckling Montemorency 
Roast duckling until tender. When cold, 

remove breast and bones. Fill breast with a 
mousse made from remains of the meat 
(mousse recipe below). 

Coat the breast with a brown Choud Froid 
sauce (recipe below) and decorate with 
truffle, glaze with aspic and set in refrigera- 
tor so that mousse may harden. 

Surround with cold pitted Mosella cher- 
ries, poached in Bordeaux wine. 

Duckling Mousse 
Chop very fine the dark meat of duckling 

in 1 oz. butter, 2 tablespoons rich cream, 
% oz. gelatin, season with a few drops of 
lemon juice, salt & white pepper to taste. 
Blend in the yolk of 1 egq. 

Duckling Chaud Froid Sauce 
To 1 pint of duckling gravy, add while 

boiling, 1 teaspoon of gelatin or aspic, 2 oz. 
of Madeira or port wine. When luke warm, 
cover duckling. @ 
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by precision machinery. Sen 

ROY VAIL 

PACIFIC SUPER TOOL, with d i e s . .  ............ 
BELDING & MULL MODEL 28 TOOL, completi 
BELDING 6 MULL VISIBLE POWER MEASURI 
BEDDING NEW MODEL POWDER SCALE. ...... 
GRISBY DELUXE CASE TRIMMER.. ............ 
EASTON TRIPLE XXX RELOADING DIES, s e t . .  ... 
PACIFIC or C-H RELOADING 
GRISBY RELOADING TOOL, less  d i e s . .  .......... 
C-H RELOADING PRESS, less d i e s . .  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
EASTON SUPER GIANT PRESS, complete. .  ....... 
SATURN SCOUT SPOTTING SCOPF 
SATURN RANGE! 
REMINGTON 760. .  .............................. 
COLT OFFICERS MODEL MATCHREVOLVER. .... 
BALSCOFE JR. 40mm SCOPF 
LEUPOLD 4X PIONEER SCOPI 
BOONE 4X GUNSCOPE.. ........................ 
ARGUS C-3 CAMERA with flush and c a s e . .  ...... 
BOONE 21/4 GUNSC""" 
POLAROID HIGHLAblDEH model 80 CAME 
ZEBCO No. 33 SPINNING REEL, EQUIPPED.. .... 
MITCHELL No. 300 SPINNING HEEL.. ........... 
BEAR CUB 4X. ................................ 
JAP-MADE 4S- ----- 
BAUSCH & LOMB Skeet she 
MARLIN 39-A Lever action 22 cal. rif le. .  ...... 
Postage extra 
Give second choice if possible - Address: 

WALT 0 1  

DIES, set .............................................. 10. 

3 .................................................. 20.1 
I SPOTTING SCOPE, 20X. .  ......................................... 58.1 

- - 

.55 
-00 . 49.20 

limited 

L SUUFL ............................................................... 21 - - -- -. . 
~ot ing  g lasses  ............................................. 15, 

................ 
Supply Strictly 

, I V E R ,  B o x  5 5 ,  A u b u r n ,  I n d i a n a  



Classified ads 15c per word per insertion including name and address. Payable (on sale March 1)  is January 16. Print your ad carefully and mail it to: 
in  advance. Minimum ad 10 words Closing date for the April, 1956 issue GUNS Magazine, 8150 North Central Park Blvd.. Skokie, Illinois. 

COLLECTORS 
NEW SERVICE! Monthly list  $1.00 year. 
Hundreds of good buys! Antique firearms. 
swords. flasks, military items. Norm Flayder- 
man. Wallingford Hall,  Kennehunk. Maine. 

AMMUNITION : 30-06 SPRINGFIELD factory 
loaded-for a l l  30-06 calibre rifles, only $4.75 
per  100 rounds, $37.50 per 1000 in case lots 
of 1500. 5 cases $32.50 per 1000. 30-30 Win- 
chester $65.00 per case 1000. 45 A.C.P. $4.25 
per 100;  1000 rounds $35.00; 2000 o r  more 
$29.50. Shipped Duty Free. Immediate ship- 
ment. International,  1011 Bleury, Montreal, 
Que. 

FLAT SPRINGS made for  Antique and Ob- 
solete Firearms. Douglas Tuttle,  Mount Up- 
ton, New York. 

HOLSTERS & LEATHER GOODS 

CARTRIDGES, BELTS and Holsters Western 
Style $12.00. With two  holsters $16.00. Guar-  
antee satisfaction. Send s tamps fo r  circulars 
and all  can interest. General Mercantile Co., 
Laredo, Texas. 

MANY MODERN, Antique Guns. Lis t  104. 
Modern. Obsolete Cartridge l:st 106 E d  Howe. 
Coopers Mill 10. Maine. 2 2  CALIBRE SHORT Lee Enfield (S.M.L.E.) 

Service Model Rifies (similar t o  .SO3 Short  
Service rifle No. 1 ) .  The best t r a in ing r i f l e  
ever made. Only a small quantity originally 
manufactured. $24.50 each. .22 Calibre fa-  
mous B.S.A. Martini Target  Rifies (over 

GUN COLLECTOR Henry .T. Dwillard fine 
shotguns for particular shooters imported and  
American buy - sell - trade. 1516 Sunnyside 
Drive, Kalamazoo 17, Michigan. INDIAN RELICS 

6 F I N E  INDIAN War  Arrowheads $2.00. 
Flint  Thunderbird $2.00. List Free: Arrow- 
head, Box 5283, Indianapolis 1, Indiana. 

$100.00 value) $39.50 each. Shipped Duty 
Free. Send remittance for immediate ship- 
ment. International,  1011 Bleury, Montreal, 
Que. 

DAVY CROCKETT Curley Maple Stock blanks 
sawed to  pat terns  5 f t .  long post paid $12. 
Same ,in Walnut  $8. 1,. G. Stockherger, Gar- 
rettsville, Ohio. 

SURPLUS OFFERINGS: Enfleld Commando 
Revolvers .38 Smith & Wesson caliber designed 
and  issued fo r  t h e  British Commando Force 
($75.00 value) only $19.50 38 Smith & Wes- 
son (Military and  Police) Revolvers only 
$27.50. .45 and 4 5 5  Smith & Wesson and 
Colt New Service Model Revolvers only 
$22.50. Free new holster. Shipped duty-free. 
Send Remittance for prompt shipment. In ter-  
national Fi rearms Co., 1011 Bleury, Montreal, 
Que. 

5 F I N E  ANCIENT Arrowheads $2.00. 6 inch 
o r  over flint Spearhead $5.00. Flint  Scalping 
Knife $1.00. Skull $25.00. Clav Peace Pipe 

WINCHESTERS - F I N E  Collectors-Shooters 
Rifles. Rare  '73 Lever Action Muskets. Free 
List. Wr i t e  Richard Short. Woodstock. N. Y. f r o m  lndian grave $5.00. List  "free. Lear's, 

Glenwood, Arkansas. 
BIGGEST SELECTION of Antique and  Mod- 
ern  guns  in  Midwest. We buy and  trade. 
Frontier Trading Post,  482 Northwest High- 
way. Des Plaines, Ill. Route 14. Vanderbilt 
4-5892. 

5 ANCIENT ARROWHEADS. $2.00. 6 inch 
o r  over Spearhead, $5.00. 2 fine t iny bird 
nt-rnwhends. $100.  Fl in t  S c a l w i n ~  Knife. 
$1.60.clay peace pipe from ;rave $5.00. 
Rare Folsom arrowhead, $5.00. kull,' $25.00. 
List Free. Lear's Glenwood. Arkansas. 

FAMOUS ENFIELD Deluxe Snorters. 30-06 

ENGRAVING 

F I N E  ENGRAVING on fine guns. E. C. Prud- 
homme, 305 Ward Bldg., Shreveport, La. 

ENGRAVING, SCROLL-cattle brand. gold. 
silver plating, ivory, pearl, stag, wood, indi- 
vidually carved with gold. ivory, pearl inlays. 
Doubles stocks, restored. Fine individual ideas 
worked ou t  for discriminating gun collectors. 
Antiques restored. Gun Rcblu, Biltmore 15, 
N. C. 

Calibre, (mfg. by winchester  Remington 
Eddystone) 6-shot Repeaters. lightweight only 
$34.50. Also available in .303 British Calibre 
$29.50. ($100.00 value).  Dealers ouant i tv  
discounts. Shipped Duty Free. Send remit- 
tance fo r  immediate shipment. International 
Firearms Co., 1011 Bleury, Montreal, Que. 

F R E E  CLEANING Kit  and sling (o r  recoil 
pad)  with each gun purchased! Free mount 
with each scope purchased ! A Free Gift  with 
everv purchase ! Write your needs. Tell u s  
what  von want  Free with it. 1,av-A-Wav clan 
available. New York Distributors, 1431-G 
Canterbury. Dearborn. Michigan. 

ANTIQUE GUNS-Colts, Remingtons, Ken- 
tucky rifles etc. and  edged weapons il lustrated, 
described, offered for  sale. fa ta log #12. SO$. 
Jackson Arms, 2926 N. Henderson, Dallas, 
Texas. 

ORIENTAL ARMS. These pieces a r e  all  nice, 
solid and clean specimens from my own collec- 
tlon. Moro barons. beautiful blade and fine 
wood scabbard. $13.50. Chinese 2 knives. in 
sharkskin scabbard with ivory chopsticks, 
$16.50. Tibetan dagger, silver alloy hilt  and 
scabbird. $13.50. Moorish flyssa. long sword 
with brass hilt  and inlaid blade, $12.50. Moro 
talibon, w'ckcd jungle weapon with nice wood 
scabbard. $12.50. Korean knife, in teak scab- 
bard with silver alloy chopsticks, $7.50. Cey- 
lon sacrificial knife with silver inlay and teak 
hilt. $9.00. Javanese kriss. wavy moteor iron 
blade with brass  bound scabbard, $13.50. Ber- 
ber dagger, long curved needle po'nt with in- 
laid horn hilt ,  $8.50. Add 504 postage each 
item. Satisfaction o r  money back. Edward 
lf'rey, 828 Swango Drive. Dayton 9, Ohio. 

COLTS. PERCUSSIONS to  Frontiers.  Win- 
chester's. Many others. 1.200 guns on hand. 
Our special lists, 6<(. G. E. Madis, Maiden 
Rock. Wisconsin. 

PARTS & SPECIALTIES 
-- 

FOR SALE:  Over 2,900,000 brand new com- 
ponents for the  U.S. 30-06 Pa t t e rn  17 and 
303 Pa t t e rn  14 Enfield Rifies. T o  be sold in 
one lot preferably. Shipped duty-free. Write 
Internat ional  Firearms Co., 1011 Bleury, 
Montreal, Que. 

NEW COLD Gun Blue, Oxpho-Blue for  deeper 
penetration. Requires n o  rinsing - Simply 
wipe dry  - No af ter  rust. Results i r e  so 
positive, procedure so simple. Money back 
guarantee covering each statement made. 2-02. 
bottle $1.25. Eugene Kohut,  Box 73. Fa i r  
Haven Sta., New Haven, Conn. 

DELUXE PISTOL Grips t o  Your specifications 
in rare. beautiful woods with ivorv. el'onv, 

WORLD'S F INEST Guns. Unequalled grades. 
Rare  Swiss Lugers, German Commercial Lu- 
gers, commercial Mausers. Waltbers,  etc. * * * 
Free Pistols * * * Rare Swiss Armv carbines. 
Schmidt-Rubin rifles, finest condition obtain- 
able, yet lowest prices * * * Luger and Mauser 
2 2  adapters. field kits. magazines, parts.  * * * 
Mus~im-grade  percussions, flintlocks, pistols. 
muskets. rifles. shotanins * * * Fine havonets. 
swords. shooting-canes. ~asc ina t ing '  bo&kt 
onlv 2M. Kenneth Lane. NRA Life. Tunnel 5 
Lausanne. Switzerland (Airmail 15iÃ§ o r  1550 
Por t  Austin Road. P o r t  Austin, Mich'gan 

30 CALIBER 12-SHOT high-power precision 
Swiss Rifle. silk-smooth action. fine accuracy, 
low recoil, excellent shootine condition. 
$14.95 : 48 MC cartridges $5.00; Hunting 
ammo $3 00 ner 20. Brochure Free. 32-naze 
ca ta log  #15 Modern & Obsolete P i s t o l s . ~ i f l e s  
and Shotguns. Obsolete & Hard-to-get Foreign 

and silver inlays. b'ree brochure shows com- 
picre line of plain to fancy ^rips. Dilvid 

ayland, Kox 2440, Hollywood 28, California. & American Ammunition, Leading' Tools. Clips, 
Magazines. Acc~ssories.-Price 256 pod. Mar- 
t i n  B. Retting, Culver City (23) .  Calif. 

COLT SINGLE Actions, most a l l  calibers, $25 
t o  $1000. Colt C & B. many other  C & B 
revolvers. flintlocks. W i n r h e s t ~ r  66's 8r 72's PATENTS 

INVENTORS: WHEN you a r e  satisfied t h a t  
you have invented something of value, wri te  
me, wi thout  obligation for  information. Write 
Patrick D. Beavers, Registered Pa ten t  At- 
torney, 1099 Columbian Bldg., Washington 1, 
D. c. 

. . . . - - . - - . 
Rebluing & electroplating. Any p a r t  made for  
any gun. Send for big free gun & par t s  l ist  
today!  Greer Firearms Comoanv. 1002 West 

GUNS AND Fishing tackle bought, sold and 
traded. List 1M. Agawam Associates, Box 55, 
Agawam, Mass. Poplar Street.  Griffin, Georgia. " 

DECOYS & CALLS 
SELECTION O F  500 Shotguns. Rifles & Pis- 
tols. foreign and domestic. Il lustrated cata- 
logue 2%. Davis & Sons. Inc.. 400 E. Jeffer- 
son. Louisville 2. Kentucky. 

"CROW HUNTING." Complete book and g'uar- 
anteed Multi-Tone Crow Call $1.00. Toad 
Woodward, Lamar, Missouri. 

INVENTORS-SEND fo r  f ree  Pa ten t  Infor- 
mation book and  Inventor 's Record. Registered 
Pa ten t  Attorney. Associate Examiner,  Pa t en t  

NEW & USED guns in  stock. Buy-Sell-Trade. 
Jeff. Trader,  Pocomoke City, Maryland. 

W E  WILL buy, we will trade, we will sell. 
Wha t  do  you have o r  what  do you w a n t ?  Over 
300 guns in  stock a t  a l l  times. All t he  hard- 
to-get models. Cherry's, Geneseo 50, 111. 

Office 1922-29 ;' Pa ten t  Attorney & Advisor, 
Navy Department 1930-47, Gustave Miller, 
16GP Warner  Building. Washington 4, D. C. GUNS & AMMUNITION 

RELOADING . 
- 

100.000 GUNS. RIFLES,  buy. sell, exrhange 
modern, anrique, complete I'sts. Mutual Ex- 
change, Rox 6651. Columbus 9, Ohio. 

GUNSMITHING 

GUNS, GUNSMITHING, Scopes, Stocks, Blue- 
ing, Guaranteed. Wri te  Your Needs. Peters 
Gun Shop, Beloit, Kans. 

30M1 CARBINE HUNTING Reloads $10.00 
per 100 38 Special $5 00 P e r  100, 220 Swift 
$2.90 P e r  box ( 2 0 ) .  FOB Ft .  Pierce. 150 Gr. 
Semi-W. C. and  158 Round Nose cas t  Bullets 

SPORTER MAUSER '98 with new barrel. 
Lyman 57 sight,  ramp f ron t  sight, swivels 
monte carlo comb and  cheek piece, rubber but t  
plate, forearm and  pistol gr ip  plate with 
spacers. Cal. 30.06 or  .270, each $71.00. 
Eugene Kohut, 125 James St., New Haven, 

$1.50 pc 
Reloader. Box ww, ft .  l'lerce, fla.  

GUN BARREL Drilling Machines, Reaming 
Machines, Riflers and Profilers. We a re  Spe- 
cialists i n  Arsenal Equipment. Wha t  do  you 
need? Botwinik Brothers, Inc., New Haven, 
Connecticut. 

Conn. 
REDDING POWDER Scales. New. $10.95 
postpaid ! Free li terature. Now York Dis- 
tributors,  1431-G Canterbury, Dearborn, Mich- 
igan. 
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LEGAL GARAND Rifles $110. Carbines 
$87.50. Sloper, 907 D Searmont ,  Tiicson, 
Arizona. 



HANDGUN RELOADERS. "Perfection" Car- 
boloy Resizing Die-Postpaid $20.50 No clean- 
ing or oiling cases, guaranteed not to scratch. 
Lasts your lifetime. "Hollow Pointer" doubles 
the shock of vour solid bullets-43.75 Post- 
piid."~rictiofi Free" handle for the old model 
Wilson case trimmer-$1.50 postpaid. Full 
line of cast and lubricated bullets. Reloading 
fifty rifle and pistol calibers in your case8 or 
mine. Enclose @$ stamps for information. 
Buey's Reloading Service, 5325 Arlington 
Street, Phila. 31, Penna. 

MOULDS FOR HiSpeed Revolver bullets that 
eliminate leading. Accuracy guaranteed. Re- 
loading Tools. Ray Thompson, Grand Marals 
4, Minnesota. 

SIGHTS - SCOPES - BINOCULARS 
"WHICH MODEL?", "How to Check Align- 
ment''-Free leaflets by Binocular Experts. 
Vs. century exoerience. Binocular List with 
duality analysis. Free repair estimates. 
Mirakel Repair Co., Mount Vernon 8, N. Y. 

BINOCULAR SPECIALISTS, all makes re- 
a i red .  Authorized Bausch & Lomb, Zeiss- 

ensoldt. and Bushnell Dealer. Tele-Ovtics, 
5514 ~awrence,  Chicago 30. 

TAXIDERMIST 

FINE DETAILED Sculptor Taxidermy. 37 
years experience. A. E. Masters, Master-Taxi- 
dermist, 1174 Beaver St., Missoula, Mont. 

WE TAN Skins, mount animals. Sell birds, 
heads. Bear rugs, glass eyes, scalps, horns, 
antlers. Hofmann's Taxidermy, 1025 Gates, 
Brooklyn 21, N. Y. 

WANTED 

RUSSIAN, FACIST, Nazi, French Dress Da 
gers Bayonets and Trench Knives. sketch; 
price, Condition. N. Heilmann, Jr., Grantham 
Road, Wallingford, Conn. 

REMINGTON Hand guns in fine condition. 
Especially interested in securing a Beal's 
Pocket Revolver, 2nd Model. W. E. Florence, 
43 Berkeley St., Reading, Mass. 

WANTED-RARH odd unusual automatic 
pistols. Walther Armee,'MP, HP, 9mm BSW 
new German model, Maxim. Schonberger, un- 
usual Lugers, Mausers. Want .25 and .32 com- 
mon pocket autos if excellent or letter. Sidney 
Aberman, 1210 Beechwood Blvd., Pittsburgh, 
Penna. 

WANTED-$1000.00 Cash paid for best deal 
in Pistols & Automatics. Cannon's Thrift 
Shop (Nevada's Largest Pistol Dealer), 112 
E. Comm. Row, Reno, Nevada. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

SPORTSMAN - HUNTERS - Shooter's - 'Let's 
Save You Money. Your used n part payment 
on new Rifles Shotguns, Handguns Ammo. 
Scnnes. M O U ~ ~  Reloading tools. send 254 
~ ~ f < o ~  &amps for list-particulars-free hunt- 
ing tips book. Refunded first order in full. 
Berkshire Gun Rack, Six Lakes, Michigan. 

BUY SURPLUS direct from Government. 
Boat, motor, track, jeep, hunting, flshing, 
camping, sporting Equipment, Radio, Photo- 
graphic, Power tools, machinery & hundreds 
others listed in our Bulletin "Sur Ius Sales". 
Price $1.00. Box 169UH, East ~ t f f  8, Conn. 

"GREEN DIAMONDS" key chain. One dollar 
postpaid. William Wilson, Box 167, Hilo, 
Hawaii. 

TEXAS STEER Fox Hunting Horns hand 
made high tone 14" $3.00, 16" $3.50. Powder 
~ o r n k  $4.00. For Goat. Fox hunting horns 
and Raw steer long horns send stamps for 
circulars. General Mercantile Co., Laredo, 
Texas. 

HAWAIIAN COAT OF ARMS. Patch may be 
sewn to shooting jacket. One dollar oetpaid. 
William Wilson, Box 167, Hilo, ~ a w a i i .  

GENUINE IMPORTED English Staghorn Dog 
Whistles. Expertly handcrafted of beautiful 
sta horn #I01 Shrill toned whistle $2.00. 
t d 2  share tone $2.50. #I03 Referee & 
nolice tone $3.00. it104 Chrome silent whistle = - - - - -  - -  - -  
~/shield & chain. Audible to dogs over a mile. 
#I05 unbreakable Bakolite dog shaped whis- 
tle $1.00. #I06 small chrome police whistle 
$1 00 Chrome choke type dog training col- 
lars. ~ u m a n e  'and Spike types. $3.00. Post- 
)aid. Dealer inquiries invited. Sport Import, 

ox 4363, Detroit 9, Michigan. 

FITTING A NEW RIFLE BARREL 
(Continued from page 41) 

quently. Put the barrel in the vise and see 
if you can turn the action all the way on. If 
you can't you will have to chase the threads 
all the way to the shoulder. It's possible to 
crack an action if the barrel is too tight, but 
it must screw up snugly. No sloppy fit will 
do here. 

The next operation in fitting the barrel to 
the action is to get the proper headspace for 
the cartridge you have chosen. If you can't 
get headspace gauges, use cartridges for a 
gauge. Get a box each of Western, Win- 
chester, Remington and Peters cartridges. 
Clean the chamber carefully and try the 
cartridges to see if they will drop out easily. 
Be sure the bullet doesn't contact the rifling 
and cause it to stick. The reason for trying 
cartridges of different brands is because there 
is likely to be a slight difference in dimen- 
sions and you don't want to headspace too 
closely on a minimum cartridge and find that 
you have trouble closing the bolt on those of 
another brand. 

Remove the firing pin from the bolt, so as 
to do away with any chance of an accidental 
discharge, and fit the bolt in the action. Place 
the action in a vise and be sure the bolt lugs 
are fitting snugly against the bearing sur- 
faces in the action. Place a straight-edge 
across the face of the action and measure the 
depth of the face of the bolt. Place a car- 
tridge in the chamber and measure the dis- 
tance from the barrel shoulder to the back 
surface of the cartridge. Douglas leaves ten 
thousandths to twenty thousandths excess 
metal on the barrel shoulder which must be 
removed to get the proper headspace. You 
must also measure from the action face to the 
inner ring in the action. The barrel face must 
not contact the inner ring before the barrel 
shoulder contacts the action face. It is 
possible to file the barrel face and barrel 
shoulder so as to get the correct headspace, 
but this calls for some master filing and most 
of us aren't masters. Likely you have a 
machinist friend who will help with this part 

-World Famous Featherweight Automati- 
.22 Short BERETTA MINX - 

WORLD CHAMPION GUNS 

for Hunters & Trap Shooting 

MERKEL BROS. OVER-UNDER 
12.16-20 ban, at VERY LOW prices. Cataleurn free. - -W. GLASER, Gunsmith- 

Loewenstrasse 42. ZURICH 1, SWITZERLAND 

I N V E N T O R S  
m sen REGISTERED PATENT 

PATENT IN. AATION 
Book and 

ATTORNEY 

INVENTOR'S RECORD ~ ~ " ; ' ~ ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
without obligation patent Attorney Advisor 

GUSTAVE MILLER u.8. N w  Dw*. 1930-1947 
16Q Warner Building 
Waihington 4, R. C. PATENT LAWYER 

of the job. If he likes guns, so much the  
better; he will be more careful. Set the barrel 
in a lathe, and remove less metal than you 
think is needed. Go carefully here. 

Screw the barrel into the action tightly 
enough to require putting just a bit of your 
weight on the wrench. Now get a safety 
razor blade and break off a piece that will fit 
between the face of the bolt and the head of 
a cartridge. A Gillette Blue blade will mike 
four thousands to five thousandths of an inch. 
Remove the bolt and place the piece of blade 
on the bolt face as a shim and place a car- 
tridge on the blade. The extractor will hold 
the cartridge in place. Insert the bolt and 
cartridge in the action and close the bolt. If 
there is no feeling of tension as the bolt is 
closed the barrel must be removed and more 
metal taken from the shoulder and possibly 
from the barrel face. Screw the barrel into 
the action again and try the bolt and car- 
tridge. If you feel tension when you close 
the bolt remove that cartridge and try one 
from each of the boxes, still keeping the 
piece of razor on the bolt face. 

Now remove the bolt and get on the end of 
the wrench and put all your weight on it. 
Get that barrel as tight as you can. This 
should turn the barrel to 5/16" and 
will likely take up the thickness of the razor 
blade. Now try some cartridges without the 
blade. If one out of ten shows some tension 
when you close the bolt you have done a 
first class job. There is no extractor cut to 
be made on a Mauser. If you should re- 
barrel a Springfield, Enfield or Winchester 
M.70 you will have to make a cut. You can 
locate it properly and cut it with a file. 

There are a few general hints to keep in 
mind as you go along. You should sprinkle 
powdered rosin in the grooves of the barrel 
blocks to keep the barrel from turning when 
you tighten the action. Put  a few drops of 
oil on the vise threads and use a large 
monkey wrench to tighten the nuts down. 
Tighten them until the wood blocks fairly 
groan. I weigh 180 Ibs., and I can bounce my 
weight on the end of the handle without the 
barrel turning. The barrel must fit the blocks 
well and it's necessary to use the rosin. You 
should use a piece of sheet copper or sheet 
lead between the top of the action and the 
wrench to keep it from being scarred. The 
clamping plbte fits the flat surface on the 
bottom of this action and the nuts need, only 
be tightened enough to insure against any 
rolling tendency. Some rosin will stick to the 
barrel, but this can be easily removed with 
fine steel wool. The barrel should be fitted 
in the wood blocks so that there will be less 
than one inch between the vise and the 
action. This does away with any chance of 
springing the barrel when it is tightened in 
the action. 

Anyone with some gun knowledge and a 
smattering of mechanical know-how can do a 
first class job of fitting a barrel to an action 
and can do it in less time than it has taken 
me to write about it. The wrench and vise 
should cost less than ten dollars. I t  takes 
about an hour to make them. If you are in 
a hurry for a gun you can do this work and 
get a certain pleasure in doing it.. Just go 
carefully and pay attention to the funda- 
mentals. @ 



Hoppe9s No. 9 
S A THOROUGH 

GUN CLEANER 
This well known and widely used 
Solvent removes all trace of primer, 
powder, lead and metal fouling and 
gives your gun thorough pro- 
tection. Ask your gun dealer 
about Hoppe's - or send us 
15c for sample. Complete 
' G u n  C l e a n i n g  G u i d e "  
FREE upon postcard request. 

FRANK A. HOPPE, INC. 

: 2313 No. 8th St., Phila. 33, Pa! 

42 feet 5 inches. Has new self-aligning 
optics, and image of reticule appears to be 
constantly centered in field of view for full 
range of adjustment. The feather-light 
aluminum Bear Cub has non-glare finish, 
larger objective, admits more light than ever 
before. It is easy to mount with split or 
solid rings. Bear Cub lists at  $45.00. Avail- 
able at dealers or set  i t  from Kollrnoreen 
Optical corporation,Dept. G-2, ~ o r t h a m ~ t o n ,  
Massachusetts. IMOST AMAZING 

Of all fur bearing animals la 
the NUTRIA1 Perfect gentleman 
-no noise no odor very friendly1 
He eats fresh vegetation, rabbit 
pellets, etc. . . .  matures at 8 
months: multi~lies rapidly and 
has (2 or mom) wives - rn 
RAISES LARGE FAMILIES. 

THE BEAUTIFUL FUR-matea 
NUTRIA valuable - resembles 
beaver - YOU can atart small 
and mow big. A TREMENDOUS 
OPPORTUNITY. 

NEW BOOKLET: "Facts that 
Can Mnke You RIRH"Ã‘SL1 

NEW PRODUCT FOR HANDLOADERS 
called the Fitz Flipper. Here's an unbreak- 
able, duramite plastic device that flips all 
primers base up or down, as you choose, in- 
stantly, according to the manufacturer. It's 
simple, fast, automatic and is guaranteed to 
work every time, he says. Loads presses 
with both non-auto and auto priming device. 
It is only $1.50 postpaid. Send orders to 
Fitz Grips, Department G-2, Box 14002, Los 
Angeles 49, California. 

He's a 
gentleman!" 

(refundable first order). hiit 
miss this one! YOU WILL BE 
DELIGHTED 1 

LUND'S NUTRIA RANCH 
9725 Sunland Blvd., Dept. 39, Sunland, Calif. 

LOW-COST, BEAUTIFUL BINOCULAR. 
United Binocular Company's latest pocket 
binocular masterpiece is the Silver Sphinx. 
It is small, light-weight, yet beautiful-and 
it really works. 2" by 3%" in size, it weighs 
only 5% ounces, the company recently an- 
nounced. The United Binocular Company 
which introduced pocket binoculars to 
America, says it is  constantly striving to 
provide a better vest-pocket binocular at a 
lower price. The Silver Sphinx seems to 
be the answer. I t  retails for only $14.95, 
including genuine leather carrying case and 
straps. Order from United Binocular Com- 
pany, Department G-2, 9043 South Western 
Avenue, Chicago 20, Illinois. 

Â 
Â 
Â 
Â 
Â 
Â 
Â 
Â lected Quality-Dry & Solid Â 
Â RIFLE BLANKSÃ‘R ular Len th from 34" to 
Â 36". Prices from $10 to $50. Full length 

(Mannlicher) from 46" to 48". Â 
Prices from $25 to $50. 

Â Plenty for cast-off and Monte Carlo. 
SHOT-GUN BLANKSÃ‘Lengt 18" to 20". 

Â Prices from $15 to $50. Â 
All approximately 2%" thick. Â : SEND 250 TODAY FOR BID NEW OATALOO : : FRANK MITTERMEIER : 

3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65, N. Y. STOCK-GLAZE MAKES GUN SHOW- 
PIECE. A new gun-care product, STOCK- 
GLAZE, cleans, water-proofs, beautifies and 
protects your gun stock almost instantly, the 
manufacturer reports. I t  is  simple to use- 
just apply a small quantity with a soft 
cloth and rub. Your stock takes on a high 
gloss, hard, new water-proof finish. Can be 
used on raw wood and oil-finished and hard- 
finished stocks; and it won't crack, ever. 
Available at dealers or order direct. Two- 
ounce jar only $1.00. J. C. Paul and Com- 
pany, Department G-2, 8140 North Ridgeway 
Avenue, Skokie, Illinois. 

AMAZING I - r c n ~ , ~ ~ . ~ .  Ã‘Ã ,.-.-...-- ..Or WEAKEN! 
NON-ELECTRIC Retrieve guns tackle tools and other 
steel items from lake, river, plating tanks, drains or other 
hard-to-reach spots. Recover drills taps. etc. from 
sweepings. Clear alley of harmful tacks, nails. Many 
other uses. Pays for itself quickly. 
GUARANTEED: Try any mafinct one week. Money back 

.S 9.50 .. .S 6.50 

Send M.o. or check. We pay uustage. Sorry no C.O.D.'a. 
M I A M I  MAGNET CO. 

1240 NORTHWEST 27th AVE.. MIAMI 42, FLORIDA 

GUNSMITH LATHE. Sheldon Machine 
Co., Inc., has just announced a new pedestal 
design on its gunsmith lathe. Featuring 
greater operator conveniences, the new pedes- 
tal mount is sturdy and functional in design. 
This lathe is built to American standards 
for toolroom lathes, and Sheldon checks each 
lathe to 19 rigid points before it leaves the 
plant. The company is holding the line on 
prices regardless of the fact that many new 
improvements have been made. For further 
information write Sheldon Machine Co., Inc., 
Department G-2, 4258 North Knox' Avenue, 
Chicago 41, Illinois, 

Improved Minute Man Gun 
Blue Instantly preserves and A 

renews stwis and iron sur- 
faces-Not a paint or lacduer - No heating necessary - 
Comes complete with all nec- 
saaw eauloment. 
GUARANTEED-Tested and 
proven over 30 years by 
repeat salu to satlsfled 
users. SEND 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE .--------- 
NEW METHOD MFG. CO. 1 
G-2, Bradford. Pa. 1 NEW 294 POWER RIFLE SCOPE. Koll- 

morgen Optical Corporation has just an- 
nounced their new, extra wide field Bear 
Cub scope. Field of view at  100 yards is 

Name. ...................... I 
Address. .................... 
City ............ State ...... I 



B E N C H  R E S T  
B A R R E L S  

B U I L T  
TO YOUR 

SPECIFICATIONS 

F I T T E D  
TO YOUR 

ACTION 

CHROME-MOLY OR 
STAINLESS STEEL 

For the finest- 

specify 1AA barrels 

JOHNSON AUTOMATICS 
ASSOCIATES 
I N C O R P O R A T E D  

HOPE VALLEY, RHODE ISLAND 

NOW you can have your own 
portable target holder for  rifle 

or pistol. 
Set up anywhere outdoors where there's a 
suitable backstop. Targets clip to  holder. 
Accommodates targets 14" x 14" or smaller. 
Lightweight. Adjustable height for rifle or 
pistol shooting. Quickly token apart for easy 
storage in car trunk, etc. Made of sturdy 
steel. Extra paper targets included. 

Only $3.98 postpaid 
Dealer inquiries invited 

MAR-TECH PRODUCTS MFG. CO. 
P. 0. BOX 383 COFFEYVILLE, KANSAS 

PARTING SHOTS 

4s^ 
'Other than that. . . how do you like it?" 

"You don't suppose they'd return the two bucks we paid for the hunting 
license." 



.. .. I 

Strebco Products 
"GUNSMITHS & GUN DEALERS 

. FOR THREE GENERATIONS. .'I 

Always Satisfaction Guaranteed! ./ WE ARE DISTRIBUTORS 
FOR THE FOLLOWING: Heavy (PLT ' Frame We can t u ~ f l l  

new oartÃ te . . .  Astra Pistols ... Beretto Pistols Franchi 
Shotguns . . .  Great Western $. A. Revolver! 

High Standard Pistols Iver Johnson . ... 
Pistols, Rifles & Shotguns . . .  Le Chasseur. 
Llama, Star, Walther Pistols . . .  MannlichÃ§r 
Schoenauer Rifles ... Marlin Rifles and Shot- 
guns . . .  Steyr & Sako Rifles . . .  Buehler 
Mts., Pachmayr Products, Gun Cases, Norman- 
Ford Scopes, Grips, Powder, Holsters, Hornady 
Bullets, Lyman Scopes, Handloading and 
Sights, Hoppe's Cleaning Accessories, Pecav 
Scopes, RCBS Dies, Redding Scales, Swivels, 
Williams Sights, Mounts, etc., Norma Bullet*. 
Factory Installers of Poly Choke . . .  Cum 
Compensators . . .  "If we iob it-we have o 
complete stock on hand for immediate do- 
livery, including the so called 'scarce items'." 
Full dealer discounts on the above listed items 
Request on your letterhead wil l  bring om 
road man to your door. 

(NOT W O m - O V E R  46b.8) ' ,?W5 With plain wood military Grips + 
With GENUINE STAG GRIPS a*' H l u t m M  
(31.90. (Stag grips not wid 'soyaratriy). 1 HOLSTERS FOR MODEL 1917: sold with mu 
Tw. half-moon clips lnduded FREE. All ,,M 
h v e  been arsenal everhauied. Dull finish, w" barrels, tight actiens. Good sfcooton & 
hacked by our money bade guamnto*. 1 

I 38 S& W caliber 
A Sturdy MILITARY REVOLVER s i ~ - s h o o ~ ~ ,  

FAMOUS SERVICE MODEL double action 6-shooter with swing-out 
#lnder. Positive locking. Walnut grips. 5" barrel with fixed sights. 

ekht 31 ox. Very good to exc*Bent. Bore perfect. An unmotchd $29,95 4 1 
value while they last. - NEW ENFIELD PARTS 

GOVT SURPLUS .22 RIFLES AND PISTOLS 
Each 

Extractors ........................ .11.50 
Bolts with collar .................. 1.00 
Handguards. rear or fr. ............ .50 
Strikers, (firing-pin) ............... .40 
EJectori ........................... .65 
Magazine box ...................... 1.00 
Cocking piece ...................... 1.00 
Bolt atop springs .................. .25 
Floor plates ....................... 1.00 
Wooer guards ..................... 1.00 

(Otie enrh of the above 10 scarce parts. 

Dozen 
1 1  3.011 
l0.M 
4.00 
3.51 
5.00 

10.00 
10.00 
2.00 
8.011 
ado 

86.91H 

9 

M0,DEL B 10 SHOT 

MODEL 44 U. S. .22 AUTO PISTOL 
Prewar quality but best 

.22 TARGET RIFLE $1 9.95 of all PREWAR PRICES! perfect 
1 

in and o u t ~ a s  new. Patridge 
Speed-lcck, thumb safety, grooved trigger, adj, ~ ~ ~ i r ~ $ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ y ~ c $ ~ ~ ~  
peep sight, target stock, heavy 26" target rifleing for extreme accuracy. GRADE 1 
barrel, 11/4" sling swivels, 7-shot clip. "Like Also a few GRADE 2 (slightly $26.95 
"e~'~-marked i'U. s, Pr~peW*~ .  Bona fide vrfect1 $24'95' 

Extra magazines new @ $1.50 with gun 
proof of ownership given with each gun. New holsters with gun, $3.95. 

SPECIAL MILITARY PARTS 
S~rlnofield atripped Nickel Steel Bolts, en.. .... .S3.lÃ 
Mauser 98 stripped Bolts, each ................ 3.00 
New Commercial Bolta-low handle & checkerad 

bolt knob. polished. each .................... 7.m 
Mauser 98 Bolt Sleeve. comDlete with new low 

safety, ea. .................................. 3 .5~  
...... Mauser Cocking P1,wto OR Safetlw. each .71 

Super Special Buy! C H R O M E - L I N E D  B A R R E L S  

PARTS FOR .38 M 6 P: (Will also f i t  VICTORY 
Model) Barrels, 5" dull fin. @ $3.95; Grips 
smooth walnut per pair .50cm Hammers, new 
complete @ ..7'5c; -Cranes, n& @ $1.00; Trig- 
gers, @ $1.00; Hands .50c. 

( In  dozen Iota only-each unit 16% less) 

WILL F I T  MAUSER 98 fir F.N. ACTIONS - .30-06 fir .270 CALIBERS 
threaded, finish-chambered, blued, chrome-IinedÃ‘read for f i t t ing with minimum effort- 
while they lost .............................................................. 1495 
OR FITTED TO YOUR ACTION. .219:95 ................................................ 

other Super Special '98 Mauser parts ' 1-1' . . .  
a .  m u .  CTH;,U, Ã‡<Ã .̂3. 

\ \i ;;!g new, for low sww. aheaked bo~t m b - w n u n e ~ * ]  ernh. 1 gun st pa r t s  and 
~TREBCO" ImImped Set-Triggers, with MU, each $7.95. . - .  

/91b.. . -  
MINIMUM ORDER $10.00Ã‘N COD'S u 

IMPORTANT! Send pistol affadavit with orderÃ‘pisto shipped by express. 

N. F. STREBE GUN WORKS 
5404 Marlboro Pike, Washington 27, D. C. 



BERETTA I 
N A T I O N A L L Y  A D V E R T I S E D !  

quality and originality 
The, incredible history 
of two  h u n d r e d  a n d  
seventy-five years have 
strengthened the expe- 
rience and sharpened 
the vision of BERETTA to 
produce original fire- 
arms with unsurpassed 
quality. 
PLINKER - 17 ounces 
of plinking pleasure - 
plus red dot safety indi- 

. . .  cator skeletonized 
. . .  external hammer 

. . .  take down magazine 
. . .  thumb web spur 5th 

finger rest . . .  5 second 
takedown-all exclusive 
BERETTA features that 
make it a pleasure to  own 
-and to shoot. 

PLINKER .22 LR cal. (3 511 6" barrel). $43.95 r .... 'Vith mother of pearl handle. 53.50 

Vith combination barrels (3 5/16" 
and 6") . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  55.00 

r M I N X 4 2  .22 cal. short 2%" barrel =.SO 9 shots. 
With Standard handles .............................. 32.00 

With Mother of Pearl handles ............... 37.75 

M1NX-M-4 .22 cal. short 4" barrel . 35.00 

..... JET+ 25 cal. 2%" barrel. 33.50 

Have you seen the BERETTA 12 gaug-3" Mag- 
num shell shotgun? Ask your dealer to show 
you the world's finest shotgun for duck and 
geese! 

1 I J. 1. GALEF & SON, INC. 85 Chambers street, New York 7, New York 

I See Your Dealer or Write Deal. 6.F. for Lilt lescribing the Entire BERETTA Line of Modem Handguns. 
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